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Earned   Media   Placements   in   2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International    has   appeared   in   over    2,000   unique   
publications ,   including    BBC,   CNN,   The   New   York   Times,   The   

Washington   Post   and   more...   
  

  

  

  

     

  
  
  
  

  



  

Polar   Bears   International   in   the   Media   
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Dr.   Steven   C.   Amstrup,   Chief   Scientist   
  

  
“Showing   how   imminent   the   threat   is   for   different   polar   bear   populations   is   another   reminder   that   
we   must   act   now   to   head   off   the   worst   of   future   problems   faced   by   us   all.   The   trajectory   we're   on   
now   is   not   a   good   one,   but   if   society   gets   its   act   together,   we   have   time   to   save   polar   bears.   And   
if   we   do,   we   will   benefit   the   rest   of   life   on   Earth,   including   ourselves."   ( Dr.   Steven   Amstrup   on   
BBC   World   News )   
  

"Human-caused   global   warming   means   that   polar   bears   have   less   and   less   sea   ice   to   hunt   on   in   
the   summer   months…   The   ultimate   trajectory   of   polar   bears   with   unabated   greenhouse   gas   
emissions   is   disappearance."   ( Dr.   Steven   Amstrup   in   AFP )   
  

“Polar   bears   have   long   been   seen   as   messengers   of   symptoms   of   climate   change   that   will   
impact   all   life,   including   humans,”   Steven   C.   Amstrup   told   National   Geographic.    Co-author   of   
the   study     recently   published   in   Nature   Climate   Change   ,   this   scientist   heads   operations   at   Polar   
Bears   International.   ( Dr.   Steven   Amstrup   in   National   Geographic )   

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-53474445
https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-53474445
https://www.france24.com/en/20200921-arctic-ice-melt-doesn-t-boost-sea-levels-so-do-we-care
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-020-0818-9
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-020-0818-9
https://www.nationalgeographic.fr/animaux/2020/08/les-ours-polaires-pourraient-totalement-disparaitre-avant-2100


  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

Geoff   York,   Senior   Director   of   Conservation   
  
  

“A   quick   review   showed   that   the   [Arctic   Seismic   Work]   proposal   “makes   a   lot   of   problematic   
assumptions   that   underestimate   the   impacts.   Although   the   proposal   says   that   death   or   injury   of   
a   polar   bear   is   not   expected,   Mr.   York   says   it   concedes   that   there   is   a   21   percent   chance   of   
such   an   outcome.   “I   think   most   people   would   consider   a   one   in   five   chance   of   injuring   or   killing   a   
polar   bear   to   be   too   much.”   ( Geoff   York   in   New   York   Times )   

  
“[Trump   Admin   Hid   Polar   Bear   Research]   Whenever   scientific   information   is   delayed   or   
otherwise   denied   to   the   public   and   policy   makers,   conservation   suffers…   Managers   across   
government   need   access   to   the   best   available   information   to   successfully   do   their   jobs,   whether   
that’s   protecting   polar   bears   or   people.”   ( Geoff   York   in   Gizmodo )   
  

"We   are   currently   in   uncharted   waters   with   record   low   Arctic   sea   ice   this   late   in   the   year..   This   is   
yet   another   red   flag   from   our   rapidly   warming   planet—trying   to   warn   us   of   changes   yet   to   come."   
( Geoff   York   in   Smithsonian )   
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/07/climate/arctic-refuge-polar-bears.html#:~:text=The%20United%20States%20Fish%20and,polar%20bears%20in%20the%20region.&text=Polar%20bears%20are%20listed%20as%20threatened%20under%20the%20Endangered%20Species%20Act.
https://earther.gizmodo.com/the-trump-administration-hid-polar-bear-research-that-c-1845233780
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/arctic-sea-ice-fails-refreeze-late-october-setting-new-record-180976132/


  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

Krista   Wright,   Executive   Director   
  
  

“Trump's   support   of   the   Gulf   of   Mexico   moratorium   is   "likely   a   gesture   fueled   by   political   
ambition,"   but   they'll   take   it….   Trump   should   do   more,   she   added:   "If   the   President   is   serious   
about   conservation   he   should   reverse   all   the   catastrophic   de-regulation   and   handouts   to   
industry   that   come   at   the   expense   of   our   global   health."   ( Krista   Wright   in   USA   Today )   

  
  "There   are   over   300   nights   of   lights   a   year   in   Churchill…   you   can   get   lights   that   are   dancing   
and   moving."   ( Krista   Wight   in   Mashable )   
  

“If   we   act   swiftly   and   collectively   to   make   a   bold   transition   to   renewable   energy,   and   away   from   
fossil   fuels,   we   can   preserve   polar   bears   for   future   generations.   We   hope   Polar   Bear   Week   
encourages   people   to   pause,   appreciate,   and   listen   to   this   species.”   ( Krista   Wright   in   Good   
News   Network )   
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/2020/09/08/trump-backs-moratorium-offshore-drilling-but-touts-elsewhere/5746926002/
https://mashable.com/article/northern-lights-webcam-live-watch/?europe=true
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/polar-bear-live-stream-watch/
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/polar-bear-live-stream-watch/


  
  
  
  
  

  
  

“According   to   the   study,   co-authored   by   Steven   Amstrup   and   
Geoffrey   York   of   Polar   Bears   International,    FLIR   has   flaws   
that   the   Arctic’s   harsh   conditions   expose   nearly   every   time   it   
is   used.”    ( Washington   Post )   
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

  
“The   town   is   working   on   a   plan   to   prevent   conflicts   
between   hungry   bears   and   humans,   using   a    new   
radar   system   that   can   watch   and   warn   when   a   
bear   approaches    and   do   so   in   a   snowstorm   and   
during   the   dead   of   night.   ‘The   radar   can   see   
through   all   of   that,”   said   Geoff   York,   senior   
conservation   director   at   Polar   Bears   International   
who   has   been   “training”   the   system’s   artificial   
intelligence   this   year   to   recognize   bears   on   the   
tundra   near   Churchill.   “It’s   one   more   way   to   keep   
communities   or   camps   safe.’”    ( Reuters )   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

“The   challenge   to   their   survival   has   long   been   
understood,   but   the   new   study   --   building   on    pioneering   
work   by   Amstrup   a   decade   ago    --   is   the    first   to   put   a   
timeline    on   their   likely   demise.   The   new   approach  
overlays   two   sets   of   data.”    ( AFP )   
  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2020/02/27/polar-bears-drilling-anwr/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-canada-arctic-polar-bears-idUSKBN27Q0ND
https://www.timesofisrael.com/polar-bears-could-be-extinct-by-2100-due-to-climate-change-study-warns/#:~:text=PARIS%20(AFP)%20%E2%80%94%20Climate%20change,span%20of%20a%20human%20lifetime.


  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

"The   system   that   makes   the    Northern   Lights   cam   work   
is   extremely   complex …   We   shoot   the   internet   over   51   
miles   of   tundra   to   bring   these   streams   to   people   all   over   
the   world.   Not   only   does   the   system   require   sophisticated   
equipment   but   also   partnerships.   "   ( BJ   Kirschhoffer   in   
Thrillist )   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
“ Belugas   aren’t   the   only   animals   that   rely   on   sea   
ice   for   survival .   Polar   bears   need   it   too,   as   do   human   
beings….   To   that   end,   Polar   Bears   International   is   
encouraging   the   public   to   take   action   in   a   number   of   
ways,   including    pledging   to   vote    with   the   climate   in   
mind,   contacting   elected   officials   about    taking   action   
on   climate   issues ,   signing   a    petition    in   favor   of   
renewable   energy,   and   even    adopting   a   polar   bear .”   
( Lonely   Planet )   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

“On   the   other   side   of   the   world,    Polar   Bears   International   
scrambles   to   continue   its   remote   Arctic   fieldwork.   Geoff   York,   
the   organization’s   senior   director   of   conservation,   spoke   to   
Smithsonian   from   self-isolation   at   his   Bozeman,   Montana,   
home   ...   Much   of   the   team’s   upcoming   fieldwork   to   places   like   
Canada’s   Western   Hudson   Bay   and   Norway   has   been   
canceled   or   put   on   hold.”   ( Smithsonian   Magazine )   

https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/live-stream-northern-lights-aurora-borealis-live-cam
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/live-stream-northern-lights-aurora-borealis-live-cam
https://polarbearsinternational.salsalabs.org/voteforpolarbears/index.html
https://polarbearsinternational.org/media/3601/pbi_climate_action_postcards_final.pdf
https://polarbearsinternational.org/media/3601/pbi_climate_action_postcards_final.pdf
https://polarbearsinternational.org/get-involved/petition/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/donate
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/beluga-live-cam-arctic-sea-ice-day
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/science-canceled-coronavirus-180974449/


  
  
  
  
  

  
  

“The   conservation   group    Polar   Bears   International ,   
which   recently   opened   a    new   interpretive   center   in   
town ,   says   that   since   the   1980s,   the   polar   bear   
population   of   western   Hudson   Bay,   where   Churchill   is,   
has   shrunk   by   30   percent,   a   result   of   global   warming   
and   the   decline   of   sea   ice   that   the   bears   depend   on   to   
access   the   seals   they   prey   upon.”   ( New   York   Times )   
  
  

  
  
  
  

  
“ Being   able   to   safely   tag   any   size   or   shape   of   bear   in   
the   wild   will   improve   the   quality   of   the   research   data   
that’s   collected ,   allowing   researchers   to   better   target   
conservation   strategies   as   the   the   world   warms   and   
polar   bear    habitat    and    behavior    is   impacted   (to   say   
nothing   of   the   impact    oil   and   gas     extraction   is   having ).”   
( Gizmodo )   
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  

“ The   study   found    that   a    one-mile   buffer   to   protect   
polar   bear   dens    from   industrial   activity   is   adequate   to   
keep   pregnant   bears   and   ne w   mothers   safe—but,   
according   to   the   study’s   authors,   that’s   only   if    those   
dens   can   be   located .”    (I nside   Climate   News )   
  

https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/travel/places-to-visit.html
https://earther.gizmodo.com/polar-bears-continue-to-be-screwed-1822627362?_ga=2.90560090.1136279954.1607304575-1992755575.1604461226
https://earther.gizmodo.com/climate-change-is-making-it-harder-for-polar-bears-to-r-1841454456?_ga=2.90560090.1136279954.1607304575-1992755575.1604461226
https://earther.gizmodo.com/the-oil-industry-threatens-alaskan-polar-bears-in-their-1844224616?_ga=2.90560090.1136279954.1607304575-1992755575.1604461226
https://earther.gizmodo.com/the-trump-administration-hid-polar-bear-research-that-c-1845233780?_ga=2.90560090.1136279954.1607304575-1992755575.1604461226
https://earther.gizmodo.com/post-it-note-pioneers-invent-a-safer-polar-bear-tag-1845824799
https://journalhosting.ucalgary.ca/index.php/arctic/article/view/70306
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/07072020/polar-bear-denning-alaska-arctic-drilling/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/07072020/polar-bear-denning-alaska-arctic-drilling/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/07072020/polar-bear-denning-alaska-arctic-drilling/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/07072020/polar-bear-denning-alaska-arctic-drilling/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/07072020/polar-bear-denning-alaska-arctic-drilling/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/07072020/polar-bear-denning-alaska-arctic-drilling/
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/07072020/polar-bear-denning-alaska-arctic-drilling/


  
Earned   Media   Placements   in   2020   

  
  

UNIQUE   ARTICLES   GENERATED   

2,947   
  
  

UNIQUE   PUBLICATIONS   
2,054   

Articles   in:    BBC,   CNN,   The   New   York   Times,   The   Washington   Post,   The   
Guardian,   USA   Today   and   more..     

  
  

ESTIMATED   AGGREGATE   
READERSHIP/MEDIA   VALUE   

(Estimated   Actual   Post   Views)   

5.9   Billion/$20.13   Million*   
  
  

SOCIAL   SHARES   OF   ARTICLES   

44,034   
  

*According   to   Cision   
   



  

Arctic   Seismic   Work   Will   Not   Hurt   Polar   Bears,   
Government   Says   
The   New   York   Times ,   12/07/2020   
  

Geoff   York,   senior   director   of   conservation   at   Polar   Bears   International,   a   conservation   group,   
said   a   quick   review   showed   that   the   proposal   “makes   a   lot   of   problematic   assumptions   that   
underestimate   the   impacts.”   
  

Although   the   proposal   says   that   death   or   injury   of   a   polar   bear   is   not   expected,   Mr.   York   says   it   
concedes   that   there   is   a   21   percent   chance   of   such   an   outcome.   “I   think   most   people   would   
consider   a   one   in   five   chance   of   injuring   or   killing   a   polar   bear   to   be   too   much,”   he   said.   
  

  
  
  
  
  

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/07/climate/arctic-refuge-polar-bears.html#:~:text=The%20United%20States%20Fish%20and,polar%20bears%20in%20the%20region.&text=Polar%20bears%20are%20listed%20as%20threatened%20under%20the%20Endangered%20Species%20Act.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/07/climate/arctic-refuge-polar-bears.html#:~:text=The%20United%20States%20Fish%20and,polar%20bears%20in%20the%20region.&text=Polar%20bears%20are%20listed%20as%20threatened%20under%20the%20Endangered%20Species%20Act.


  

Post-It   Note   Pioneers   Invent   a   Safer   Polar   Bear   Tag   
Gizmodo   (Earther) ,   12/08/2020   
  

To   come   up   with   better   ways   to   tag   polar   bears   in   the   wild,   BJ   Kirschhoffer,   the   director   of   field   
operations   at   Polar   Bears   International,   reached   out   to   his   dad,   Jon,   who   happens   to   be   an   
advanced   research   specialist   at   3M’s   Corporate   Research   Systems   Lab.   If   you’ve   ever   used   a   
Post-It   note   or   Scotch   tape,   then   you   know   that   3M   specializes   in   making   things   stick,   often   
temporarily.   So   the   senior   Kirschhoffer   started   the   “tag-a-bear”   challenge   to   encourage   the   
company’s   researchers   to   come   up   with   ways   to   securely   stick   tags   and   tracking   devices   to   
polar   bear   fur.   
  
  

  
  
  

https://earther.gizmodo.com/post-it-note-pioneers-invent-a-safer-polar-bear-tag-1845824799


  
Researchers   stranded   in   Arctic   at   start   of   coronavirus   
pandemic   head   back   for   second   winter   
Fox   News ,   12/13/2020   (syndicated   in    New   York   Pos t )   
  

Two   women,   whose   homecoming   from   a   winter    expedition    in   the   Arctic   last   year   was   delayed   by   
months   due   to   coronavirus,   have   set   out   again   –   this   time   with   new   gear   and   experience.   
Sunniva   Sorby,   of   Canada,   and   Hilde   Fålun   Strøm,   of   Norway,   became   the   first   two-woman   
team   to   spend   the   winter   in   remote   Bamsebu,   a   few   hundred   miles   from   the   North   Pole,   last   
year   for   their    Hearts   in   the   Ice    project.   
  

They   ended   up   staying   in   their   small,   isolated   cabin   for   a   full   year.   There   is   no   running   water   and   
limited   electricity,   and   they   face   harsh   weather   and   frequent   visits   from   polar   bears   –   more   than   
50   “close”   encounters   last   time.   

  

  
  
  
  

https://www.foxnews.com/world/hearts-ice-arctic-second-winter-coronavirus?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A%20foxnews%2Fworld%20%28Internal%20-%20World%20Latest%20-%20Text%29&utm_content=Google%20Feedfetcher
https://www.foxnews.com/world/hearts-ice-arctic-second-winter-coronavirus?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A%20foxnews%2Fworld%20%28Internal%20-%20World%20Latest%20-%20Text%29&utm_content=Google%20Feedfetcher
https://nypost.com/2020/12/14/researchers-stranded-in-arctic-at-start-of-pandemic-head-back-for-second-winter/
https://nypost.com/2020/12/14/researchers-stranded-in-arctic-at-start-of-pandemic-head-back-for-second-winter/
https://www.foxnews.com/category/great-outdoors
https://www.heartsintheice.com/


  

3M   Helps   Solve   Polar   Bear   Tracking   Problem   
LabRoots,    12/10/2020   
  

As   climate   change   continues   to   alter   the   Arctic   landscape,   polar   bear   research   becomes   more   
urgent.   Observing   animals   in   a   land   of   sea   ice,   snow,   and   permafrost   presents   unique   
challenges.   Observing   large,   active,   and   aggressive   predators   such   as   polar   bears   compounds   
these   challenges.   These   difficulties   led   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   researcher   BJ   
Kirschhoffer   to   reach   out   to   his   dad—Jon   Kirschhoffer,   a   research   specialist   at   3M—for   help.   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.labroots.com/trending/plants-and-animals/19374/3m-helps-solve-polar-bear-tracking


  

New   Stick-On   Tech   Could   Solve   Polar   Bear   Tracking   
Problem   
Interesting   Engineering,    12/11/2020   
  

Conversationalists   are   searching   for   ways   to   protect   polar   bear   populations   across   the   Arctic   
landscape   from   our   greatest   legacy:   climate   change.   As   the   rising   temperatures   alter   their   
homeland,   polar   bears   have   to   deal   with   new   challenges   such   as    starvation    and   are   facing   a   
bleak   future   ahead.   
  

In   order   to   collect   the   crucial   information   that   could   serve   as   alarm   bells   to   policymakers,   
researchers    are   putting   satellite   collars    on   polar   bears   and   obtaining   location   information,   
activity   rates,   and   temperature   data;   which   in   turn   can   enable   us   to   better   understand   population   
responses   to   ongoing   sea   ice   loss   from   carbon   emission,    per    Polar   Bears   International.   
  

  
  

https://interestingengineering.com/new-stick-on-tech-could-solve-polar-bear-tracking-problem?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=article&utm_content=11122020
https://interestingengineering.com/new-stick-on-tech-could-solve-polar-bear-tracking-problem?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=article&utm_content=11122020
https://interestingengineering.com/52-hungry-polar-bears-invaded-a-russian-town
https://polarbearsinternational.org/research/research-qa/can-you-tell-me-all-about-satellite-collars-and-why-scientists-use-them/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/research/research-qa/can-you-tell-me-all-about-satellite-collars-and-why-scientists-use-them/


  

Two   women   are   enduring   their   second   Arctic   winter   to   
highlight   climate   change   
CNN,    12/09/2020   
  

Sunniva   Sorby   and   Hilde   Fålun   Strøm   are   spending   over   18   months   in   a   tiny   cabin   on   the   Arctic   
island   of   Svalbard.   They   have   endured   months   of   total   darkness,   without   electricity   or   running   
water,   on   their   mission   to   inspire   and   educate   the   next   generation   to   protect   the   Arctic.   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2020/12/09/hearts-in-the-ice-arctic-cte-spc-intl.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2020/12/09/hearts-in-the-ice-arctic-cte-spc-intl.cnn


  

How   do   you   stick   a   satellite   tracker   on   a   polar   bear?   Polar   
bear   glue,   of   course   
MPR   News ,   12/08/2020   
  

Here’s   the   problem.   Polar   bears   live   in   some   of   the   most   inhospitable   and   inaccessible   habitat   
on   Earth   —   tough   for   humans   and   practically   anything   people   make.     
  

“They’re   in   the   Arctic.   They’re   in   and   out   of   the   sea   that   is   sometimes   frozen,”   says   Geoff   York,   
senior   director   of   conservation   for   Polar   Bears   International,   based   in   Montana   and   Winnipeg.   
He   and   his   colleagues   try   to   track   bears.   “And   they’re   just   rough   on   things.”   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.mprnews.org/story/2020/12/08/how-do-you-stick-a-satellite-tracker-on-a-polar-bear-polar-bear-glue-of-course
https://www.mprnews.org/story/2020/12/08/how-do-you-stick-a-satellite-tracker-on-a-polar-bear-polar-bear-glue-of-course


  

These   Women   Are   Living   Off-Grid   in   the   High   Arctic   for   
Citizen   Science   
Treehugger,    12/09/2020   
  

Sunniva   Sorby   and   Hilde   Fålun   Strøm   are   isolating   themselves   in   the   High   Arctic   of   Svalbard,   
Norway,   about   78   degrees   north   of   the   Arctic   Circle.   It’s   the   second   winter   these   explorers   will   
spend   in   a   remote   cabin   with   no   running   water   or   electricity   to   study,   educate,   and   raise   
awareness   about   climate   change.   
  

Last   year,   Sorby   and   Strøm   were   the   first   women   to   overwinter   in   Svalbard   solo,   with   their   stay   
lengthened   due   to   the   COVID-19   pandemic.   Not   deterred   by   their   extended   trip,   they’ve   
returned   to   the   20-square-meter   (215-square-foot)   trapper’s   cabin   called   Bamsebu   with   no   
running   water   or   electricity   where   they’ll   continue   their   citizen   science   work   until   May   2021.   

  

  
  
  
  

https://www.treehugger.com/off-grid-high-arctic-climate-change-5090454
https://www.treehugger.com/off-grid-high-arctic-climate-change-5090454


  

'STRONG   AND   SUCCESSFUL   WITHOUT   MEN’:   WHY   
TWO   WOMEN   SPENT   A   YEAR   IN   THE   ARCTIC   
Euronews ,   12/09/2020   
  

This   year,   Sunniva   Sorby   and   Hilde   Fålun   Strøm   became   the   first   women   to   overwinter   in   the   
remote   Norwegian   archipelago   of   Svalbard   without   men.   140   kilometres   away   from   their   nearest   
neighbours,   the   pair   spent   the   entirety   of   winter   and   several   months   beyond   in   a   20   square   
meter   cabin   without   running   water   or   electricity.   
  

After   setting   off   in   September   of   last   year,   the   original   plan   was   for   them   to   return   home   in   May   -   
having   spent   nine   months   in   the   Arctic.   But   as   it   became   clear   how   serious   the   COVID-19   
pandemic   was   turning   out   to   be,   things   rapidly   changed.   Their   only   updates   from   the   chaos   of   
the   outside   world   came   via   their   social   media   team.   
  

  
  
  
  

https://www.euronews.com/living/2020/12/09/strong-and-successful-without-men-why-two-women-spent-a-year-in-the-arctic
https://www.euronews.com/living/2020/12/09/strong-and-successful-without-men-why-two-women-spent-a-year-in-the-arctic


  

Arctic   endured   one   of   its   hottest   years   in   2020:   study   
France24,    12/08/2020   [photo]   

  

  
  

  
  

Walking   in   a   Winter   Wonderland     
Cincinnati   Zoo   Blog ,   12/16/2020   

  
Polar   bears   are   strong   swimmers   and   divers,   a   characteristic   that   allows   them   to   swim   from   one   
ice   floe   to   the   next.   As   humans,   we   need   protective   clothing   and/or   shelter   to   stay   warm.   Polar   
bears   don’t.   According   to   our   friends   at    Polar   Bears   International ,   their   bodies   thrive   in   the   stark   
temperatures.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20201208-arctic-endured-one-of-its-hottest-years-in-2020-study
http://blog.cincinnatizoo.org/2020/12/16/walking-in-a-winter-wonderland/
http://blog.cincinnatizoo.org/2020/12/16/walking-in-a-winter-wonderland/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears/characteristics/


  

Five   Years   On,   Summit   Aims   To   Breathe   Life   Into   Paris   
Deal   
International   Business   Times,    12/08/2020   [photo]   

  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.ibtimes.com.au/five-years-summit-aims-breathe-life-paris-deal-1649561
https://www.ibtimes.com.au/five-years-summit-aims-breathe-life-paris-deal-1649561


  

FROM   THE   POLAR   BEAR   CAPITAL   OF   THE   WORLD   TO   
TROPICAL   GABON,   AI   IS   HELPING   TO   FIGHT   
BIODIVERSITY   LOSS   
Euronews ,   12/05/2020   
  

The   Hudson   Bay   bears   are   some   of   the   most   southerly   members   of   this   species   on   the   planet.   
BJ   Kirschhoffer   of   Polar   Bears   International   tells   me   they   act   as   a   sort   of   “canary   in   a   coal   mine”   
for   the   rest   of   the   bear   population.   
  

“They've   spent   an   average   of   about   30   days   longer   on   land   over   the   last   40   years.   So   about   a   
month   less   access   to   sea   ice   because   there   just   isn't   any   ice,”   he   explains.   The   longer   they   
spend   on   land,   the   more   likely   they   are   to   have   a   confrontation   with   humans.   Confrontations   that   
can   easily   end   in   tragedy   for   either   people   or   the   rapidly   diminishing   bear   population.   
  

  
  

https://www.euronews.com/living/2020/12/05/from-the-polar-bear-capital-of-the-world-to-tropical-gabon-ai-is-helping-to-fight-biodiver
https://www.euronews.com/living/2020/12/05/from-the-polar-bear-capital-of-the-world-to-tropical-gabon-ai-is-helping-to-fight-biodiver
https://www.euronews.com/living/2020/12/05/from-the-polar-bear-capital-of-the-world-to-tropical-gabon-ai-is-helping-to-fight-biodiver


  

50   of   the   most   incredible   photos   captured   in   2020   
Business   Insider ,   12/02/2020   
  

Wong   captured   this   image   on   Canada’s   Baffin   Island   to   show   how   polar   bears   are   being   
affected   by   climate   change.   She   told   Agora   that   if   she   wins   the   contest,   she’ll   donate   20%   of   her   
earnings   to    Polar   Bears   International .   
  

“I   had   spent   a   few   days   tracking   this   bear,   who   displayed   curious   and   brazen   behaviours   
towards   snowmobiles   and   people,”   she   told   Agora.   “When   I   saw   him   jump   into   the   ocean   from   
the   ice   through   my   telephoto,   I   popped   my   drone   up   and   hoped   he’d   be   curious   enough   to   swim   
by   to   take   a   look.”   
  

  

https://www.businessinsider.com.au/most-incredible-photos-captured-this-year-2020-12
https://polarbearsinternational.org/


  

“The   Incredible   Shrinking   World   of   the   Polar   Bear”   
Britannica ,   12/03/2020   
  

Are   you   up   for   this   challenge?   If   you   are—you   can   reach   out   to   government   officials   in   your   
state   or   country   to   demand   that   they   pass   laws   that   limit   and   reduce   greenhouse-gas   emissions.   
You   can   make   a   donation   to   environmental   organizations—such   as   Polar   Bears   International   
and   the   World   Wildlife   Fund.   You   can   continue   to   talk   about   the   effects   of   increased   greenhouse   
gases   on   climate   change—and   you   can   ask   your   friends   and   relatives   to   encourage   their   own   
lawmakers   to   develop   climate-friendly   laws.   In   addition,   you   can   support   tree-planting   efforts   in   
your   town   by   planting   trees   yourself   or   by   supporting   the   efforts   of   others   with   your   donations.   
  

  

Five   ways   to   support   ecotourism   projects   (without   leaving   
home)   
Skyscanner   News ,   11/25/2020   
  

1.   Join   a   virtual   safari   
  

To   compensate   for   the   lack   of   ticket   sales,   many   rehabilitation   centres   are   now   offering   virtual   
experiences.   For   the   Bornean   Sun   Bear   Conservation   Centre,   this   means    online   virtual   talks    for   
a   small   fee.   In   cooler   climes,   Polar   Bears   International   offer   a   livestream   of   their    tundra   buggy   in   
Manitoba    as   it   trails   polar   bears.   It’s   not   quite   the   same   as   being   there   in   person,   but   it’s   still   
thrilling   to   see   and   learn   about   rare   animals.   
  
  
  

https://www.britannica.com/podcasts/postcards-from-the-6th-mass-extinction/audio-story-extinction-polar-bear-climate-change-podcast
https://www.skyscanner.net/news/how-to-support-ecotourism-from-home
https://www.skyscanner.net/news/how-to-support-ecotourism-from-home
https://www.buddyz.co/en/experiences/virtual-safari-experience-with-bornean-sun-bear
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears/polar-bear-cam
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears/polar-bear-cam


  

FROM   THE   TUNDRA   TO   THE   TREASURE   STATE   
Big   Sky   Journal,    11/23/2020   

  
Everyone   on   the   Tundra   Buggy   moved   to   one   side   to   look   out   into   the   boreal   forest   near   
Churchill,   on   the   western   shore   of   the   Hudson   Bay   in   Manitoba,   Canada.   I   was   part   of   a   group  
of   12   from   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI),   a   nonprofit   organization   based   in   Bozeman,   
Montana,   and   we   were   riding   around   the   subarctic   tundra   in   a   specially   designed   vehicle   that   
sits   12   feet   above   the   ground.   We   were   just   high   enough   so   that   a   polar   bear   standing   on   its   
hind   legs   wouldn’t   be   able   to   reach   us.   
  

We   quietly   lowered   the   school   bus-style   windows   and   focused   our   binoculars   and   large   camera   
lenses   at   a   mother   polar   bear   nursing   a   cub.   Her   back   was   turned   to   the   Tundra   Buggy,   and   our   
driver   and   guide   from   Frontiers   North   Adventures   made   sure   we   stayed   far   enough   away   to   
avoid   bothering   the   bears   as   they   went   about   their   normal   routine.   
  

  

https://bigskyjournal.com/from-the-tundra-to-the-treasure-state/


  
Will   polar   bears   become   extinct?   
Teen   Kid   News ,   11/22/2020   
  

And   last,   but   not   least,   there’s   the   scientists.   While   some   scientists   visit   the   “Polar   Bear   Capital   
of   the   World”   to   study   the   bears,   others,   such   as   Polar   Bears   International’s   Steven   Amstrup,   
are   there   because   they   also   see   a   unique   opportunity   to   inform   people   about   the   plight   of   polar   
bears.   

  
  
  

  

Here’s   where   you   can   see   the   best   NYC   holiday   windows   
this   year   
amNY ,   11/22/2020   
  

David   Yurman    –   Lenox   Hill   
We’re   big   fans   of   David   Yurman   holiday   windows,   because   they   raise   awareness   for    Polar   
Bears   International ,   a   non-profit   that   works   to   conserve   polar   bears   and   their   environment.   
David   Yurman   is   known   for   its   simple,   yet   elegant   and   heart-warming   displays   of   winter.   Last   
year’s   holiday   window,   they   continued   to   raise   Polar   Bear   awareness   and   protect   their   delicate   
habitats.   712   Madison   Avenue,   New   York,   NY   10065   

  
  
  
  
  
  

https://teenkidsnews.com/will-polar-bears-become-extinct/
https://www.amny.com/things-to-do/heres-where-you-can-see-the-best-nyc-holiday-windows-this-year/
https://www.amny.com/things-to-do/heres-where-you-can-see-the-best-nyc-holiday-windows-this-year/
https://www.davidyurman.com/?&ecid=cpc_brand_textad_google_us_Brand_Alone_Exact_Alone_david%20yurman&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI-JqX5qjH5QIVFZSzCh1OxQTgEAAYASAAEgJ0qvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/


  

How   Tech   is   Tracking   Polar   Bear   Populations   
Cheddar ,   11/19/2020   [video]   
  

BJ   Kirschhoffer,   Director   of   Field   Operations   at   Polar   Bears   International,   joins   'Cheddar   
Innovates'   to   discuss   what   work   is   being   done   to   protect   the   polar   bear   populations   and   how   
tech   is   being   used   to   help.   
  

  
  

  

Threatened   Species   Rely   On   Ecotourism   To   Survive.   So   
What   Happens   When   The   Tourists   Stop   Coming?   
Huffington   Post ,   11/20/2020   
  

Elsewhere,   ecotourism   has   taken   an   approach   that   most   of   us   are   perhaps   too   familiar   with:   
virtual   meetings.    Parks    and    wildlife    centers   have   fully   embraced   video   streams   to   hold   would-be   
tourists’   attention   from   afar.   Gilhooly’s   colleagues   in   Borneo   offer   sun   bear   sightings   through   a   
virtual   safari .   For   those   who   can’t   travel   to   Kaktovik   to   tour   the   frozen   Arctic,   Polar   Bears   
International   hosts   a   live    polar   bear   feed .     
  

https://cheddar.com/media/how-tech-is-tracking-polar-bear-populations
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pandemic-ecotourism-no-tourists_n_5fb2f432c5b6a46646701115
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/pandemic-ecotourism-no-tourists_n_5fb2f432c5b6a46646701115
https://www.nationalparks.org/connect/blog/take-virtual-visit-national-park
https://www.sdzsafaripark.org/platypus-cam
https://www.buddyz.co/en/experiences/virtual-safari-experience-with-bornean-sun-bear
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears/polar-bear-cam


  

Radar   against   polar   bear   attacks   
Spiegel   Science ,   11/17/2020   [video;   translated   from   German]   
  

Original   sound   Geoff   York   Senior   Director   Polar   Bears   International     
  

“As   the   Arctic   continues   to   warm   and   the   ice   to   melt,   we   are   seeing   more   bears   on   the   coast   
and   in   more   locations   and   for   longer   periods   of   time.   At   the   same   time,   the   new   open   ocean   
allows   more   people   to   come   into   the   Arctic.   And   so   we're   creating   a   perfect   one   Scenario   for   an   
increased   encounter   between   humans   and   bears   -   and   a   conflict.   "     
  

The   non-profit   organization,   Polar   Bears   International,   which   is   committed   to   the   conservation   of  
polar   bears,   has   been   monitoring   the   activity   of   the   animals   for   a   long   time.   A   new   radar   system   
is   now   supposed   to   prevent   polar   bears   from   getting   too   close   to   humans.     
  
  

  

Town   hopes   radar   will   keep   polar   bears   at   bay   
The   Times ,   11/14/2020   
  

It   is   being   tested   by   the   conservation   charity   Polar   Bears   International.   Radar   units,   which   have   
spent   months   studying   images   of   polar   bears   to   distinguish   them.   
  

  

https://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/natur/eisbaeren-in-kanada-radar-soll-vor-den-raeubern-warnen-experiment-in-der-arktis-a-5355165b-b57e-404d-b327-54e65f2c0c0b
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/town-hopes-radar-will-keep-polar-bears-at-bay-jvxd2j9xm


  

  

Hungry’   polar   bears   surround   the   garbage   truck   with   the   
driver   inside   in   a   refreshing   video.   
The   Washington   Newsday ,   11/15/2020   
  

Such   interactions   between   polar   bears   and   humans   in   the   Arctic   are   likely   to   become   more   
frequent   as   the   loss   of   sea   ice   changes   the   behavior   of   animals   and   humans,   according   to   Polar   
Bears   International.  
  
  
  

  

Toronto   Zoo’s   Polar   Bear   Receives   Promotion   To   Master   
Corporal   To   Acknowledge   Her   Fifth   Birthday   
Net   News   Ledger ,   11/12/2020   
  

As   a   leader   in   conservation   and   species   survival,   the   Toronto   Zoo   is   involved   in   collaborative   
research   projects   with   multiple   accredited   zoos   and   organizations   to   help   better   understand   
polar   bear   reproductive   biology,   nutrition,   and   provide   valuable   information   to   support   polar   bear   
education,   research   and   conservation   efforts   in   the   wild.   These   organizations   include   Polar   
Bears   International   (PBI),   Parks   Canada,   the   North   American   Species   Survival   Program   (SSP),   
York   University,   University   of   Guelph   and   Acres   for   the   Atmosphere.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://washingtonnewsday.com/science/hungry-polar-bears-surround-the-garbage-truck-with-the-driver-inside-in-a-refreshing-video/
https://washingtonnewsday.com/science/hungry-polar-bears-surround-the-garbage-truck-with-the-driver-inside-in-a-refreshing-video/
http://www.netnewsledger.com/2020/11/12/toronto-zoos-polar-bear-receives-promotion-to-master-corporal-to-acknowledge-her-fifth-birthday/
http://www.netnewsledger.com/2020/11/12/toronto-zoos-polar-bear-receives-promotion-to-master-corporal-to-acknowledge-her-fifth-birthday/


  

Remote   Canadian   town   programs   radar   to   spot   
approaching   polar   bears   
New   York   Post ,   11/10/2020   (other   syndication:    The   Union   Leader ,    La   Repubblica    ,    The   
Independent ,    Sunday   Times )   
  

“The   radar   can   see   through   all   of   that,”   said   Geoff   York,   senior   conservation   director   at   Polar   
Bears   International   who   has   been   “training”   the   system’s   artificial   intelligence   this   year   to   
recognize   bears   on   the   tundra   near   Churchill.   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://nypost.com/2020/11/10/remote-canadian-town-programs-radar-to-spot-approaching-polar-bears/
https://nypost.com/2020/11/10/remote-canadian-town-programs-radar-to-spot-approaching-polar-bears/
https://www.unionleader.com/news/back_page/remote-canadian-town-programs-radar-to-spot-approaching-polar-bears/article_efcb3b4b-bc65-5bdd-b141-adce002198ef.html
https://www.repubblica.it/dossier/ambiente/effetto-terra/2020/11/10/news/canada_un_radar_proteggera_i_villaggi_dagli_orsi_polari-273855872/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/polar-bear-canada-radar-climate-change-b1720440.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/polar-bear-canada-radar-climate-change-b1720440.html
https://www.timeslive.co.za/sunday-times-daily/world/2020-11-10-snow-small-matter-remote-canadian-town-uses-beardar-to-spot-polars/


  

Remote   Canadian   town   programs   radar   to   spot   
approaching   polar   bears   
Reuters ,   11/10/2020   (syndicated    over   150   publications ;   including:    U.S.   News ,    Yahoo ,    National   
Post,     Daily   Mail   U.K .,    MSN )   
  

The   town   is   working   on   a   plan   to   prevent   conflicts   between   hungry   bears   and   humans,   using   a   
new   radar   system   that   can   watch   and   warn   when   a   bear   approaches   and   do   so   in   a   snowstorm   
and   during   the   dead   of   night.   
  

"The   radar   can   see   through   all   of   that,"   said   Geoff   York,   senior   conservation   director   at   Polar   
Bears   International   who   has   been   "training"   the   system's   artificial   intelligence   this   year   to   
recognize   bears   on   the   tundra   near   Churchill.   
  

"It's   one   more   way   to   keep   communities   or   camps   safe."   
  

  
  

https://www.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN27Q0ND
https://www.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN27Q0ND
https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2020-11-10/remote-canadian-town-programs-radar-to-spot-approaching-polar-bears
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/remote-canadian-town-programs-radar-082001498.html
https://nationalpost.com/pmn/environment-pmn/remote-canadian-town-programs-radar-to-spot-approaching-polar-bears
https://nationalpost.com/pmn/environment-pmn/remote-canadian-town-programs-radar-to-spot-approaching-polar-bears
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/reuters/article-8932465/Remote-Canadian-town-programs-radar-spot-approaching-polar-bears.html
https://www.msn.com/en-nz/news/world/remote-canadian-town-programs-radar-to-spot-approaching-polar-bears/ar-BB1aRopp?li=AAFtnGm&srcref=rss


  

Polar   Bear   Week   highlights   absence   of   Arctic   sea   ice   due   
to   climate   change  
News   Optimist ,   11/08/2020   
  

This   year   is   on   track   to   be   the   worst   on   record   for   the   formation   of   Arctic   sea   ice,   which   the   
bears   rely   on   for   the   hunt,   according   to   Alysa   McCall,   director   of   conservation   outreach   and   a   
staff   scientist   at   Polar   Bears   International.   
  

“Right   now,   we’d   expect   a   certain   area   of   the   High   Arctic   to   be   covered   with   sea   ice,”   but   it   
remains   open   water,   she   said.   Satellite   imagery   shows   there   is   still   a   lot   of   open   water   in   the   
Arctic.     
  

Polar   Bears   International,   a   conservation   organization   that   focuses   on   wild   polar   bears   and   their   
habitats,   is   celebrating   Polar   Bear   Week   from   Nov.   1   to   7.   The   organization   uses   live   webcams   
and   on-the-ground   scientists   to   raise   public   awareness   of   the   bears,   which   are   particularly   calm   
and   playful   during   their   wait.   

  

  

Discovery   Education   Keeps   Students,   Educators,   and   
Families   Connected   to   Curiosity   Throughout   November   
with   Exciting   Series   of   No   Cost   Virtual   Events   
The   Learning   Council ,   11/06/2020   
  

From   the   migration   patterns   of   polar   bears   to   the   northern   lights,   the   Arctic   is   filled   with   
fascinating   phenomena.   Take   a   trip   to   Canada   for   the   annual   polar   bear   migration   to   learn   all   
about   the   science   of   polar   bears   and   their   Arctic   habitat   in   the   second   2020    Tundra   Connections   
virtual   event   designed   for   middle   and   high   school   students.   Join   Polar   Bears   International   and   
the   Discovery   Education   team   to   connect   with   scientists,   learn   about   the   connections   between   
climate   change   and   habitats,   and   see   polar   bears   in   their   natural   Arctic   ecosystem   on   the   
shores   of   the   Hudson   Bay.   
  

https://www.newsoptimist.ca/news/polar-bear-week-highlights-absence-of-arctic-sea-ice-due-to-climate-change-1.24235197
https://www.newsoptimist.ca/news/polar-bear-week-highlights-absence-of-arctic-sea-ice-due-to-climate-change-1.24235197
https://thelearningcounsel.com/article/discovery-education-keeps-students-educators-and-families-connected-curiosity-throughout
https://thelearningcounsel.com/article/discovery-education-keeps-students-educators-and-families-connected-curiosity-throughout
https://thelearningcounsel.com/article/discovery-education-keeps-students-educators-and-families-connected-curiosity-throughout
http://link.mediaoutreach.meltwater.com/ls/click?upn=n41goUpX156LohTk9KNSAOiS9WyIvy8HnoG57xCiU5rYyc-2F29xZ4yG4Y7gbmVOMcinS7eVmALo3zSFd-2FsBN0-2BQO5vmNXuFmHgHs8PcgpqUQ-3Don0q_qOdW-2F2nFZnnvQgWX2YkWwnSGm20UsmGSQ49aQ-2Bm2ls2PNVAZFr9LCS-2Bl7vd76Juk1-2B6XTvrHbEuHoWPxkBQOGWfW46OQLfeA1calCx-2BQYDyg9g7o0bCkyH4FLxyKOhzGBpvmFloxZo-2Fk5uYL4PGAYku7LnXEMJqgRtQzhC1T-2B3bGJAX1usXNsvVVXxy9kReLnRxCAnV0tvUHO83Ogkvg-2FrG4vaDstDxkHHEcroG4kz52i4zXrJCT0-2Bsrq0Yncgo1-2BI0-2FsvALCFDbX62EWdXL8MnEebiFgN0DR8iLgByGUCqfBY-2BnQDhtaqKQMmXh2fLG7TFnL-2BmsjOqLkF6ndTBKcRf0CMK5zsh1N2oKKlqgqpJgsmKTXW467nMIzrf-2FVa6JRhcAulVrBbVCIyuS14OIcYAu1Qnr-2FvWwVMuRBjMDizM-3D


  

It's   Polar   Bear   Week   &   Here's   How   To   Get   The   Whole   
Family   Involved   
Romper,    11/05/2020   
  

"Polar   bears   are   such   cool   animals   that   it's   always   fun   to   learn   more   about   them,"    Polar   Bears   
International    Director   of   Conservation   Outreach   and   Staff   Scientist   Alysa   McCall   tells   Romper.   
"They   are   the   biggest   and   most   carnivorous   bear   on   Earth,   live   in   one   of   the   harshest   habitats   
imaginable,   and   happen   to   also   be   very   cute!   But   it’s   also   important   to   learn   about   polar   bears   
because   they   help   show   us   the   different   ways   animals   adapt   to   their   environment   and   can   tell   us   
something   about   the   health   of   the   Arctic   ecosystem."   
  
  

https://www.romper.com/p/its-polar-bear-week-heres-how-to-get-the-whole-family-involved-40971165
https://www.romper.com/p/its-polar-bear-week-heres-how-to-get-the-whole-family-involved-40971165
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/


  

If   you’re   a   polar   bear,   your   location   may   foretell   your   future   
Yale   Climate   Connections ,   11/06/2020   
  

When   Dr.   Steven   Amstrup,   chief   scientist   for   Polar   Bears   International,   began   studying   polar   
bears   in   Northern   Alaska   in   the   1980s,   he   seldom   saw   bears   on   land   there.   The   sea   ice   just   
offshore   was   located   over   waters   teeming   with   food,   and   bears   would   spend   their   time   out   on   
the   ice   dining   on   seals   and   other   prey   species.   
  

“I   remember   my   early   years   going   to   Alaska,   and   if   I   was   on   the   North   Slope,   like   in   Prudhoe   
Bay   or   Barrow,   Alaska,   I   could   look   north   in   the   summertime   and   the   sea   ice   was   right   there,”   
Amstrup   says.   “Now,   at   those   same   times   of   year,   the   sea   ice   is   hundreds   of   miles   offshore,   and   
the   remaining   ice   is   over   deep,   unproductive   water.”   That’s   unproductive,   as   in   not   teeming   with   
food.   
  

  

https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2020/11/if-youre-a-polar-bear-your-location-may-foretell-your-future/


  

Use   This   Polar   Bear   Livestream   To   Find   Your   Zen   
Just   Positivity,    11/05/2020  
  

The   live   cams   show   the   bears’   migration   in   Canada   and   how   they   survive   in   the   Arctic   tundra   
with   their   cubs.   
Lucky   viewers   may   also   get   a   front   row   seat   to   Arctic   foxes,   seasonal   birds,   and   displays   of   the   
aurora   borealis.   
The   project   is   a   collaboration   between   the   conservation   nonprofit   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   
and   Explore.org.   
  

  
  
  

https://justpositivity.com/use-this-polar-bear-livestream-to-find-your-zen/


  

November   5   –   It’s   Polar   Bear   Week   and   Interview   with   
Paul   Schmid   
Celebrate   Picture   Books ,   11/05/2020   
  

About   the   Holiday   
November   means   colder   weather,   snow,   and   –   most   importantly   –   ice.   Ice   means   the   fall   polar   
bear   migration   to   Churchill,   Manitoba.   Here,   polar   bears   gather   to   wait   for   the   sea   ice   to   form   on   
Hudson   Bay   so   they   can   return   to   hunting   seals.   Polar   Bear   Week,   sponsored   by   Polar   Bears   
International,   focuses   on   sea   ice,   the   effects   of   climate   change,   and   what   we   can   do   to   ensure   
the   polar   bears’   survival.   This   year,   people   are   encouraged   to   get   involved   from   home.   To   learn   
more   about   the   week’s   activities   and   how   you   can   help,   visit    Polar   Bears   International .   
  

  

Feeling   Stressed?   Use   This   Gorgeous   Polar   Bear   Live   
Stream   to   Find   Your   Zen   
Good   News   Network ,   11/04/2020   (syndicated    here )   
  

The   ice-free   season   is   nearly   a   month   longer   than   it   was   during   the   1980s.   But   there’s   hope.   
Krista   Wright,   Executive   Director   of   PBI,   said:   “If   we   act   swiftly   and   collectively   to   make   a   bold   
transition   to   renewable   energy,   and   away   from   fossil   fuels,   we   can   preserve   polar   bears   for   
future   generations.”  
“We   hope   Polar   Bear   Week   encourages   people   to   pause,   appreciate,   and   listen   to   this   species.   
  
  
  

https://celebratepicturebooks.com/2020/11/05/november-5-its-polar-bear-week-and-interview-with-paul-schmid/
https://celebratepicturebooks.com/2020/11/05/november-5-its-polar-bear-week-and-interview-with-paul-schmid/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/get-involved/polar-bear-week/
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/polar-bear-live-stream-watch/
https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/polar-bear-live-stream-watch/
https://medium.com/@sagerap372/feeling-stressed-use-this-gorgeous-polar-bear-live-stream-to-find-your-zen-87b085a56716


  

Polar   Bear   Week   highlights   absence   of   Arctic   sea   ice   due   
to   climate   change  
Toronto   Star ,   11/04/2020   (syndicated:   The   Narwal,    Yahoo )   
  

This   year   is   on   track   to   be   the   worst   on   record   for   the   formation   of   Arctic   sea   ice,   which   the   
bears   rely   on   for   the   hunt,   according   to   Alysa   McCall,   director   of   conservation   outreach   and   a   
staff   scientist   at   Polar   Bears   International.   
  

“Right   now,   we’d   expect   a   certain   area   of   the   High   Arctic   to   be   covered   with   sea   ice,”   but   it   
remains   open   water,   she   said.   Satellite   imagery   shows   there   is   still   a   lot   of   open   water   in   the   
Arctic.   
  

Polar   Bears   International,   a   conservation   organization   that   focuses   on   wild   polar   bears   and   their   
habitats,   is   celebrating   Polar   Bear   Week   from   Nov.   1   to   7.   The   organization   uses   live   webcams   
and   on-the-ground   scientists   to   raise   public   awareness   of   the   bears,   which   are   particularly   calm   
and   playful   during   their   wait.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2020/11/04/polar-bear-week-highlights-absence-of-arctic-sea-ice-due-to-climate-change.html
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2020/11/04/polar-bear-week-highlights-absence-of-arctic-sea-ice-due-to-climate-change.html
https://ca.news.yahoo.com/polar-bear-week-highlights-absence-223843673.html


  

Polar   Bear   Week   highlights   absence   of   Arctic   sea   ice   due   
to   climate   change  
The   Narwhal ,   11/03/2020   
  

The   hundreds   of   polar   bears   that   gather   each   year   on   the   west   coast   of   Hudson   Bay   for   a   seal   
hunt   may   be   in   for   a   long,   hungry   wait.   
This   year   is   on   track   to   be   the   worst   on   record   for   the   formation   of   Arctic   sea   ice,   which   the   
bears   rely   on   for   the   hunt,   according   to   Alysa   McCall,   director   of   conservation   outreach   and   a   
staff   scientist   at   Polar   Bears   International.   
“Right   now,   we’d   expect   a   certain   area   of   the   High   Arctic   to   be   covered   with   sea   ice,”   but   it   
remains   open   water,   she   said.   Satellite   imagery   shows   there   is   still   a   lot   of   open   water   in   the   
Arctic.     
  

  

https://thenarwhal.ca/polar-bear-week-arctic-sea-ice-climate-change/
https://thenarwhal.ca/polar-bear-week-arctic-sea-ice-climate-change/


  

Today,   Especially   Today,   Is   a   Good   Day   For   Watching   the   
Polar   Bear   Cam   
Adventure   Journal,    11/03/2020   
  

Well,   it’s   that   time.   The   big   week   in   November   where   it   all   goes   down.   The   one   we’ve   been   
waiting   for   for   so   long   now,   holding   our   breath   with   anticipation,   tossing   and   turning   during   
sleepless   nights.   It’s   finally   here.   
  

Polar   Bear   Week.   
  

Every   year   in   Churchill,   Canada,   on   the   shores   of   Hudson   Bay,   hundreds   of   polar   bears   gather,   
part   of   their   annual   migration.   Polar   Bear   International    has   helped   set   up   a   camera   there ,   so   that   
we,   comfy   and   warm   and   nowhere   near   the   icy   shores   of   Hudson   Bay   in   November,   may   watch   
these   beautiful   animals   pass   through.   
  

  

https://www.adventure-journal.com/2020/11/today-especially-today-is-a-good-day-for-watching-the-polar-bear-cam/
https://www.adventure-journal.com/2020/11/today-especially-today-is-a-good-day-for-watching-the-polar-bear-cam/
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears


  

Polar   bears   could   become   extinct   by   2100,   study   finds   
Norway   Today,    11/03/2020   (syndicated    here )   
  

“The   bears   face   a   longer   period   without   food   before   the   ice   freezes   again   and   they   can   go   back   
to   eat,”   research   manager   Steven   Amstrup   at   Polar   Bears   International,   who   is   behind   the   study,   
warned   in   July.   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

https://norwaytoday.info/news/polar-bears-could-become-extinct-by-2100-study-finds/
https://nord.news/2020/11/03/polar-bears-can-be-extinct-by-2100-the-study-finds/


  

Discovery   Education   Keeps   Students,   Educators,   and   
Families   Connected   to   Curiosity   Throughout   November   
with   Exciting   Series   of   No   Cost   Virtual   Events   
eSchool   News ,   11/03/2020  
  

Curious   Creatures:   Polar   Bears   on   the   Tundra   Virtual   Field   Trip   
11/10/2020   at   12   p.m.   EST  
Grade   Level:   K-5   
Come   experience   the   polar   bear   packed   tundra   with   Polar   Bears   International   and   Discovery   
Education.   Travel   to   the   heart   of   polar   bear   action   just   outside   of   Churchill,   Manitoba,   Canada   to   
see   these   curious   creatures   in   action   and   discover   the   science   of   polar   bears   in   the   first   of   two   
2020    Tundra   Connections    virtual   events.   Stay   connected   to   your   curiosity   and   the   community   by   
using   #CelebratewithDE   on   Twitter   during   the   session.   
  

  

These   Polar   Bear   Live   Cams   Will   Brrrring   a   Smile   to   Your   
Face   
Red   Tricycle ,   10/30/2020   
  

Polar   Bear   Week   is   Nov.   1   through   8   and    Polar   Bears   International    (PBI),   is   celebrating   polar   
bears   and   hoping   to   draw   attention   to   the   threats   of   warming   climate.   
  

This   year’s   event   coincides   with   the   annual   gathering   of   hundreds   of   polar   bears   on   the   shores   
of   Hudson   Bay   near   Churchill,   Canada.   Keep   reading   to   see   all   the   amazing   ways   to   participate   
in   Polar   Bear   Week.   

  
  

https://www.eschoolnews.com/2020/11/03/discovery-education-keeps-students-educators-and-families-connected-to-curiosity-throughout-november-with-exciting-series-of-no-cost-virtual-events/
https://www.eschoolnews.com/2020/11/03/discovery-education-keeps-students-educators-and-families-connected-to-curiosity-throughout-november-with-exciting-series-of-no-cost-virtual-events/
https://www.eschoolnews.com/2020/11/03/discovery-education-keeps-students-educators-and-families-connected-to-curiosity-throughout-november-with-exciting-series-of-no-cost-virtual-events/
https://www.discoveryeducation.com/learn/tundra-connections/
https://redtri.com/polar-bears-international-live-stream/
https://redtri.com/polar-bears-international-live-stream/
http://polarbearsinternational.org/


  

Watch   Dozens   of   Adorable   Polar   Bears   Migrate   With   This   
Livestream   
Travel   +   Leisure ,   10/29/2020   (syndicated:    MSN )   
  

“We’re   gonna   see   a   lot   of   sleepy   bears   for   sure,”   said   Alysa   McCall,   staff   scientist   and   director   of   
conservation   outreach   at   Polar   Bears   International,   to   Lonely   Planet.   “For   the   most   part,   they're   
trying   to   conserve   energy   –   they   haven't   really   had   a   good   meal   since   maybe   May   or   June.   So   
we   see   a   lot   of   sleeping   and   a   lot   of   stretching   –   you   know,   working   out   the   old   bones.”   
  

  
  

https://www.travelandleisure.com/animals/polar-bear-week-migration-livestream-cam
https://www.travelandleisure.com/animals/polar-bear-week-migration-livestream-cam
https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/watch-dozens-of-adorable-polar-bears-migrate-with-this-livestream/ar-BB1awcyI?li=BBnbklE&srcref=rss


  

Polar   Bears   to   Vanish   from   Most   of   the   Arctic   This   Century   
Eos ,   10/29/2020   
  

The   approach   “flips   the   estimation   process   on   its   head,”   said   coauthor    Steven   Amstrup ,   chief   
scientist   for   the   nonprofit   conservation   organization   Polar   Bears   International.   Population   
modeling   has   been   hindered   by   a   lack   of   data   on   reproduction   and   survival   rates   in   remote   
locations   like   the   Arctic.   And   projections   for   ice-dependent   species   in   a   rapidly   changing   climate   
have   been   virtually   impossible.   “We   don’t   really   have   good   linkage   between   ice-free   days   and   
reproductive   success   and   survival,”   Amstrup   said.   So   instead,   “reproductive   failure   and   survival   
failure   became   outputs   of   the   model.”   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://eos.org/articles/polar-bears-to-vanish-from-most-of-the-arctic-this-century
https://polarbearsinternational.org/profiles/dr-steven-c-amstrup


  

Polar   bears   are   on   the   move   and   you   can   watch   the   
migration   live   
Lonely   Planet ,   10/28/2020   
  

“We’re   gonna   see   a   lot   of   sleepy   bears   for   sure,”   Alysa   McCall,   staff   scientist   and   director   of   
conservation   outreach   at   Polar   Bears   International,   tells   Lonely   Planet.   “For   the   most   part,   
they're   trying   to   conserve   energy   –   they   haven't   really   had   a   good   meal   since   maybe   May   or   
June.   So   we   see   a   lot   of   sleeping   and   a   lot   of   stretching   –   you   know,   working   out   the   old   bones.”     
  

  

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/polar-bear-live-cams
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/polar-bear-live-cams


  

Arctic   Sea   Ice   Fails   to   Refreeze   by   Late   October,   Setting   a   
New   Record   
Smithsonian   Magazine ,   10/26/2020   
  

"We   are   currently   in   uncharted   waters   with   record   low   Arctic   sea   ice   this   late   in   the   year,"   Geoff   
York,   senior   director   of   conservation   at   Polar   Bears   International,   tells   Gizmodo   in   an   email.   
"This   is   yet   another   red   flag   from   our   rapidly   warming   planet—trying   to   warn   us   of   changes   yet   
to   come."   
  

  

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/arctic-sea-ice-fails-refreeze-late-october-setting-new-record-180976132/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/arctic-sea-ice-fails-refreeze-late-october-setting-new-record-180976132/


  

This   Year’s   Arctic   Sea   Ice   Is   Failing   to   Form,   Raising   a   
Huge   ‘Red   Flag’   
Gizmodo ,   10/24/2020   (syndicated:    MSN )   
  

“We   are   currently   in   uncharted   waters   with   record   low   Arctic   sea   ice   this   late   in   the   year,”   Geoff   
York,   senior   director   of   conservation   at   Polar   Bears   International,   said   in   an   email.   “This   is   yet   
another   red   flag   from   our   rapidly   warming   planet   —   trying   to   warn   us   of   changes   yet   to   come.”   
  

  
  

https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2020/10/this-years-arctic-sea-ice-is-failing-to-form-raising-a-huge-red-flag/
https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2020/10/this-years-arctic-sea-ice-is-failing-to-form-raising-a-huge-red-flag/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/other/this-year-s-arctic-sea-ice-is-failing-to-form-raising-a-huge-red-flag/ar-BB1akBBM


  

Calm   Your   Election-Related   Anxiety   By   Spending   Some   
Time   With   Polar   Bears   
Lifehacker,    10/25/2020   
  

How   to   watch   the   polar   bear   livestream   
This   peek   inside   the   lives   of   polar   bears   comes   courtesy   of    Polar   Bears   International    and   
Explore.org .   The   livestream   is   already   up   and   running   ( you   can   find   it   here )   and   features   polar     
So   what   will   you   see?   According   to    a   statement   from   Polar   Bears   International ,   you   can   “watch   
for   moms   and   cubs   cuddling,   males   sparring,   and   lone   bears   lumbering   across   a   snowy   tundra.”   
  

  

https://lifehacker.com/calm-your-election-related-anxiety-by-spending-some-tim-1845469903
https://lifehacker.com/calm-your-election-related-anxiety-by-spending-some-tim-1845469903
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://explore.org/
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears/polar-bear-lodge-cam
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/its-polar-bear-season


  

Watch   This   Polar   Bear   Live   Stream   to   Ease   the   Stress   of   
Your   Chaotic   Life   
Thrillist ,   10/22/2020   

  
Those   are   all   pipe   dreams.   (Though,   if   you   want   to   make   one   of   those   videos   for   me,   I'll   
absolutely   watch   it.)   However,   November's   soothing   video   is   100%   real.    Polar   Bears   
International    and    Explore.org    are   re-starting   their    polar   bear   live   cams    for   the   season.   The   
stream   kicks   off   in   late   October,   with   a   focus   on   amping   up   programming   for   Polar   Bear   Week   
from   November   1-7.   
  

  
  

  

'Hungry'   Polar   Bears   Surround   Garbage   Truck   With   Driver   
Inside   in   Heart-stopping   Video   
Newsweek ,   10/22/2020   
  

Such   interactions   between   polar   bears   and   humans   in   the   Arctic   will   likely   become   more   
frequent,   as   the   loss   of   sea   ice   changes   the   behavior   of   both   animals   and   people,   according   to   
advocacy   group   Polar   Bears   International.   
  
  

https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/polar-bear-live-cam-hudson-bay-2020-how-to-stream
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/polar-bear-live-cam-hudson-bay-2020-how-to-stream
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://explore.org/
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears/polar-bear-lodge-cam
https://www.newsweek.com/video-polar-bears-garbage-truck-driver-1541282
https://www.newsweek.com/video-polar-bears-garbage-truck-driver-1541282


  

Study   Finds   Bear   Spray   Still   Effective   In   Winter   Conditions   
Wyoming   Public   Media ,   10/20/2020   
  

The   study,   led   by   Brigham   Young   University,   tested   bear   spray   range   for   different   conditions   that   
might   occur   in   harsh   climates.   
  

Senior   Director   of   Conservation   at   Polar   Bears   International   Geoff   York   was   a   coauthor   of   the   
study.   He   said   it   sprayed   up   to   four   meters   in   cold   weather.   Even   with   a   strong   headwind,   it   
sprayed   about   two   meters.   
  
  
  
  

  

New   research   on   polar   bears   
Australian   Broadcasting   Corporation ,   10/17/2020   (podcast)   
  

Recent   research   shows   how   quickly   the   sea   ice   is   melting   in   the   Arctic   and   what   other   threats   
polar   bears   face   as   they   move   further   inland   to   give   birth.   For   six   years   Wesley   Larson   worked   
on   a   study   commissioned   by   Polar   Bears   International   and   Brigham   Young   University   to   study   
the   reactions   of   polar   bears   to   oil   exploration   and   mining   activities   in   the   north   of   Alaska.   He   
shares   the   results   of   that   research   and   his   experience   of   closely   observing   the   bears   of   the   sea.   
  

Guest:   Wesley   Larson,   Bear   Biologist   and   Scientific   advisor   to   Polar   Bears   International.   He   
was   a   researcher   at   Brigham   Young   University   at   the   time   of   the   study.   
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.wyomingpublicmedia.org/post/study-finds-bear-spray-still-effective-winter-conditions#stream/0
https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/saturdayextra/new-research-on-polar-bears/12774894


  

Explore   oceans   without   getting   a   foot   wet!   
Stornoway   Gazette ,   10/18/2020   
  

Bare   Existence   
  

Polar   Bears   International   is   a   team   of   scientists   dedicated   to   protecting   polar   bears   and   their   
habitat.   In   Bare   Existence,   a   documentary   film   crew   spends   seven   days   with   the   team   as   they   
research   and   live   alongside   these   Kings   of   the   Arctic.   

  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.stornowaygazette.co.uk/arts-and-culture/film-and-tv/explore-oceans-without-getting-foot-wet-3003864


  

Ocean   Film   Festival   launches   virtual   tour   this   autumn   
Exeter   Daily ,   10/15/2020   
  

Bare   Existence   
Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   is   a   team   of   scientists   dedicated   to   protecting   polar   bears   and   
their   habitat.   In   Bare   Existence,   a   documentary   film   crew   spends   seven   days   with   the   PBI   team   
as   they   research   and   live   alongside   these   magnificent   yet   endangered   creatures,   known   as   the   
Kings   of   the   Arctic.   
  
  
  

  

Ocean   Film   Festival   World   Tour   2020   –   escapism,   without   
getting   wet   
Geographical ,   10/14/2020   
  

Steven   Amstrup   is   a   polar   bear   researcher   spearheading   the   efforts   of    Polar   Bears   International   
–   a   group   helping   to   conserve   the   bears   and   their   positive   impact   on   local,   tourism-based   
economies.   Bare   Existence   intimately   depicts   the   modern   pressures   that   polar   bears   and   
communities   face   during   the   disappearance   of   vital   sea   ice.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.theexeterdaily.co.uk/news/entertainment-reviews/ocean-film-festival-launches-virtual-tour-autumn
http://geographical.co.uk/reviews/films/item/3861-ocean-film-festival-world-tour-2020-escapism-without-getting-wet
http://geographical.co.uk/reviews/films/item/3861-ocean-film-festival-world-tour-2020-escapism-without-getting-wet
https://polarbearsinternational.org/


  
LISTEN:   Bear   spray   can   blast   bruins   despite   wind,   cold   
and   age,   study   says   
Alaska   Public   Radio,    10/12/20   
  

A   new   study   of   bear   spray   shows   it   remains   effective   as   a   bear   deterrent   despite   the   effects   of   
wind,   cold   and   age.   
The   research   is   published   in   the    Journal   of   Wildlife   Management    and   shows   that   even   in   a   
strong   headwind,   bear   spray   still   travels   far   enough   to   hit   a   bear,   and   that   it   also   remains   
effective   at   temperatures   well   below   zero.   
The   study’s   authors,   including   wildlife   biologist   Tom   Smith   with   Brigham   Young   University,   
recommend   following   manufacturer   guidelines   on   replacing   bear   spray   canisters   after   their   
expiration   dates,   but   they   found   older   canisters   still   packed   enough   of   a   punch   to   be   useful.   
-->   here's   the    audio   version   on   Alaska   News   Nightly   
  
  

  

US   Government   Official   Blocked   Polar   Bear   Research   
That   Could   Threaten   Alaska   Drilling   Projects   
IFL   Science ,   10/02/2020   
  

The   area   of   concern   is   on   Alaska’s   North   Slope   close   to   the   Beaufort   Sea,   which   is   in   the   
process   of   being   made   available   for   oil   and   gas   drilling.    The   Post    revealed   they   had   obtained   
internal   communications   regarding   research   into   nesting   polar   bears   in   this   same   area,   which   
had   not   been   released   for   publication   even   though   the   study   had   been   complete   for   three   
months.   It’s   reported   that   Reilly   delayed   the   research   from   seeing   the   light   of   day   over   concerns   
regarding   methodology   and   the   contributions   of   a   former   agency   scientist   who   now   works   for  
Polar   Bears   International    (PBI),   a   non-profit   polar   bear   conservation   organization.   
  
  

https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/10/12/listen-bear-spray-can-blast-bruins-despite-wind-cold-and-age-study-says/
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/10/12/listen-bear-spray-can-blast-bruins-despite-wind-cold-and-age-study-says/
https://wildlife.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/jwmg.21958
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/10/09/alaska-news-nightly-fri-oct-9/
https://www.iflscience.com/plants-and-animals/us-government-official-blocked-polar-bear-research-that-could-threaten-alaska-drilling-projects/
https://www.iflscience.com/plants-and-animals/us-government-official-blocked-polar-bear-research-that-could-threaten-alaska-drilling-projects/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2020/09/30/usgs-polar-bears
https://polarbearsinternational.org/


  

The   Trump   Administration   Hid   Polar   Bear   Research   That   
Could   Threaten   Its   Plan   to   Drill   the   Arctic   
Gizmodo   (Earther) ,   10/01/2020   
  

“Whenever   scientific   information   is   delayed   or   otherwise   denied   to   the   public   and   policy   makers,   
conservation   suffers,”   Geoff   York,   senior   director   of   conservation   at   Polar   Bears   International,   
wrote   in   an   email.   “Managers   across   government   need   access   to   the   best   available   information   
to   successfully   do   their   jobs,   whether   that’s   protecting   polar   bears   or   people.”   
  

Recent    research    separately   conducted   by   Polar   Bears   International   also   found   that   opening   the   
region   to   extractive   industry   would   put   polar   bears   at   risk.   The   analysis,   which   the   Post   obtained  
and   reviewed,   found   that   the   shrinking   sea   ice   in   the   Arctic   is   making   oil   and   gas   development  
easier,   but   that   the   lack   of   sea   ice   is   also   putting   polar   bears   at   risk,   since   they   depend   on   it   to   
hunt   and   travel.   The   report   found   that   not   a   single   cub   born   during   summer   2012—the   year   the   
Arctic   saw   its   lowest   sea   ice   extent   on   record—survived.   This   year,   Arctic   summer   sea   ice   fell   to   
its    second-lowest   level   on   record .   

https://earther.gizmodo.com/the-trump-administration-hid-polar-bear-research-that-c-1845233780
https://earther.gizmodo.com/the-trump-administration-hid-polar-bear-research-that-c-1845233780
https://earther.gizmodo.com/the-oil-industry-threatens-alaskan-polar-bears-in-their-1844224616
https://earther.gizmodo.com/arctic-sea-ice-hit-a-scary-milestone-1845133739


  

  

The   Trump   administration   is   trying   to   screw   over   polar   
bears   now,   too   
Mic ,   10/01/2020   
  

Despite   these   findings   —   or   more   likely   because   of   them   —   Director   Reilly   has   decided   to   sit   on   
the   study,   keeping   it   from   reaching   the   public.   According   to   the   Washington   Post,   the   head   of   
the   USGS   raised   questions   about   how   the   study   was   conducted.   In   agency   memos,   Reilly   
called   into   question   the   methodology   used   for   counting   polar   bear   dens.   He   also   reportedly   
objected   to   the   fact   that   the   study   uses   data   collected   by   a   scientist   who   subsequently   left   the   
government   agency   to   take   a   position   at   Polar   Bears   International,   a   non-profit   polar   bear   
conservation   organization.  
  
  

  
  

https://www.mic.com/p/the-trump-administration-is-trying-to-screw-over-polar-bears-now-too-35566237
https://www.mic.com/p/the-trump-administration-is-trying-to-screw-over-polar-bears-now-too-35566237


  

Trump   official   stalls   polar   bear   study   that   could   affect   oil   
drilling   in   Alaska   
The   Washington   Post ,   9/30/2020   (avoid   paywall    here )   (syndicated:    OLT   News )   
  

Reilly   also   questioned   the   decision   to   include   accompanying   data   compiled   by   Steven   Amstrup,   
who   served   as   the   lead   polar   bear   researcher   for   the   agency’s   Alaska   Science   Center   between   
1980   and   2010.   Amstrup   now   serves   as   chief   scientist   for   Polar   Bears   International   and   has   
voiced   opposition   to   the   administration’s   expansion   of   drilling   on   Alaska’s   North   Slope.   
  

“As   the   member   of   an   NGO   that   advocates   for   protections   related   to   polar   bears,   is   this   a   
conflict   of   interest   or   inappropriate   that   he   is   a   coauthor   on   those   reports?”   the   Sept.   11   memo   
reads.   
  

Agency   scientists   reply   in   the   memo   that   Amstrup   was   not   involved   in   the   new   assessment   but   
had   to   be   cited   because   he   had   identified   dens   and   polar   bear   locations   as   the   top   polar   bear   
researcher   at   USGS   for   30   years.   
  

  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2020/09/30/usgs-polar-bears/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2020/09/30/usgs-polar-bears/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CJZLk9qJjvZFwIFBqrPSReooUi08_NXPMF450c9Cs-s/edit?usp=sharing
https://oltnews.com/trump-official-blocks-polar-bear-study-that-could-affect-alaska-oil-drilling-the-washington-post


  
'A   crazy   year   up   north':   Arctic   sea   ice   shrinks   to   
2nd-lowest   level   on   record   
USA   Today,    9/22/20   
  

“Sea   ice   keeps   our   planet   cooler,   so   when   we   lose   ice,   the   entire   world   warms,"   said   Cecilia   
Bitz,   a   professor   of   atmospheric   sciences   at   the   University   of   Washington.   "Arctic   sea   ice   is   
essential   for   the   survival   of   polar   bears   and   seals,   and   humans   rely   on   it,   too   –   northern   
communities   use   it   for   travel   and   for   hunting,   and   sea   ice   damps   ocean   waves,   protecting   
coastal   communities   from   storm-induced   damage."   
  

Bitz   said   that   Arctic   sea   ice   is   an   asset   for   our   planet,   but   it   is   disappearing   rapidly.   "In   my   
lifetime,   the   sea   ice   at   the   end   of   summer   has   decreased   by   50%,   and   now   we’ve   found   that   late   
summers   may   be   ice-free   in   a   few   decades.   
  

"When   it   is   gone,   we'll   have   lost   a   sea   ice   area   about   equal   to   the   area   of   the   lower   48   states   of   
the   U.S.,”    she   said.   
  
  
  

  

Arctic   Sea   Ice   Hit   a   Scary   Milestone   
Gizmodo   (Earther),    9/22/20   
  

“Even   though   2020’s   sea   ice   minimum   didn’t   set   a   record,   we   shouldn’t   think   that   Arctic   
conditions   have   stabilized   or   even   improved,”   Geoff   York,   senior   director   of   conservation   at   
Polar   Bears   International,   wrote   in   an   email.   “This   is   still   a   bad   ice   year,   part   of   a   clear   trajectory   
of   an   ever-warming   Arctic   with   less   and   less   summer   ice,   until   it   disappears   altogether.”   
  
  
  
  

https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/09/21/arctic-sea-ice-global-warming-ice-shrinks-second-lowest-level/5855281002/
https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/09/21/arctic-sea-ice-global-warming-ice-shrinks-second-lowest-level/5855281002/
https://earther.gizmodo.com/arctic-sea-ice-hit-a-scary-milestone-1845133739


  

Arctic   ice   melt   doesn't   boost   sea   levels,   so   do   we   care?   
AFP,    9/22/10   
  

"Human-caused   global   warming   means   that   polar   bears   have   less   and   less   sea   ice   to   hunt   on   in   
the   summer   months,"   Steven   Amstrup,   lead   author   of   the   study   and   chief   scientist   of   Polar   
Bears   International,   told   AFP.   
  

"The   ultimate   trajectory   of   polar   bears   with   unabated   greenhouse   gas   emissions   is   
disappearance."   
  

  

Arctic   sea   ice   hits   second-lowest   level   on   record   
Nature,    9/22/20   
  

“In   my   lifetime,   the   sea   ice   at   the   end   of   summer   has   decreased   by   50%,”   said   Cecilia   Bitz,   an   
atmospheric   scientist   at   the   University   of   Washington   in   Seattle,   in   a   statement.   
  

  

Arctic   sea   ice   reached   its   second   lowest   extent   this   year   
Earth,    9/22/20   
  

Dr.   Steven   Amstrup   is   the   chief   scientist   at    Polar   Bears   International ,   a   science-based   
organization   dedicated   to   polar   bears   and   Arctic   sea   ice.   
  

“The   more   we   warm   the   world,   the   more   frequent   ‘bad’   ice   years   like   this   one   will   become,   until   
they   are   all   bad   years   and   the   polar   bears   are   gone,”   said   Dr.   Amstrup.   
  

“Warming   and   sea   ice   decline   don’t   mean   that   every   year   will   be   warmer   and   have   less   ice   than  
the   previous,   but   rather   that   the   long-term   trend   is   for   an   ever-increasing   frequency   of   hotter   
years   with   less   ice   –   ultimately   ending   in   an   ice-free   Arctic.”   

https://www.france24.com/en/20200921-arctic-ice-melt-doesn-t-boost-sea-levels-so-do-we-care
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02705-7
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02705-7
https://www.earth.com/news/arctic-sea-ice-reached-its-second-lowest-extent-this-year/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/


  

Melting   Arctic   Ice   Doesn't   Increase   Sea   Levels.   But   It   Will   
Still   Impact   Us   
Science   Alert ,   9/22/2020   (Syndicated:    Haveeru ,    Jakarta   Post )   
  

"Human-caused   global   warming   means   that   polar   bears   have   less   and   less   sea   ice   to   hunt   on   in   
the   summer   months,"   Steven   Amstrup,   lead   author   of   the   study   and   chief   scientist   of   Polar   
Bears   International,   told   AFP.   
  
  

  

Take   The   Thermostat   Challenge   In   Honor   Of   International   
Polar   Bear   Day   
OnlyGood.tv ,   9/17/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   is   calling   for   a   day   of   action   with   a   "Thermostat   Challenge"   in   
honor   of   International   Polar   Bear   Day.    By   pledging   to   adjust   the   thermostat   down   a   bit   (or   up   in   
the   heat)   to   reduce   carbon   emissions,   the   organization   asks   that   people   make   every   day   a   Polar   
Bear   Day.    According   to   PBI,   steps   like   this   and   speaking   up   for   a   sustainable   future   through   
elected   officials,   including   a   far   price   for   carbon,   will   help   slow   and   even   reverse   global   warming,   
which   causes   sea   ice   to   melt.   (Polar   Bears   use   this   ice   in   their   habitat   to   reach   prey   and   cannot   
survive   without   it.)    There's   even   a   Thermostat   Challenge   tool   kit   and   a   community   page   on   the   
website   for   posting   local   initiatives.   
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.sciencealert.com/while-arctic-ice-melt-doesn-t-increase-sea-levels-it-still-impacts-us-here-s-how?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+sciencealert-latestnews+%28ScienceAlert-Latest%29
https://www.sciencealert.com/while-arctic-ice-melt-doesn-t-increase-sea-levels-it-still-impacts-us-here-s-how?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+sciencealert-latestnews+%28ScienceAlert-Latest%29
https://www.haveeru.com.mv/sea-level-does-not-rise-even-when-arctic-ice-melts/
https://www.thejakartapost.com/life/2020/09/23/if-arctic-ice-melt-doesnt-boost-sea-levels-do-we-care.html
https://www.onlygood.tv/take-the-thermostat-challenge-in-honor-of-international-polar-bear-day-2078387388.html
https://www.onlygood.tv/take-the-thermostat-challenge-in-honor-of-international-polar-bear-day-2078387388.html


  

Donald   Trump   extends   moratorium   on   offshore   drilling   in   
Gulf   of   Mexico   as   he   visits   Florida   
USA   Today,    9/8/2020   

  
Krista   Wright   -   executive   director   of   Polar   Bears   International,   a   science-based   organization   
dedicated   to   polar   bears   and   Arctic   sea   ice   -   said   Trump's   support   of   the   Gulf   of   Mexico   
moratorium   is   "likely   a   gesture   fueled   by   political   ambition,"   but   they'll   take   it.   
  

Trump   should   do   more,   she   added:   "If   the   President   is   serious   about   conservation   he   should   
reverse   all   the   catastrophic   de-regulation   and   handouts   to   industry   that   come   at   the   expense   of   
our   global   health."   
  

Syndication:    Daily   Magazine   
  
  
  
  

  

Polar   Bears   International   House   and   Staff   Residence   
Canadian   Architect ,   9/1/2020   
  

The   new   Polar   Bears   International   House   sits   on   a   donated   piece   of   land   at   an   intersection   on   
Churchill’s   main   street.   Behind   its   blue   corrugated   facade—a   nod   to   the   town’s   utilitarian   
vernacular—the   building   contains   offices,   a   gallery,   and   a   presentation   space,   encouraging   
dialogue   between   the   community   and   conservationists.   
  
  
  
  

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2020/09/08/trump-backs-moratorium-offshore-drilling-but-touts-elsewhere/5746926002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2020/09/08/trump-backs-moratorium-offshore-drilling-but-touts-elsewhere/5746926002/
http://www.dailymagazine.news/donald-trump-extends-moratorium-on-offshore-drilling-in-gulf-of-mexico-as-he-visits-florida-nid-1295694.html
https://www.canadianarchitect.com/polar-bears-international-house-and-staff-residence/


  

7   Canadian   Spots   That   Have   The   Most   Spectacular   
Northern   Lights   Views   (PHOTOS)   
Narcity ,   8/27/2020   
  

Churchill   is   in   the   auroral   zone,   so   it's   a   prime   viewing   spot   for   this   blue   and   green   sky-show.   
Plus,   the   lights   are    visible   for   up   to   300   nights    every   single   year.  
If   you   can't   get   out   to   Churchill,   Polar   Bears   International   actually   has   a    live   stream   of   the   
northern   lights,    so   you   can   watch   the   skies   from   the   comfort   of   your   couch.   
  

  

Zoo   Pairi   Daiza   Resort   in   Belgium   opens   suite   with   views   
into   a   walrus   tank   
The   Washington   Time ,   8/25/2020   
  

The   new   polar   bear   territories   have   been   inspected   and   approved   by   the   organisation   ‘Polar   
Bears   International’   and   are   regarded   as   one   of   the   best   in   the   world   partly   due   to   their   size   –   
which   is   12   times   the   size   legally   requested.   
  

  

Male   polar   bear   moving   to   new   home   
Delaware   Gazette ,   8/25/2020   
  

The   Columbus   Zoo   and   Aquarium   is   dedicated   to   conserving   polar   bear   populations   in   their   
native   range.   Since   2008,   the   Zoo   has   contributed   more   than   $280,000   to   research   benefiting   
polar   bears   in   the   Arctic.   The   Zoo   is   also   designated   as   an   Arctic   Ambassador   Center   by   Polar   
Bears   International   (PBI).   At   the   Columbus   Zoo,   visitors   are   encouraged   to   do   their   part   to   save   
this   amazing   species   by   turning   off   lights   when   leaving   a   room,   minimizing   their   use   of   heating   
and   cooling   units,   and   other   ways   to   reduce   energy   consumption.   

https://www.narcity.com/travel/ca/places-to-see-northern-lights-in-canada-these-7-spots-will-take-your-breath-away-photos
https://www.narcity.com/travel/ca/places-to-see-northern-lights-in-canada-these-7-spots-will-take-your-breath-away-photos
https://www.travelmanitoba.com/things-to-do/all-seasons/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/
https://www.narcity.com/things-to-do/ca/northern-lights-live-cam-lets-you-watch-them-over-canada-from-the-comfort-of-your-home
https://www.narcity.com/things-to-do/ca/northern-lights-live-cam-lets-you-watch-them-over-canada-from-the-comfort-of-your-home
https://thewashingtontime.com/zoo-pairi-daiza-resort-in-belgium-opens-suite-with-views-into-a-walrus-tank/
https://thewashingtontime.com/zoo-pairi-daiza-resort-in-belgium-opens-suite-with-views-into-a-walrus-tank/
https://www.delgazette.com/news/85584/male-polar-bear-moving-to-new-home


  

Risk   to   Alaskan   polar   bear   cubs   from   oil   exploration   in   

coastal   Wildlife   Refuge   is   small   
Watts   Up   With   That ,   8/19/2020   
  

Don’t   let   the   ‘trust   my   word,   I’m   an   expert’   hyperbolic   testimony   from   activist   scientists   like   
Steven   Amstrup    and   others   hold   sway   on   this   issue   –   see   for   example    “Alaska   polar   bear   den   
disturbances   part   of   ‘death   by   a   thousand   cuts,’   researcher   says“    (biologist   Wesley   Larson   on   
Alaska   Public   Radio,   14   July   2020),   or   activist   conservation   organizations    Polar   Bears   
International    and    World   Wildlife   Fund .   Have   a   look   at   the   facts   on   the   matter   taken   from   the   
published   literature,   which   I   summarize   below   (as   many   pdfs   provided   as   possible).   
  

  

  

Artic   sea   ice   is   melting   faster   than   forecast   
Deccan   Herald ,   8/18/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International   shows   a   polar   bear   with   its   cubs   in   the   Sea   Ice,   northeast   of   Prudhoe   
Bay   in   Alaska   in   1985.   -   The   US   Department   of   the   Interior   approved   oil   and   gas   drilling   on   
August   17,   2020   in   Alaska's   pristine   Arctic   National   Wildlife…   

https://wattsupwiththat.com/2020/08/19/risk-to-alaskan-polar-bear-cubs-from-oil-exploration-in-coastal-wildlife-refuge-is-small/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2020/08/19/risk-to-alaskan-polar-bear-cubs-from-oil-exploration-in-coastal-wildlife-refuge-is-small/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears/threats-to-polar-bear-denning-area/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears/threats-to-polar-bear-denning-area/
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/07/14/listen-alaska-polar-bear-den-disturbances-part-of-death-by-a-thousand-cuts-researcher-says/
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/07/14/listen-alaska-polar-bear-den-disturbances-part-of-death-by-a-thousand-cuts-researcher-says/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/rep-huffman-s-polar-bear-cub-survival-act/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/rep-huffman-s-polar-bear-cub-survival-act/
https://www.worldwildlife.org/press-releases/wwf-statement-on-polar-bear-cub-survival-act
https://www.deccanherald.com/international/world-news-politics/arctic-sea-ice-melting-faster-than-forecast-874856.html


  

Polar   bears   could   disappear   completely   before   2100   
National   Geographic ,   8/17/2020   
  

“Polar   bears   have   long   been   seen   as   messengers   of   symptoms   of   climate   change   that   will   
impact   all   life,   including   humans,”   Steven   C.   Amstrup   told   National   Geographic.    Co-author   of   
the   study     recently   published   in   Nature   Climate   Change   ,   this   scientist   heads   operations   at   Polar   
Bears   International.  
This   researcher   has   been   interested   for   many   years   in   the   distribution   and    movement   patterns   
of    polar   bear   (   Ursus   maritimus   )   populations,   and   how   information   about   these   species   can   be   
used   to   ensure   judicious   management   of   these   populations.   
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How   global   warming   is   impacting   the   habitats   of   polar   
bears   in   the   Arctic   Circle   
7News,   8/13/2020   
  

Dr   Steven   C   Amstrup   is   a   chief   scientist   for   Polar   Bears   International   -   and   he   has   40   years   of   
expertise   in   the   field.   
“The   first   polar   bear   I   saw   was   in   the   spring   of   1981,”   Amstrup   said.   
“We   had   been   flying   out   over   the   ice   by   helicopter   and   then   there   was   this   giant   white   bear.   
  
  

  

Researchers   Predict   Polar   Bears   Will   Be   Extinct   By   2100   
Unreserved   Media,    8/11/2020   
  

“That   is   still   way   above   anything   polar   bears   have   faced   during   one   million   years   of   evolutionary   
history,”   Amstrup   says.   The   threat   is   not   rising   temperatures   per   se,   but   the   
top-of-the-food-chain   predators’   inability   to   adapt   to   a   rapidly   shifting   environment.   “If   somehow,   
by   magic,   sea   ice   could   be   maintained   even   as   temperatures   increase,   polar   bears   might   be   
fine.   The   problem   is   that   their   habitat   is   literally   melting.”   
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The   Last   of   the   Polar   Bears   May   Die   in   80   Years   If   
Humans   Don't   Act   Now   
VICE,   8/9/2020   
  

What   we’ve   shown   is   that,   first,   we’ll   lose   the   survival   of   cubs,   so   cubs   will   be   born   but   the   
females   won’t   have   enough   body   fat   to   produce   milk   to   bring   them   along   through   the   ice-free   
season.”   -   Steven   Amstrup,   Chief   Scientist   of   Polar   Bears   International   
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Climate   change:   Two   polar   ice   caps   revealed   to   have   
completely   melted   in   a   span   of   three   years   
Econo   Times,    8/3/2020   
  

Another   effect   of   climate   change   is   that   animals   who   are   native   to   frozen   or   polar   regions,   such   
as   polar   bears,   would   soon   find   themselves    losing   their   natural   habitats    and   thus   would   be   at   
risk   of   becoming   extinct.   As   the   temperatures   rise,   certain   wildlife   such   as   seals,   who   are   prey   to   
polar   bears,   would   be   able   to   swim   much   faster,   meaning   these   polar   bears   would   die   of   
starvation.   
According   to   a   study   made   by   Polar   Bears   International,   where   they   analyzed   13   
subpopulations   of   these   polar   bears,   12   of   these   subpopulations   were   revealed   to   be   declining   
in   numbers   due   to   the   gradual   loss   of   their   habitat.   
  

  

Study   Predicts   Polar   Bear   Population   Decline   
Wyoming   Public   Media ,   7/30/2020   
  

Polar   bears   have   been   endangered   for   years,   but   a   new    study    finds   that   without   a   decrease   in   
greenhouse   gas   emission,   almost   all   polar   bears   will   die   by   2100.   
Dr.   Steven   Amstrup   is   the   chief   scientist   at   Polar   Bears   International,   an   adjunct   professor   at   the   
University   of   Wyoming   and   an   author   of   the   paper.   He   said   they   used   models   to   measure   how   
much   polar   bears   need   to   eat   to   survive   and   compared   that   to   how   much   food   is   available   to   
them.   
  

  

Clock   ticking   for   polar   bears  
The   Columbian ,   7/28/2020   
  

Studies   have   long   shown   that   declining   sea   ice   will   lead   to   a   decline   in   polar   bears,   but   new   
research   published   July   20   in   Nature   Climate   Change   models   a   specific   doomsday   timeline.   
Polar   bears   will   be   unable   to   endure   the   effects   of   climate   change   over   the   next   several   
decades,   the   scientists   believe,   and   will   be   wiped   out   by   2100.   
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Polar   bears   could   be   extinct   by   2100   due   to   climate   
change,   study   warns    &    in   Spanish   
AFP,    7/20/2020   

  
  

PARIS   (AFP)   —   Climate   change   is   starving   polar   bears   into   extinction,   according   to   research   
published   Monday   that   predicts   the   apex   carnivores   could   all   but   disappear   within   the   span   of   a   
human   lifetime.   
  

In   some   regions   they   are   already   caught   in   a   vicious   downward   spiral,   with   shrinking   sea   ice   
cutting   short   the   time   bears   have   for   hunting   seals,   scientists   reported   in   Nature   Climate   
Change.   
  

Their   dwindling   body   weight   undermines   their   chances   of   surviving   Arctic   winters   without   food,   
the   scientists   added.   
  

“The   bears   face   an   ever   longer   fasting   period   before   the   ice   refreezes   and   they   can   head   back   
out   to   feed,”   Steven   Amstrup,   who   conceived   the   study   and   is   chief   scientist   of   Polar   Bears   
International,   told   AFP.   
  

Syndication:    International   Business   Times ,    CBS   News ,    EuroNews ,    Times   of   Israel ,    Radio.com ,   
CTV   News ,    News   AU ,    Japan   Times    and   570+   more...   
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Climate   change:   Polar   bears   could   be   lost   by   2100   
BBC   News,    7/20/2020   
  

Dr   Steven   Amstrup,   chief   scientist   of   Polar   Bears   International,   who   was   also   involved   in   the   
study,   told   BBC   News:   "What   we've   shown   is   that,   first,   we'll   lose   the   survival   of   cubs,   so   cubs   
will   be   born   but   the   females   won't   have   enough   body   fat   to   produce   milk   to   bring   them   along   
through   the   ice-free   season.   
  

  

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-53474445


  

Polar   Bears:   Is   climate   change   putting   them   risk   of   Arctic   
extinction?   
BBC   Newsround,    7/20/2020   
  

If   climate   change   carries   on   at   its   current   rate,   there   will   be   "few"   polar   bears   left   by   2100.   
  

Dr.   Steven   Amstrup,   from   Polar   Bear   international   said   his   study,   "found   that   moderate   
emissions   reductions"   would   help   polar   bear   numbers,   but   would   be   unlikely   to   prevent   
extinction   in   the   Arctic.   
  

The   scientists   who've   made   these   predictions   say   it's   good   to   know   because   it   can   help   people   
plan   and   take   action   to   improve   polar   bear   survival   -   and   allow   more   of   them   to   be   around   for   
longer.   
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Global   Warming   Is   Driving   Polar   Bears   Toward   Extinction,   
Researchers   Say   
The   New   York   Times,    7/20/2020   
  

“There   is   very   little   chance   that   polar   bears   would   persist   anywhere   in   the   world,   except   perhaps   
in   the   very   high   Arctic   in   one   small   subpopulation”   if   greenhouse-gas   emissions   continue   at   
so-called   business-as-usual   levels,   said   Peter   K.   Molnar,   a   researcher   at   the   University   of   
Toronto   Scarborough   and   lead   author   of   the   study,   which   was   published   Monday   in   the   journal   
Nature   Climate   Change.   
  

+ Newsletter :   Polar   bears   may   become   nearly   extinct   by   the   end   of   the   century   as   a   result   
of   shrinking   sea   ice   in   the   Arctic   if   global   warming   continues   unabated,   scientists   said.   

+ Featured    in   TheSkimm   
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Climate   change   on   track   to   wipe   out   polar   bears   by   end   of   
century,   study   warns   
CBS   News,   7/21/2020   
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Polar   bears   may   be   extinct   by   2100   if   Arctic   ice   melts   at   
projected   rate,   according   to   new   study   
ABC   News,    7/22/2020   
  

The   University   of   Toronto-led   study,   published   in   Nature   Climate   Change   on   Monday,   said   the   
carnivores   could   be   starved   into   extinction   by   2100   as   the   Arctic   sea   ice   continues   to   shrink   at   
alarming   rates,   making   it   hard   for   the   bears   to   hunt   for   food.   
  

Dr.   Peter   Molnar   of   the   University   of   Toronto   in   Ontario,   Canada,   reiterated   the   panic   that   
scientists   have   long   warned   of,   calling   the   polar   bear   the   "poster   child   of   climate   change."   
  

Syndication:    Yahoo!   News   
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Polar   bear   survival   threatened   by   emissions-driven   climate   
change   impact   
Axios,    7/20/2020   
  

What's   new:    The   new   study ,   co-authored   by   Amstrup   and   published   in   the   journal   Nature   
Climate   Change   Monday,   marks   the   first   time   scientists   have   been   able   to   predict   when,   where   
and   how   polar   bears   are   likely   to   vanish.   Previous   models   didn't   account   for   the   different   Arctic   
living   conditions   and   levels   of   sea   ice   subpopulations   encounter.   
  

Why   it   matters:   "Polar   bears   have   long   been   considered   messengers   of   the   climate   change   
symptoms   that   will   impact   all   life,   including   humans,"   says   Polar   Bears   International   chief   
scientist   Steven   Amstrup.   
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Most   polar   bears   to   disappear   by   2100,   study   predicts   
The   Guardian,    7/20/2020   
  

  
  

The   study   examines   how   the   bears   will   be   affected   under   two   different   greenhouse   gas   
emissions   scenarios.   The   researchers   found   that   under   a   business-as-usual   emissions   
scenario,   polar   bears   will   likely   probably   only   remain   in   the   Queen   Elizabeth   Islands   –   the   
northernmost   cluster   in   Canada’s   Arctic   archipelago   –   at   the   end   of   the   century.   And   even   if   
greenhouse   gases   are   moderately   mitigated,   it   is   still   likely   that   the   majority   of   polar   bear   
populations   in   the   Arctic   will   experience   reproductive   failure   by   2080.   
  

“It’s   important   to   highlight   that   these   projections   are   probably   on   the   conservative   side,”   said   
Steven   Amstrup,   chief   scientist   for   Polar   Bears   International   and   a   co-author   of   the   study.   The   
models,   he   explained,   may   assume   a   better-than-reality   body   condition   of   the   bears   at   the   start   
of   fasting   periods.   And   the   team   used   a   cautious   baseline   estimate   for   how   much   energy   a   bear   
uses   to   maintain   its   body   condition.   “The   impacts   we   project   are   likely   to   occur   more   rapidly   than   
the   paper   suggests.”   
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Most   polar   bears   could   disappear   from   Arctic   by   2100   due   
to   global   warming,   study   says   
Sky   News,    7/20/2020   
  

A   loss   of   the   ice   caused   by   global   warming   will   force   the   animals   on   to   land,   where   they   must   
rely   on   fat   reserves   due   to   a   lack   of   food,   researchers   from   the   University   of   Toronto   in   Canada   
said.   
  

The   study,   published   in   Nature   Climate   Change,   said   "aggressive"   cuts   to   greenhouse   gas   
emissions   are   needed   now   to   save   the   animals   from   extinction   as   they   rely   on   the   ice,   which   
forms   above   the   open   waters,   to   reach   their   prey.   
  

Video:    Polar   bears   could   be   'extinct'   by   2100   |   News   UK   Video   News   
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Polar   bears   could   disappear   by   2100   due   to   melting   ice,   
climate   change,   study   says   
NBC   News,    7/21/2020   
  

Polar   bears   have   long   been   the   poster   child   of   the   consequences   of   climate   change.   A   new   
study   now   suggests   the   Arctic   species   is   at   risk   of   being   starved   into   extinction   by   the   end   of   the  
century.   
  

As   sea   ice   continues   to   vanish   due   to   warming   temperatures,   polar   bears   are   increasingly   
struggling   to   find   the   food   they   need   to   survive,   says   the   University   of   Toronto-led   study   
published   in   the   scientific   journal   Nature   Climate   Change   on   Monday.   
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Most   Polar   Bears   To   Disappear   By   End   Of   Century,   Study   
Finds   
Time,    7/21/2020   
  

The   majority   of   polar   bears   will   likely   disappear   by   the   end   of   the   century   if   greenhouse   gas   
emissions   are   not   curbed,   according   to   a   new   study   published   Monday.   
  

While   scientists   have   long   known   polar   bears   are   threatened   by   global   heating,   this   latest   study   
published   in   Nature   Climate   Change   is   the   first   to   identify   when   and   where   the   bears   will   
disappear.   
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Polar   bears   to   be   near   extinction   by   end   of   century   
ABC   The   World   Today   Podcast,    7/21/2020   
  

Polar   bears   are   one   of   the   animal   kingdom's   most   awe-inspiring   predators,   but   a   new   report   
shows   they   could   be   all   but   extinct   by   the   end   of   the   century.   
  
  

  

Climate   Change   Could   Wipe   Out   Polar   Bears   by   2100   
Newsweek,    7/20/2020   
  

For   the   study,   published   in   the   journal   Nature   Climate   Change,   the   researchers   tried   to   predict   
when   polar   bear   populations   across   the   Arctic   will   be   threatened   due   to   sea   ice   loss   from   global   
warming—an   approach   which   researchers   haven't   taken   before.  
  

"In   2010,   my   colleagues   and   I   projected   we   could   lose   two-thirds   of   the   world's   polar   bears   by   
around   mid-century,"   Amstrup   said.   "To   many,   apparently,   this   projection   may   have   seemed   'far   
off'   and   not   specific   enough   to   inspire   greenhouse   gas   mitigation   policies.   The   yet   unanswered   
question   has   always   been,   'When   will   bears   disappear   from   this   area   or   that   area   or   my   area?'"   
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Polar   bears   may   have   less   than   80   years   on   Earth   
Conde   Nast   Traveller ,   7/23/2020   
  

A   study   published   in    Nature   Climate   Change    has   projected   that   polar   bears   are   struggling   to   
cope   with   the   effects   of    climate   change    and   will   be   wiped   out   by   2100.   Polar   bears   need   sea   ice   
to   hunt.   Without   ice,   they   are   forced   to   head   to   land   where   they   cannot   find    food .   With   declining   
Arctic   sea   ice,   polar   bears   are   now   forced   to   fast   for   longer   periods.   
  

“Ultimately,   the   bears   need   food   and   in   order   to   have   food,   they   need   ice,”   Péter   Molnár,   an   
assistant   professor   at   the   University   of   Toronto   Scarborough   and   one   of   the   authors   of   the   study,   
told    CNN .   “But   in   order   for   them   to   have   ice,   we   need   to   control   climate   change.”   
  
  

  

Where   polar   bears   will   die   out   first   as   Arctic   sea   ice   
plummets   
Mashable ,   7/20/2020   
  

The   current   decline   of   polar   bear   populations   in   some,   though   not   yet   all,   Arctic   regions   is   
straightforward:   Arctic   sea   ice   is   in   sharp   decline,   and   bears   require   sea   ice   to   expertly   hunt   
seals.   Polar   bears   cannot   catch   seals   on   open   water.   Now,   research   published   Monday   in   the   
journal   Nature   Climate   Change   identifies   how   long   bears   can   fast   in   different   Arctic   regions   
before   their   populations   start   falling,   perhaps   rapidly.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.cntraveller.in/story/climate-change-polar-bears-less-than-100-years-earth-arctic-sea/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-020-0818-9
https://www.cntraveller.in/story/world-environment-day-2020-silly-environment-questions-arent-silly/
https://www.cntraveller.in/india/food-drink-india/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/20/weather/polar-bears-survival-threatened-arctic-climate-change/index.html
https://mashable.com/article/polar-bear-population-decline-sea-ice/
https://mashable.com/article/polar-bear-population-decline-sea-ice/


  

Most   polar   bear   populations   will   collapse   by   century’s   end   
without   emissions   cuts,   study   says   
Arctic   Today,    7/20/2020   
  

If   global   carbon   emissions   continue   at   their   current   rate,   only   a   handful   of   polar   bear   populations   
—   located   in   very   far   north   Arctic   island   regions   that   are   expected   to   hold   the   last   year-round  
sea   ice   —   will   still   survive   by   the   end   of   the   century,   a   new   study   asserts.   
  

The   study,   published   in   the   journal   Nature   Climate   Change,   is   the   first   to   project   long-term   
survival   rates   for   all   19   of   the   world’s   polar   bear   populations.   It   calculates   the   rate   of   ice   melt   
and   open-water   expansion,   the   length   of   time   that   bears   can   go   without   food   while   waiting   for   
winter’s   return   and   the   effects   on   reproduction   and   cub   survival.   
  
  

  

Climate   change:   Arctic   polar   bears   may   be   extinct   by   
2100,   study   says   
USA   Today,    7/21/2020   
  

"Previously,   we   knew   that   polar   bears   would   ultimately   disappear   unless   we   halt   greenhouse   
gas   rise.   But   knowing   when   they   will   begin   to   disappear   in   different   areas   is   critical   for   informing   
management   and   policy   –   and   inspiring   action,”   said   the   University   of   Wyoming's   Steven   
Amstrup,   who   conceived   the   project   and   is   a   co-author   of   the   study.   
  
  

https://www.arctictoday.com/most-polar-bear-populations-will-collapse-by-centurys-end-without-emissions-cuts-study-says/
https://www.arctictoday.com/most-polar-bear-populations-will-collapse-by-centurys-end-without-emissions-cuts-study-says/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/07/21/climate-change-polar-bears-extinction-study/5478109002/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/07/21/climate-change-polar-bears-extinction-study/5478109002/


  

Polar   Bears   Likely   to   Go   Extinct   by   End   of   Century   Due   to   
Global   Warming,   Researchers   Predict   
People,    7/21/2020   
  

By   the   end   of   the   century,   polar   bears   may   go   extinct   as   a   result   of   global   warming   effects   on   
the   shrinking   sea   ice   in   the   Arctic,   a   new   study   says.   
  

Peter   K.   Molnar,   a   researcher   at   the   University   of   Toronto   Scarborough   and   lead   author   of   the   
study,   which   was   published   Monday   in   Nature   Climate   Change   and   shared   by   the   New   York   
Times,   said   that   nearly   all   19   sub-populations   of   polar   bears   will   be   wiped   out   should   the   loss   of   
sea   ice   force   them   onto   land   and   away   from   their   food   supplies.   
  
  

  

POLITICO   London   Playbook:   Pomp   up   the   volume   —   
From   Russia   with   love   
Politico   Newsletter,    7/21/2020  
  

Arctic   Circle:   A   new   study   predicts   polar   bears   will   be   wiped   out   by   the   end   of   the   century   if   
more   isn’t   done   to   tackle   climate   change.   The   study,   published   in   Nature   Climate   Change,   sets   
a   timeline   for   the   serious   decline   of   polar   bear   populations   which   could   end   in   near-extinction   by   
2021.   Dr   Steven   Amstrup,   who   was   involved   in   the   study,   told   BBC   News:   “What   we’ve   shown   is   
that,   first,   we’ll   lose   the   survival   of   cubs   —   so   cubs   will   be   born,   but   the   females   won’t   have   
enough   body   fat   to   produce   milk   to   bring   them   along   through   the   ice-free   season.   Any   of   us   
know   that   we   can   only   go   without   food   for   so   long.”   
  
  
  

https://people.com/pets/polar-bears-likely-go-extinct-end-century-global-warming/
https://people.com/pets/polar-bears-likely-go-extinct-end-century-global-warming/
https://www.politico.eu/newsletter/london-playbook/politico-london-playbook-pomp-up-the-volume-from-russia-with-love-corona-pay-day/
https://www.politico.eu/newsletter/london-playbook/politico-london-playbook-pomp-up-the-volume-from-russia-with-love-corona-pay-day/


  

Left   unchecked,   most   polar   bears   will   disappear   by   2100   
Heidi   News ,   7/20/2020   (Translated   from   French)  
  

Why   this   is   worrying.   The   polar   bear   is   a   popular   species,   which   has   largely   contributed   to   
raising   awareness   of   climate   issues,   especially   through   the   tragic   image   of   the   lonely   animal   on   
a   piece   of   drifting   ice   floe.   Because   the   melting   of   ice   very   directly   threatens   the   material   
subsistence   of   the   species:   these   bears   feed   mainly   on   seals,   which   they   can   hunt   only   in   the   
presence   of   ice   floes.   The   number   of   days   during   which   the   ursid   must   subsist   by   shore   means   
on   land,   before   a   seasonal   pack   ice   suitable   for   hunting   is   reformed   is   therefore   a   crucial   
parameter.   
  

  

Climate   change   may   kill   off   nearly   all   polar   bears   by   2100     
New   Scientist,    7/20/2020   
  

To   bridge   the   gap,   Péter   Molnár   at   the   University   of   Toronto   and   his   colleagues   emulated   the   
approach   taken   by   climate   scientists   to   model   future   temperatures.   For   each   of   the   19   bear   
groups,   they   combined   estimates   of   the   extent   of   sea   ice   for   their   part   of   the   Arctic   with   how   
much   energy   they   need   daily   and   how   fat   they   are   before   each   fasting   season   to   build   an   
“energy   budget”   computer   model.   This   projected   how   long   they   will   be   able   to   keep   reproducing   
and   surviving.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.heidi.news/sciences/si-rien-n-est-fait-pour-le-climat-la-plupart-des-ours-polaires-pourraient-disparaitre-d-ici-la-fin-du-siecle?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2249343-climate-change-may-kill-off-nearly-all-polar-bears-by-2100/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=echobox&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1595258423


  

AP   Top   Stories   July   21    
MSN ,   7/21/2020   
  

Here's   the   latest   for   Tuesday,   July   21st:   White   House   defends   use   of   federal   troops   in   Portland;   
US   accuses   hackers   of   stealing   COVID   data;   Astronauts   prepare   for   return   to   earth;   Arctic   polar   
bears   may   die   off   by   the   end   of   the   century.   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.msn.com/en-us/video/other/ap-top-stories-july-21-p/vi-BB171dNI


  

Most   polar   bears   could   struggle   to   survive   in   the   Arctic   by   
2100,   study   finds   
CNN ,   7/20/2020   
  

Now,   as   the   planet   continues   to   warm   rapidly,   a    new   study   brings   another   dire   warning :   If   
humans   fail   to   reduce   greenhouse   gas   emissions,   most   populations   of   the   iconic   species   could   
struggle   to   survive   beyond   2100.   
  

Already,   some   populations   have   likely   crossed   key   thresholds   that   will   make   their   survival   
difficult,   and   perhaps   impossible,   according   to   the   findings   of   the   study   published   Monday   in   the   
journal   Nature   Climate   Change.   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/20/weather/polar-bears-survival-threatened-arctic-climate-change/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/20/weather/polar-bears-survival-threatened-arctic-climate-change/index.html
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41558-020-0818-9


  

Polar   bears   may   be   extinct   by   2100   if   Arctic   ice   melts   at   
projected   rate:   Study   
Good   Morning   America,    7/22/2020   
  

A   dire   new   climate   change   report   projects   polar   bears   could   reach   extinction   within   the   next   80   
years,   putting   a   timeline   on   the   crisis   for   the   first   time,   as   the   beloved   Arctic   species   continues   to   
suffer   along   with   melting   ice   habitats.   
  

The   University   of   Toronto-led   study,   published   in   Nature   Climate   Change   on   Monday,   said   the   
carnivores   could   be   starved   into   extinction   by   2100   as   the   Arctic   sea   ice   continues   to   shrink   at   
alarming   rates,   making   it   hard   for   the   bears   to   hunt   for   food.   
  

  
  
  
  

https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/news/story/polar-bears-extinct-2100-arctic-ice-melts-projected-71895289
https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/news/story/polar-bears-extinct-2100-arctic-ice-melts-projected-71895289


  

How   Many   Polar   Bears   Will   Be   Left   in   2100?   If   
Temperatures   Keep   Rising,   Probably   Not   a   Lot   
InsideClimate   News ,   7/20/2020   
  

Instead,   the   researchers   used   methods   to   collect   data   on   polar   bears'   body   mass   before   a   fast   
and   how   much   energy   was   expended   during   a   fast.   They   used   that   data   to   calculate   how   long   
polar   bears   could   survive   while   fasting,   and   estimated   how   many   ice-free   days   it   would   take   
before   a   bear's   survival   and   reproduction   were   compromised."   

  

https://insideclimatenews.org/news/20072020/polar-bears-sea-ice-climate-change
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/20072020/polar-bears-sea-ice-climate-change


  

Polar   bears   will   all   but   disappear   by   2100   without   curbs   on   
emissions   
iNews ,   7/20/2020   
  

“Polar   bears   are   adapted   to   long   fasts,”   lead   author   Péter   Molnár   told   i.   “They   are   quite   good   at   
storing   their   energy   and   going   for   months   at   a   time…It’s   not   unusual   for   a   well-fed   mother   bear   
to   go   eight   months   without   food.”   
  

But   climate   change   traps   bears   in   a   vicious   cycle,   he   said.   “If   you’ve   got   365   days   each   year,   
and   you   make   the   fast   longer   each   year,   then   what   you   are   automatically   also   doing   is   making  
the   feeding   period   shorter.   So   not   only   do   you   have   to   go   through   a   longer   fast,   but   there   is   less   
time   to   get   fat   before   fast,”   he   said.   “Polar   bears   can   be   amazing   at   fasting,   but   they   still   have   
their   limits.”   
  

  

Polar   bear   populations   could   disappear   from   Arctic   by   
2100   as   ice   caps   melt,   scientists   warn   
The   Independent ,   7/20/2020   
  

Unless   radical   action   to   tackle   the    climate   crisis    begins   in   earnest,   most   of   the    Arctic ’s   polar   
bear   population   could   be   wiped   out   by   the   year   2100,   scientists   have   warned.   
  

The   main   threat   to   the   bears   is   the   rapid   melting   of   sea   ice,   upon   which   they   depend   for   
reaching   the    seals    that   make   up   an   essential   part   of   their   diet.   
  

Arctic   sea   ice    grows   in   extent   in   winter   and   shrinks   in   summer,   but   overall   it   is   declining   at   a   rate   
of   12.85   percent   per   decade,   with   the   10   lowest   ice   extents   all   recorded   since   2007.   
  
  

https://inews.co.uk/news/environment/polar-bears-extinction-fears-arctic-carbon-emissions-557874
https://inews.co.uk/news/environment/polar-bears-extinction-fears-arctic-carbon-emissions-557874
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/polar-bears-melting-ice-arctic-extinction-a9628736.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/polar-bears-melting-ice-arctic-extinction-a9628736.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/climate-crisis
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/arctic
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/seals
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/arctic-sea-ice


  

Polar   Bears   Could   Be   Wiped   Out   by   2100,   Study   Finds   
Weather.com ,   7/23/2020   
  

Climate   change   could   wipe   out   polar   bears   in   the   span   of   a   human   lifetime.   Here’s   why.   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

https://weather.com/science/environment/video/polar-bears-could-be-wiped-out-by-2100-study-finds


  

Polar   Bears   Could   Face   Extinction   By   2100   Due   To   
Climate   Change,   Study   Says   
Forbes,    7/20/2020   
  

A   new   study   suggests   that   polar   bears   could   face   extinction   as   climate   change   drives   sea   ice   
loss,   according   to   a   new   study   published   Monday   in   the   journal   Nature   Climate   Change,   
showing   the   potentially   dramatic   consequences   of   warming   global   temperatures.   
  
  

  
  
  
  
  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2020/07/20/polar-bears-could-face-extinction-by-2100-due-to-climate-change-study-says/#182601ce2276
https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2020/07/20/polar-bears-could-face-extinction-by-2100-due-to-climate-change-study-says/#182601ce2276


  

The   Energy   202:   Minority   groups   more   likely   to   have   
limited   access   to   nature,   new   report   finds   
The   Washington   Post ,   7/21/2020   
  

If   the   planet’s   warming   persists,   polar   bears   could   become   nearly   extinct   by   the   end   of   the   
century,   new   research   says.   
  

“Nearly   all   of   the   19   subpopulations   of   polar   bears,   from   the   Beaufort   Sea   off   Alaska   to   the   
Siberian   Arctic,   would   face   being   wiped   out   because   the   loss   of   sea   ice   would   force   the   animals   
onto   land   and   away   from   their   food   supplies   for   longer   periods,   the   researchers   said.   Prolonged   
fasting,   and   reduced   nursing   of   cubs   by   mothers,   would   lead   to   rapid   declines   in   reproduction   
and   survival,”   the   New   York   Times    reports .   
  

Lead   study   author   Peter   K.   Molnar,   a   researcher   at   the   University   of   Toronto   at   Scarborough   
said   even   if   emissions   are   brought   down   to   moderate   levels,   “we   still   are   unfortunately   going   to   
lose   some,   especially   some   of   the   southernmost   populations,   to   sea-ice   loss.”   
  

  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/07/21/energy-202-minority-groups-more-likely-have-limited-access-nature-new-report-finds/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/07/21/energy-202-minority-groups-more-likely-have-limited-access-nature-new-report-finds/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/20/climate/polar-bear-extinction.html?action=click&module=News&pgtype=Homepage


  

Polar   bears   could   be   extinct   by   the   end   of   the   century,   
study   says   
LA   Times,    7/22/2020  
  

Studies   have   long   shown   that   declining   sea   ice   will   lead   to   a   decline   in   polar   bears,   but   new   
research   published   Monday   in   Nature   Climate   Change   models   a   specific   doomsday   timeline.   
Polar   bears   will   be   unable   to   endure   the   effects   of   climate   change   over   the   next   several   
decades,   the   scientists   believe,   and   will   be   wiped   out   by   2100.   
  

  
  

  

Polar   bears   could   be   extinct   by   end   of   the   century:   study   
Boston   Herald,    7/21/2020   
  

The   study   estimated   that,   even   in   a   situation   where   countries   achieve   a   moderate   reduction   in   
greenhouse   gases,   several   populations   of   polar   bears   will   disappear.   But   Amstrup   emphasized   
that   the   animal   can   still   persist   if   climate   change   does   not   continue   unabated.   
  

“Showing   how   imminent   the   threat   is   for   different   polar   bear   populations   is   another   reminder   that   
we   must   act   now   to   head   off   the   worst   of   future   problems   faced   by   us   all,”   he   said.   “The   
trajectory   we’re   on   now   is   not   a   good   one,   but   if   society   gets   its   act   together,   we   have   time   to   
save   polar   bears.   And   if   we   do,   we   will   benefit   the   rest   of   life   on   Earth,   including   ourselves.”   

https://www.latimes.com/environment/story/2020-07-21/polar-bears-could-be-on-brink-of-extinction-within-100-years-stud
https://www.latimes.com/environment/story/2020-07-21/polar-bears-could-be-on-brink-of-extinction-within-100-years-stud
https://www.bostonherald.com/2020/07/21/polar-bears-could-be-extinct-by-end-of-the-century-study/


  

Climate   Change   Is   Set   to   Starve   Polar   Bears   to   Extinction   
by   2100   
Science   Alert ,   7/21/2020   
  

"The   bears   face   an   ever   longer   fasting   period   before   the   ice   refreezes   and   they   can   head   back   
out   to   feed,"   Steven   Amstrup,   who   conceived   the   study   and   is   chief   scientist   of   Polar   Bears   
International,   told   AFP.   
On   current   trends,   the   study   concluded,   polar   bears   (Ursus   maritimus)   in   12   of   13   
subpopulations   analysed   will   have   been   decimated   within   80   years   by   the   galloping   pace   of   
change   in   the   Arctic,   which   is   warming   twice   as   fast   as   the   planet   on   the   whole.   
There   is   not   enough   data   for   six   others   to   make   a   determination   as   to   their   fate.   
"By   2100,   recruitment"   -   new   births   -   "will   be   severely   compromised   or   impossible   everywhere   
except   perhaps   in   the   Queen   Elizabeth   Island   subpopulation,"   in   Canada's   Arctic   Archipelago,   
said   Amstrup.   
  

https://www.sciencealert.com/climate-change-is-set-to-starve-polar-bears-to-extinction-by-2100
https://www.sciencealert.com/climate-change-is-set-to-starve-polar-bears-to-extinction-by-2100


  

Climate   change   on   track   to   wipe   out   polar   bears   within   80   
years:   research   
Global   Times ,   7/21/2020   
  

Their   dwindling   body   weight   undermines   their   chances   of   surviving   Arctic   winters   without   food,   
the   scientists   added.     
  

"The   bears   face   an   ever   longer   fasting   period   before   the   ice   refreezes   and   they   can   head   back   
out   to   feed,"   Steven   Amstrup,   who   conceived   the   study   and   is   chief   scientist   of   Polar   Bears   
International,   told   AFP.   
  

On   current   trends,   the   study   concluded,   polar   bears   in   12   of   13   subpopulations   analyzed   will   
have   been   decimated   within   80   years   by   the   galloping   pace   of   change   in   the   Arctic,   which   is   
warming   twice   as   fast   as   the   planet   as   a   whole.   
  

There   is   not   enough   data   for   six   others   to   make   a   determination   as   to   their   fate.   
  

"By   2100,   recruitment"   -   new   births   -   "will   be   severely   compromised   or   impossible   everywhere   
except   perhaps   in   the   Queen   Elizabeth   Island   subpopulation,"   in   Canada's   Arctic   Archipelago,   
said   Amstrup.   
  

That   scenario   foresees   Earth's   average   surface   temperature   rising   3.3   C   above   the   preindustrial   
benchmark.     
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1195215.shtml
https://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1195215.shtml


  

Climate   Change   Will   Wipe   Out   Polar   Bears   by   2100,   New   
Study   Finds   
One   Green   Planet ,   7/27/2020   
  

A   new    study    in   the   journal   Nature   Climate   Change   found   that   global   warming   is   starving   polar   
bears   and   pushing   them   into   extinction.    Shrinking    sea   ice   is   accelerating   an   already   bleak   future   
for    polar   bears    in   many   regions,   the   scientists   say.   The   polar   bears   could   be   extinct   in   80    years .   
As   the   polar   bears   have   less   food    available ,   their   body   weight   and   mass   stop   their   chances   of   
surviving   harsh   Arctic   winters   without   adequate   food.   
  

  

We   are   driving   polar   bears   extinct—but   these   5   groups   are   
fighting   to   save   them   
Front   Page   Live ,   7/22/2020   
  

A    study   published   Monday    in   the   journal   Nature   Climate   Change   describes   how   critical   sea   ice   
is   to   polar   bears’   survival.   Sea   ice   loss   is   happening   at   a   rate   polar   bears   cannot   keep   up   with.   
The   melting   of   sea   ice   is   forcing   the   species   onto   land,   prolonging   fasting   periods,   and   declining   
reproduction   rates.   
“You   need   the   sea   ice   to   capture   your   food,”   Peter   K.   Molnar,   lead   author   of   the   study   and   a   
researcher   at   the   University   of   Toronto   Scarborough   said,   according   to    The   New   York   Times .   
“There’s   not   enough   food   on   land   to   sustain   a   polar   bear   population.”   
Bears   can   fast   for   months   after   a   season   of   consuming   built   up   fat   from   their   seal   diet.   The   
problem   is,   sea   ice   loss   is   causing   a   prolonged   fasting   period,   therefore   starvation   risks   
increase.   
“There   is   very   little   chance   that   polar   bears   would   persist   anywhere   in   the   world,   Dr.   Molnar   
said.   “Except   perhaps   in   the   very   high   Arctic   in   one   small   subpopulation.”   
Dr.   Molnar   added   that   even   if   global   emissions   were   reduced,   “we   still   are   unfortunately   [still]   
going   to   lose   some.”   Polar   bears   in   the   southernmost   populations   are   at   the   highest   risk.   

https://www.onegreenplanet.org/environment/climate-change-will-wipe-out-polar-bears-by-2100-new-study-finds/
https://www.onegreenplanet.org/environment/climate-change-will-wipe-out-polar-bears-by-2100-new-study-finds/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/climate-change-polar-bears-extinct-by-2100/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/climate-change-polar-bears-extinct-by-2100/
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Climate   Change   On   Track   To   Wipe   Out   Polar   Bears   By   
2100   
Barrons ,   7/20/2020   
  

"The   bears   face   an   ever   longer   fasting   period   before   the   ice   refreezes   and   they   can   head   back   
out   to   feed,"   Steven   Amstrup,   who   conceived   the   study   and   is   chief   scientist   of   Polar   Bears   
International,   told   AFP.   
  

On   current   trends,   the   study   concluded,   polar   bears   in   12   of   13   subpopulations   analysed   will   
have   been   decimated   within   80   years   by   the   galloping   pace   of   change   in   the   Arctic,   which   is   
warming   twice   as   fast   as   the   planet   as   a   whole.   
  

There   is   not   enough   data   for   six   others   to   make   a   determination   as   to   their   fate.   
"By   2100,   recruitment"   --   new   births   --   "will   be   severely   compromised   or   impossible   everywhere   
except   perhaps   in   the   Queen   Elizabeth   Island   subpopulation,"   in   Canada's   Arctic   Archipelago,   
said   Amstrup.   
  
  

  

Scientists   warn   polar   bears   could   become   nearly   extinct   
by   end   of   century  
The   Hill,    7/20/2020   
  

Nearly   all   of   the   major   sub-populations   of   polar   bears   are   now   in   danger   of   severe   declines   in   
population   due   to   melting   sea   ice,   scientists   say.   
  

A   study   published   Monday   at   Nature.com   found   that   18   out   of   the   19   sub-populations   of   polar   
bears   face   major   habitat   loss   due   to   declining   levels   of   summer   sea   ice,   which   forces   the   bears   
onto   land   and   further   away   from   food   sources.   
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Climate   change   on   track   to   wipe   out   polar   bears   by   2100   
Digital   Journal,    7/20/2020   
  

Climate   change   is   starving   polar   bears   into   extinction,   according   to   research   published   Monday   
that   predicts   the   apex   carnivores   could   all   but   disappear   within   the   span   of   a   human   lifetime.   
  

In   some   regions   they   are   already   caught   in   a   vicious   downward   spiral,   with   shrinking   sea   ice   
cutting   short   the   time   bears   have   for   hunting   seals,   scientists   reported   in   Nature   Climate   
Change.   
  

  
  

  

'Grim   work:'   Climate-change   clock   ticking   on   world's   polar   
bears   
National   Post,    7/20/2020   
  

The   climate-change   clock   is   ticking   on   the   world’s   polar   bears   and   a   group   of   Canadian   and   
U.S.   scientists   say   they’ve   determined   when   that   time   will   run   out.   
  

The   researchers   used   data   on   shrinking   sea   ice   and   detailed   information   on   what   the   bears   
need   to   stay   healthy   and   rear   cubs   to   project   the   survival   odds   for   13   of   the   world’s   19   bear   
populations   through   to   the   end   of   the   century.   
  

Syndication:    PR   Peak ,    Winnipeg   Free   Press ,    CFJC   Today ,    CBC   
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Polar   Bears   Could   Be   Nearly   Gone   by   2100,   Study   Finds   
EcoWatch,    7/21/2020   
  

"Showing   how   imminent   the   threat   is   for   different   polar   bear   populations   is   another   reminder   that   
we   must   act   now   to   head   off   the   worst   of   future   problems   faced   by   us   all,"   study   coauthor   and   
chief   scientist   of   Polar   Bears   International   Dr.   Steven   Amstrup   told   BBC   News.   "The   trajectory   
we're   on   now   is   not   a   good   one,   but   if   society   gets   its   act   together,   we   have   time   to   save   polar   
bears.   And   if   we   do,   we   will   benefit   the   rest   of   life   on   Earth,   including   ourselves."   
  

Syndication:    World   Economic   Forum   
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Polar   bears   could   mostly   disappear   from   Arctic   by   the   year   
2100,   study   warns   
Yahoo,    7/20/2020   
  

Melting   sea   ice   could   see   polar   bears   forced   on   to   land   for   long   periods,   with   many   Arctic   bear   
populations   facing   extinction   by   2100,   a   new   report   has   warned.   
  

Syndication:    HuffPost   
  

  

Polar   bears   could   be   extinct   by   end   of   the   century:   study   
NY   Daily   News ,   7/21/2020   
  

Studies   have   long   shown   that   declining   sea   ice   will   lead   to   a   decline   in   polar   bears,   but    new   
research   published   Monday    in   Nature   Climate   Change   models   a   specific   doomsday   timeline.   
Polar   bears   will   be   unable   to   endure   the   effects   of   climate   change   over   the   next   several   
decades,   the   scientists   believe,   and   will   be   wiped   out   by   2100.   
  

“What   we’ve   shown   is   that,   first,   we’ll   lose   the   survival   of   cubs,   so   cubs   will   be   born   but   the   
females   won’t   have   enough   body   fat   to   produce   milk   to   bring   them   along   through   the   ice-free   
season,”    said   Dr   Steven   Amstrup,   chief   scientist   of   Polar   Bears   International,   to   the   BBC .   “Any   
of   us   know   that   we   can   only   go   without   food   for   so   long.   That’s   a   biological   reality   for   all   
species”.   
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Bleak   future   predicted   for   polar   bears   in   Canada’s   Arctic   
Global   News ,   7/26/2020   
  

It   says   that   within   this   decade,   bear   cubs   in   the   south   of   Hudson   Bay   will   move   from   being   
“likely”   at   risk   to   “highly   likely”   at   risk,   under   an   intermediate   climate   change   scenario.   
  

The   report   published   in   the   journal   Nature   Climate   Change   says   cubs   in   the   Davis   Strait   and   the   
west   of   Hudson   Bay   will   follow   a   similar   path   in   the   decades   afterwards.   
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Climate   Crisis   May   Wipe   Out   Polar   Bears   by   2100,   Study   
Says   
The   Cut,    7/20/2020   
  

Of   course,   the   polar   bear   has   long   been   a   prominent   (and   complicated)   symbol   for   
climate-related   devastation   in   the   Arctic.   Now,   a   study   published   in   Nature   Climate   Change   
suggests   that   even   if   we   achieve   a   decline   in   carbon   emissions   by   2040,   we   will   still   see   
significant   sea   bear   (the   polar   bear,   a.k.a.   Ursus   maritimus,   qualifies   as   a   marine   mammal,   did   
you   know?)   losses   as   sea   ice   melts.   
  
  

  

Global   heating   could   wipe   out   polar   bears   'by   2100'   
TRT   World,    7/20/2020   
  

In   some   regions   they   are   already   caught   in   a   vicious   downward   spiral,   with   shrinking   sea   ice   
cutting   short   the   time   bears   have   for   hunting   seals,   scientists   reported   in   Nature   Climate   
Change   on   Monday.     
  

Their   dwindling   bodyweight   undermines   their   chances   of   surviving   Arctic   winters   without   food,   
they   added.   
  

  

Could   Polar   Bears   Be   Extinct   by   2100?   
Snopes ,   7/22/2020   
    

What's   True   
An   analysis   of   13   of   19   Arctic   polar   bear   subpopulations,   which   collectively   make   up   about   80%   
of   the   species,   determined   many   of   those   populations   were   likely   or   very   likely   to   experience   
reproductive   failure,   a   precursor   to   extinction.   Though   moderate   emissions   reductions   will   likely   
prolong   the   survival   rates   of   some,   it   is   likely   that   at   least   some   of   the   population   will   become   
locally   extinct   within   this   century.   
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Climate   change   'could   wipe   out   polar   bears   in   80   years'   as   
melting   Arctic   sea   ice   forces   them   onto   land   and   away   
from   their   natural   hunting   grounds,   study   warns   
Daily   Mail ,   7/20/2020   
  

Most   polar   bear   populations   are   at   risk   of   dying   out   by   2100   as   their   natural   habitat   of   Arctic   sea   
ice   is   diminished   by   global   warming,   a   study   warns.     
A   damning   piece   of   research   claims   the   predators   will   be   forced   to   migrate   on   to   solid   land,   
where   hunting   will   be   impossible   for   them.     
As   a   result,   the   bears   will   be   forced   to   survive   on   their   fat   reserves,   an   unsustainable   option   for   
the   world's   largest   carnivore.     
  

  

Encouraging   Report   Finds   Polar   Bears   Evolving   
Aerospace   Engineering   Skills   Necessary   To   Escape   
Overheating   Planet   
The   Onion ,   7/22/2020   
  

“According   to   our   research,   these   polar   bears,   or   Ursus   maritimus,   have   not   just   developed   a   
desire   to   flee   Earth’s   orbit,   but   also   a   rudimentary   understanding   of   jet   propulsion,”   said   lead   
researcher   on   the   study   Adam   Yelnich,   adding   that   he   and   his   team   had   discovered   various   
blueprints   and   makeshift   spaceships   constructed   out   of   fish,   driftwood,   and   ice   scattered   along   
the   arctic   coastal   tundra.   “While   this   is   still   a   relatively   new   evolutionary   development,   older   
polar   bears   have   routinely   been   spotted   with   their   cubs,   teaching   them   engineering   and   physics   
at   an   undergraduate   level.   Sadly,   however,   all   of   their   test   rockets   have   immediately   exploded   
upon   exiting   the   atmosphere,   leaving   the   polar   bears   both   stunned   and   confused.”   
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Global   Warming   Can   Make   Polar   Bears   Extinct   by   2100   
Vice,    7/21/2020   
  

Polar   bears   require   sea   ice   for   capturing   seals,   their   primary   food.   But   as   global   warming   and   
sea   ice   loss   continue,   their   population   is   expected   to   heavily   fall.   And   this   new   study   is   the   first   
to   put   a   timeline   on   their   likely   demise.   It   concludes   that   polar   bears   in   12   subpopulations   of   the   
Arctic,   almost   80   percent   of   the   total   population,   will   be   decimated   in   less   than   80   years.   Enough   
data   for   the   other   subpopulations   isn’t   available   yet   to   determine   their   fate.   Scientists   estimate   
that   there   are   fewer   than   26,000   polar   bears   left,   spread   out   across   19   subpopulations   from   the   
icescapes   of   Svalbard,   Norway,   to   Hudson   Bay   in   Canada   to   the   Chukchi   Sea   between   Alaska   
and   Siberia.   
  
  

  

Polar   bears   have   officially   been   given   a   date   for   extinction   
Marie   Claire,   7/21/2020   
  

Researchers   from   the   University   of   Toronto   examined   how   long   the   bears   could   survive   in   the   
arctic,   as   the   sea   ice   they   depend   on   to   hunt,   declines.   They   are   are   now   warning   that   polar   
bears   could   be   extinct   by   the   end   of   this   century   if   greenhouse   gas   emissions   continue   at   their   
current   rate.   All   but   a   few   polar   bear   populations   in   the   Arctic   will   probably   be   gone   by   2100.   
  
  

  

Not   “if”   but   “when”:   Polar   Bears   could   disappear   from   most   
of   the   Arctic   in   eighty   years.   
The   Ice   Blog,    7/21/2020   
  

In   a   study   just   published   in   Nature   Climate   Change,   the   conservation   group   Polar   Bears   
International   (PBI)   and   a   team   of   scientists   from   leading   universities   have   worked   out   when   
polar   bear   populations   across   the   Arctic   are   likely   to   disappear   due   to   sea   ice   loss   from   global   
warming.   
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Majority   of   polar   bear   populations   on   course   to   vanish   by   
end   of   century   
The   Globe   and   Mail,    7/20/2020   
  

As   climate   change   disproportionately   warms   the   Arctic,   the   future   looks   increasingly   bleak   for   
one   of   the   region’s   most   iconic   species,   an   international   team   of   researchers   has   found.   
  

Specifically,   if   greenhouse   gas   emissions   remain   unchecked,   “then   it   is   highly   likely   that   we’ll   
lose   every   polar   bear   population   in   the   world   before   the   end   of   the   century,”   said   Peter   Molnar,   a   
researcher   in   global   change   ecology   at   the   University   of   Toronto   and   lead   author   of   a   new   study   
that   tracks   the   bears’   fate   through   time   under   different   emissions   scenarios.   
  

  

Global   warming   warning   for   polar   bears   
Australian   AP ,   7/22/2020   
  

Researchers   from   the   University   of   Toronto   in   Canada   said   a   loss   of   sea   ice   caused   by   global   
warming   will   force   the   animals   on   to   land,   where   they   must   rely   on   fat   reserves   due   to   a   lack   of  
food.   
The   study,   published   in   Nature   Climate   Change,   said   “aggressive”   cuts   to   greenhouse   gas   
emissions   are   now   needed   to   save   the   animals,   which   rely   on   sea   ice   to   reach   their   prey,   from   
extinction.   
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Polar   bears   will   go   extinct   by   2100   because   of   climate   
change,   study   says   
South   China   Morning   Post ,   7/22/2020   
  

“What   we’ve   shown   is   that,   first,   we’ll   lose   the   survival   of   cubs,   so   cubs   will   be   born   but   the   
females   won’t   have   enough   body   fat   to   produce   milk   to   bring   them   along   through   the   ice-free   
season,”   said   Dr.   Steven   Amstrup,   chief   scientist   of   Polar   Bears   International,   to   the   BBC.   “Any   
of   us   know   that   we   can   only   go   without   food   for   so   long.   That’s   a   biological   reality   for   all   
species.”   
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Polar   bears   are   in   danger   of   extinction   due   to   climate   
change   
Telemundo ,   7/25/2020   
  

These   animals   will   not   be   able   to   reproduce   or   feed   as   the   ice   sheets   that   serve   as   their   
platform   for   movement   are   rapidly   melting.   
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“The   poster   child   for   climate   change”:   Study   predicts   polar   
bears   will   die   off   within   80   years   
Salon ,   7/22/2020   
  

Though   the   study   did   not   predict   all   polar   bears   would   go   extinct   entirely   by   2100,   it   estimated   
that   13   of   19   Arctic   polar   bear   subpopulations,   which   make   up   roughly   80%   of   the   species,   are   
likely   to   die   off   due   to   starvation   and   reproductive   failure.   The   researchers   said   the   estimate   was   
"probably   conservative"   based   on   the   current   rate   of   ice   loss   and   predicted   some   
subpopulations   would   go   extinct   even   sooner.   
  
  

  

Climate   change:   Polar   bears   could   be   extinct   by   2100   
Metro,    7/21/2020   
  

The   study   found   that   under   a   high   greenhouse   gas   emissions   scenario,   it’s   likely   that   all   but   a   
few   polar   bear   populations   will   collapse   by   2100.   Even   if   moderate   emissions   reduction   targets   
are   achieved,   several   populations   will   disappear.   
  
  

  

Polar   bears   'could   be   extinct   within   80   years   because   of   
melting   sea   ice'   
The   Scottish   Sun,    7/20/2020   
  

Study   author   Dr   Peter   Molnar,   of   Toronto   University,   said   there   are   only   26,000   polar   bears   left.   
  

He   said   the   findings,   "emphasises   the   necessity   of   climate   change   mitigation   to   ensure   polar   
bear   survival."   
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Polar   bears   could   be   wiped   out   within   80   years   due   to   
global   warming   
Mirror,    7/20/2020   
  

Study   corresponding   author   Dr   Peter   Molnar   said:   "Our   model   captures   demographic   trends   
observed   during   1979   to   2016,   showing   recruitment   and   survival   impact   thresholds   may   already   
have   been   exceeded   in   some   sub-populations.   
  

"It   also   suggests   that,   with   high   greenhouse   gas   emissions,   steeply   declining   reproduction   and   
survival   will   jeopardize   the   persistence   of   all   but   a   few   high-Arctic   sub-populations   by   2100.”   
  
  
  

  

Room   with   a   view...   into   a   WALRUS   TANK:   Zoo   resort   
opens   a   hotel   suite   that   lets   guests   get   up   close   and   
personal   with   one   of   the   marine   world's   most   amazing   
creatures   
Daily   Mail ,   7/20/2020   
  

The   new   polar   bear   territories   have   been   inspected   and   approved   by   the   organisation   'Polar   
Bears   International'   and   are   regarded   as   one   of   the   best   in   the   world   partly   due   to   their   size   -   
which   is   12   times   the   size   legally   requested.   
  
  
  
  

https://www.mirror.co.uk/science/polar-bears-could-wiped-out-22384176
https://www.mirror.co.uk/science/polar-bears-could-wiped-out-22384176
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/escape/article-8540323/Zoo-Pairi-Daiza-Resort-Belgium-opens-suite-views-walrus-tank.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/escape/article-8540323/Zoo-Pairi-Daiza-Resort-Belgium-opens-suite-views-walrus-tank.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/escape/article-8540323/Zoo-Pairi-Daiza-Resort-Belgium-opens-suite-views-walrus-tank.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/travel/escape/article-8540323/Zoo-Pairi-Daiza-Resort-Belgium-opens-suite-views-walrus-tank.html


  

This   live-cam   helps   scientists   in   the   Arctic   study   beluga   
whales   
Lonely   Planet,    7/16/20   
  

“Belugas   are   one   of   three   ice-adapted   whales   that   we   have   in   the   Arctic,”   Dr.   Stephen   Petersen,   
director   of   conservation   and   research   at   Canada's   Assiniboine   Park   Conservancy,   tells   Lonely   
Planet.   “We're   lucky   enough   to   see   large   numbers   of   beluga   whales   in    Churchill ,   because   when   
they're   in   sea   ice,   they   [are]   protected   from   predators   like   killer   whales.”   But   now   that   sea   ice   at   
the   north   end   of   bay   is   disappearing,   he   explains,   orca   are   using   the   bay   to   hunt   more   than   they   
have   in   the   past.   “We   think   that   with   the   changes   in   sea   ice,   we   might   have   fewer   refuges   for   
whales   like   beluga   from   these   big   Arctic   predators,”   Petersen   says.   Remote   volunteers   can   also   
participate   in   the    Beluga   Bits    project,   which   relies   on   remote   volunteers   to   complete   
classifications   for   some   800,000   snapshots   of   the   playful,   sociable   whales,   identifying   their   age   
and   sex   as   well   as   any   distinctive   markings.     
  
  
  

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/beluga-live-cam-arctic-sea-ice-day
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/beluga-live-cam-arctic-sea-ice-day
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/canada/manitoba/churchill
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/stephenresearch/beluga-bits/


  

Watch   the   Migration   of   Thousands   of   Playful   Beluga   
Whales   With   This   Underwater   Livestream   
Travel   +   Leisure ,   07/15/20   
  

According   to     Thrillist ,     Polar   Bears   International    (PBI)   and   Explore.org   have   launched   a   beluga   
whale   livestream   in   honor   of    Arctic   Sea   Ice   Day   on   July   15.   The   underwater   livestream   shows   
the   whales   visiting   the   Churchill   River   Estuary,   at   the   mouth   of   the   Hudson   Bay   in   Manitoba,   
Canada,   where   57,000   belugas   travel   during   the   summer.   
  
  

  

Spend   Time   With   Beluga   Whales,   Because   What   Else   Is   
There   to   Do   
LifeHacker ,   7/16/20   
  

Operated   by     Polar   Bears   International    (PBI)   and   Explore.org,   this   is   the   eighth   summer   this   
camera   has   been   in   operation,   positioned   on   a   boat   in   the   Hudson   Bay   in   Manitoba,   Canada.   
Not   only   that,   but   there’s   also     a   hydrophone   that   captures   the   sounds    of   the   whales,   so   you   can   
hear   them   playfully   communicate   with   each   other.   They   “speak”   through   a   series   of   clicks,   
chirps,   grunts,   clangs,   screeches   and   whistles,   and   like   humans,   have   to   learn   how   to   
communicate   with   each   other   as   they   grow   up.   To   tune   in,   play   the   embedded   video   above   or   
visit   the   beluga   page   on   Explore.org .     
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.travelandleisure.com/animals/beluga-whale-underwater-livestream
https://www.travelandleisure.com/animals/beluga-whale-underwater-livestream
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/beluga-whale-live-cam-2020
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/beluga-whale-live-cam-2020
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://www.lifehacker.com.au/2020/07/spend-time-with-beluga-whales-because-what-else-is-there-to-do/
https://www.lifehacker.com.au/2020/07/spend-time-with-beluga-whales-because-what-else-is-there-to-do/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/beluga-whale-live-cam-2020
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/beluga-whale-live-cam-2020
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater


  

Adorable   Animal   Cams   You   Can   Watch   All   Day   Long   
Red   Tricycle ,   7/16/20   
    

Beluga   Bits   Citizen   Science   Project:     Beluga   Whale   Cam   
Explore.org   &   Polar   Bears   International:     Beluga   Whale   Cam   
  

  

This   Livestream   of   Beluga   Whales   Is   the   Only   Thing   I   
Want   to   Watch   in   Quarantine   
Gizmodo   (Earther) ,   7/15/2020   
  

The   conservation   organisations   Polar   Bears   International   and   Explore.org   launched   the   new   live   
cam   on   Wednesday   to   document   the   tens   of   thousands   of   beluga   whales   that   travel   from   the   
Arctic   to   the   waters   off   of   Churchill,   Manitoba   each   summer.   The   underwater   camera,   which   is   
also   outfitted   with   an   underwater   microphone,   is   currently   attached   to   a   boat   that   captains   are   
guiding   along   the   Churchill   River   Estuary.   And   dude,   I   can’t   stop   watching   this   thing.   
  

  

https://redtri.com/zoo-aquarium-animal-live-streams-cams/
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater
https://earther.gizmodo.com/this-livestream-of-beluga-whales-is-the-only-thing-i-wa-1844394914
https://earther.gizmodo.com/this-livestream-of-beluga-whales-is-the-only-thing-i-wa-1844394914


  

Beluga   Whale   Live   Cam   Streams   the   Hub   Where   
Thousands   of   Whales   Gather   in   the   Summer   
Thrillist ,   7/14/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International    (PBI)   and   Explore.org   are   launching   its    beluga   whale   live   cam    on   July   
15,   which   is   Arctic   Sea   Ice   Day   (we'll   ignore   that   it's   also    Tax   Day ).   Every   summer,   about   57,000   
beluga   whales   travel   from   the   Arctic   to   the   Churchill   River   in   Manitoba.   The   live   cam   is   sitting   on   
the   Beluga   Boat   wandering   the   Churchill   River   Estuary   
  
  

  

Watch   thousands   of   beluga   whales   migrate   through   this   
live   underwater   camera   
Daily   Hive ,   7/14/2020   
  

For   the   seventh   consecutive   year,   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   will   host   Arctic   Sea   Day   on   
July   15   to   raise   awareness   for   the   melting   Arctic.   
According   to   PBI,   the   Arctic   is   warming   twice   as   fast   as   the   rest   of   the   planet,   causing   the   sea   
ice   to   melt.   
  

Sea   ice   is   crucial   for   the   continued   survival   of   polar   bears,   beluga   whales,   and   other   
cold-weather   wildlife.   
  

In   honor   of   Arctic   Sea   Day,   PBI   and    explore.org    are   launching   the   Beluga   Whale   Live   Cam   
which   will   be   broadcasting   thousands   of   whales’   migration   from   the   Churchill   River   to   the   
Hudson   Bay.   
  
  
  
  

https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/beluga-whale-live-cam-2020
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/beluga-whale-live-cam-2020
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/beluga-whale-live-cam-2020
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/tax-day-food-deals-2020-free-food
https://dailyhive.com/mapped/beluga-whales-underwater-camera
https://dailyhive.com/mapped/beluga-whales-underwater-camera
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater


  

LISTEN:   Alaska   polar   bear   den   disturbances   part   of   ‘death  
by   a   thousand   cuts,’   researcher   says   
Alaska   Public,    7/14/2020   
  

One   of   the   study’s   authors   is   Wesley   Larson,   a   researcher   at   Brigham   Young   University   and   a   
scientific   advisor   to   Polar   Bears   International.   Larson   spoke   to   Alaska   Public   Media’s   Casey   
Grove,   and   he   says   the   fact   that   polar   bears   live   in   an   area   rich   with   oil   and   gas   invariably   puts   
the   bears   and   humans   into   conflict.   
  

  

Manitoba   town   learns   to   coexist   with   polar   bears,   thanks   to   
radar   and   unlocked   car   doors   |   CBC   Radio   
CBC   Radio,    7/15/2020   
  

Churchill,   Man.,   is   the   kind   of   place   where   residents   often   leave   doors   unlocked   so   their   
neighbours   have   a   quick   escape   should   they   come   face-to-face   with   a   polar   bear.   
  

“For   most   people   who   live   in   Churchill,   it’s   just   daily   life,”   said   Geoff   York,   senior   director   of  
conservation   for   Polar   Bears   International,   which   has   a   centre   in   Churchill.   “It’s   a   part   of   the   
fabric   of   that   community.”   
  

  
  

https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/07/14/listen-alaska-polar-bear-den-disturbances-part-of-death-by-a-thousand-cuts-researcher-says/
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/07/14/listen-alaska-polar-bear-den-disturbances-part-of-death-by-a-thousand-cuts-researcher-says/
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/day6/episode-429-snc-lavalin-s-lobbying-professional-axe-throwing-virtual-real-estate-lorena-bobbitt-and-more-1.5019261/manitoba-town-learns-to-coexist-with-polar-bears-thanks-to-radar-and-unlocked-car-doors-1.5019273
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/day6/episode-429-snc-lavalin-s-lobbying-professional-axe-throwing-virtual-real-estate-lorena-bobbitt-and-more-1.5019261/manitoba-town-learns-to-coexist-with-polar-bears-thanks-to-radar-and-unlocked-car-doors-1.5019273


  

Beluga   Whale   Live   Cam   
TimeOut ,   7/13/2020   
  

In   honour   of   Arctic   Sea   Ice   Day,   non-profit   organisation   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   and   
explore.org    are   joining   forces   to   launch   the   eighth   season   of   the    Beluga   Whale   Live   Cam .   
Streamed   around   the   clock,   the   live   cam   is   broadcasted   from   the   Churchill   River   where   it   meets   
Hudson   Bay.   Thousands   of   beluga   whales   migrate   to   the   Churchill   River   during   this   period   as   a   
substantial   amount   of   sea   ice   is   lost   during   the   summer.   At   the   end   of   the   first   week   of   July   this   
year,   the   scale   of   the   Arctic   sea   ice   had   fallen   to   near   a   record   low.   

  

New   study:   Polar   bears   are   highly   reluctant   to   abandon  
their   dens,   making   them   ‘vulnerable   to   harm   from   heavy   
equipment   or   high   intensity   disturbance’   
The   Rising ,   7/7/2020   (Contributed   by   Geoff   York,   Senior   Director   of   Conservation,   Polar   Bears   
International)   
  

“Den   emergence”   refers   to   the   period   when   a   polar   bear   family   breaks   free   of   the   snow   den   
where   the   cubs   were   born,   a   phase   when   they   start   to   venture   out   into   the   world   for   short   
intervals.   During   this   period,   which   can   last   up   to   two   weeks,   the   family   spends   most   of   the   time   
sheltered   in   the   den.   They   depart   from   the   den   site   for   good   when   the   mom   decides   her   cubs   
are   strong   enough   to   follow   her   to   the   sea   ice,   where   she’ll   replenish   her   fat   reserves   by   hunting   
seals.     
  

https://www.timeout.com/singapore/things-to-do/beluga-whale-live-cam
http://explore.org/
http://explore.org/
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater
https://therising.co/2020/07/07/new-study-polar-bears-reluctant-to-abandon-dens/
https://therising.co/2020/07/07/new-study-polar-bears-reluctant-to-abandon-dens/
https://therising.co/2020/07/07/new-study-polar-bears-reluctant-to-abandon-dens/


    

Polar   Bear   Moms   Stick   to   Their   Dens   Even   Faced   With   
Life-Threatening   Dangers   Like   Oil   Exploration   
Inside   Climate   News ,   7/7/2020   
    

"Most   bears   were   remarkably   comfortable   at   their   den   sites,"   said   co-author   Geoff   York,   senior   
director   of   conservation   for   Polar   Bears   International.   "They   seemed   to   see   their   den   sites   as   a   
place   of   safety."   
  
  

    

The   Oil   Industry   Threatens   Alaskan   Polar   Bears   in   Their   
Dens   
Earther ,   7/7/2020   
    

Luckily,   there’s   another   option   to   save   denning   polar   bears:   don’t   drill   for   any   more   oil   and   gas   in   
their   habitats.   Doing   so   would   also   lower   greenhouse   gas   emissions   and   thereby   slow   down   ice   
melting.   That   would   help   polar   bears,   too,   since   disappearing   ice   degrades   their   habitat   and   
puts   them   at   further   risk.   Plus,   scientists   have   made   it   clear   that   we   have   to   stop   fossil   fuel   
expansion   as   fast   as   possible   to   avoid   catastrophic   climate   breakdown,   anyway.   So   we   may   as   
well   start   by   halting   drilling   in   Alaska.   
  

https://insideclimatenews.org/news/07072020/polar-bear-denning-alaska-arctic-drilling
https://insideclimatenews.org/news/07072020/polar-bear-denning-alaska-arctic-drilling
https://earther.gizmodo.com/the-oil-industry-threatens-alaskan-polar-bears-in-their-1844224616
https://earther.gizmodo.com/the-oil-industry-threatens-alaskan-polar-bears-in-their-1844224616


    

Polar   Bears   Cubs   and   Mothers   Are   Suffering   As   Fossil   
Fuel   Companies   Drill   Near   Dens  
Green   Matters ,   7/7/2020   
    

The   study,   published   this   week   in   the   University   of   Calgary’s   journal   ARCTIC,   looks   at    polar   
bear   mothers   and   cubs   along   the   central   coast   of   Alaska’s   North   Slope ,   in   the   southern   Beaufort   
Sea.   Due   to   increased   rates   of   melting   sea   ice   over   the   past   four   decades,   the   researchers   have   
observed   pregnant,   laboring   polar   bear   mamas   building   their   denning   habitats   on   coastal   land   
more   and   more   often   —   which   is   where   various   anthropogenic   stressors   occur.   
But   first,   some   background   info   on   polar   bears   and   denning   is   necessary.   As   explained   by   Polar   
Bears   International,   when   a   pregnant   polar   bear   is   preparing   to   give   birth,    she   builds   herself   a   
small   maternity   den   out   of   snow ,   allowing   snow   to   fall   and   naturally   seal   the   den.     
  
  
  

  

Virtual   Travel   is   now   the   new   normal   
Outlook   India ,   7/1/2020   
  

Live   stream   the   Northern   Lights   from   home   -   While   you''re   quarantining   at   home,   you   can   still   
see   one   of   nature''s   most   stunning   atmospheric   phenomena:   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   
International   are   live   streaming   the   northern   lights.   The   live   cam   is   located   at   the   Churchill   
Northern   Studies   Center   in   Manitoba,   Canada.   Since   the   cam   is   situated   directly   under   the   
aurora   oval,   you'll   see   an   amazing   view   of   emerald   green   curtains   of   lights   dancing   in   the   arctic   
sky.   
  
  
  

https://www.greenmatters.com/p/polar-bears-cubs-fossil-fuels
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/polar-bears-cubs-fossil-fuels
https://journalhosting.ucalgary.ca/index.php/arctic/article/view/70306
https://journalhosting.ucalgary.ca/index.php/arctic/article/view/70306
https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears/life-cycle/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears/life-cycle/
https://www.outlookindia.com/newsscroll/virtual-travel-is-now-the-new-normal/1883088


  

Travel   Virtually   To   These   Places   Amidst   Lockdown.   
Newsgram ,   7/1/2020   
  

Live   stream   the   Northern   Lights   from   home   –   While   you’re   quarantining   at   home,   you   can   still   
see   one   of   nature’s   most   stunning   atmospheric   phenomena:   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   
International   is   live   streaming   the   northern   lights.   The   live   cam   is   located   at   the   Churchill   
Northern   Studies   Center   in   Manitoba,   Canada.   Since   the   cam   is   situated   directly   under   the   
aurora   oval,   you’ll   see   an   amazing   view   of   emerald   green   curtains   of   lights   dancing   in   the   arctic   
sky..    
  
  

  

Travel   the   world   during   corona   
Graphic.com ,   6/28/2020   
  

But   the   show   goes   on   and   since    April   12,   you   can   take   a   virtual   tour   of   the   blossoms   with   a   park   
ranger   as   your   guide,   watch   videos   of   what   the   artists   booked   for   the   festival   had   intended   to   
perform   live,   and,   calm   your   nerves   via   a   24/7   cherry   blossom   cam.   Without   buying   an   air   ticket   
we   continue   from   the   US   northwards   to   the   upper   reaches   of   Manitoba.     
  

It's   a   prime   viewing   spot   for   the   Northern   Lights.   And   thanks   to   the   folks   at   Polar   Bears   
International   and   Explore.org,   you   can   stream   the   spectacular   natural   fireworks   show   without   
trudging   through   the   snow.   
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.newsgram.com/travel-virtually-amidst-lockdown/
https://www.graphic.com.gh/lifestyle/travel-the-world-during-corona.html


  

No   passport   needed:   Travel   the   world   in   your   HDB   flat   
Asia   One ,   6/23/2020   
  

Northern   Lights   
What:   Thanks   to   a   livestream   from   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Manitoba,   Canada,   you   
can   now   witness   nature’s   most   beautiful   light   show   from   your   screen.   The   camera   is   propped   up   
just   below   the   aurora   oval,   giving   viewers   incredible   front   row   seats   to   the   Aurora   Borealis.   
  

The   live   viewing   hours   are   listed   so   you   can   plan   your   day   around   it   if   you're   here   in   Singapore.   
It   is   organised   by   Polar   Bears   International,   a   group   of   conservationists,   scientists,   and   
volunteers   working   to   aid   polar   bears’   survival   in   the   arctic.   
  
  

  

No   Passport   Needed:   Travel   The   World   In   Your   HDB   Flat   
Wonder   Wall ,   6/22/2020   
  

Northern   Lights   
What:   Thanks   to   a   livestream   from   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Manitoba,   Canada,   you   
can   now   witness   nature’s   most   beautiful   light   show   from   your   screen.   The   camera   is   propped   up   
just   below   the   aurora   oval,   giving   viewers   incredible   front   row   seats   to   the   Aurora   Borealis.   
  

The   live   viewing   hours   are   listed   so   you   can   plan   your   day   around   it   if   you're   here   in   Singapore.   
It   is   organised   by   Polar   Bears   International,   a   group   of   conservationists,   scientists,   and   
volunteers   working   to   aid   polar   bears’   survival   in   the   arctic.   
  
  
  
  

https://www.asiaone.com/lifestyle/no-passport-needed-travel-world-your-hdb-flat
https://www.wonderwall.sg/places/no-passport-needed--travel-the-world-in-your-hdb-flat/


  

Troubled   Tundra   
Earth   Island   Journal ,   6/16/2020   
  

Andrew   Derocher,   a   Canadian   biologist   and   longtime   Polar   Bears   International   advisor,   is   
seeing   bears   with   lower   body   fat,   fewer   cubs,   and   modified   hunting   behavior.   On   Alaska’s   North   
Slope,   the   state’s   northern   Serengeti   and   largest   borough,   many   polar   bears   unable   to   hunt   for   
their   usual   seal   staple   due   to   lack   of   sea   ice   instead   can   be   found   scavenging   on   carcasses   of   
bowhead   whales   killed   by   subsistence   hunters   outside   the   Inupiaq   Eskimo   village   Kaktovik.   The   
bears   make   lucrative   tourist   attractions   but   since   they   also   harass   residents,   sometimes   get   
killed.   Derocher   predicts   the   Southern   Beaufort   sub-population   will   go   extinct   by   2050.   
  

  

Travel   the   world   at   a   click   of   a   button   
Telegraph   India ,   6/10/2020   
  

Aura   of   the   Aurora   Borealis   
If   the   Northern   Lights   have   always   piqued   your   interest,   you   can   now   cross   your   fingers   and   try   
your   luck   at   seeing   them   dancing   in   the   sky   through   a   live   cam,   thanks   to   the   Polar   Bears  
International   and   Explore.org.   Thanks   to   only   a   couple   of   hours   time   difference   between   us   and   
the   Manitoba   region   in   Canada   where   the   live   cam   is   placed,   you   can   head   to   your   terrace,   pick   
a   comfortable   spot   for   the   perfect   ambience,   switch   the   video   on   and   immerse   yourself   in   a   
magical   world.   
  

  

Select:   things   to   do   online   
Big   Issue   North ,   6/8/2020   
  

Manitoba   
Witness   the   Northern   Lights   from   home   as   every   night   Polar   Bears   International   and   Explore.org   
stream   the   night   sky   from   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Centre   in   Manitoba,   Canada.   
(explore.org)   

https://www.earthisland.org/journal/index.php/magazine/entry/arctic-national-wildlife-refuge-climate-change-oil-drilling
https://www.telegraphindia.com/culture/travel/coronavirus-lockdown-travel-the-world-at-a-click-of-a-button/cid/1779712
https://www.bigissuenorth.com/select/2020/06/select-1330/
http://explore.org/


 

Virtual   vacations:   Travel   through   your   screen   with   northern   
lights   livestreams,   otter   cams,   and   Osaka   street   tours   
PhuketNews,    6/7/2020   
  

Nature   Escapes   Northern   Lights,   Manitoba   Chill   out   on   your   couch   and   let   the   Arctic   put   on   a   
glorious   show   for   you.   Polar   Bears   International   and   Explore.org   have   teamed   up   to   live-stream   
the   aurora   borealis   in   all   its   bewitching   colours,   through   a   camera   planted   right   beneath   the   
aurora   oval   in   Churchill,   Manitoba.   
  

  

Field   Trip   Friday:   Virtually   Travel   Abroad   
Az   Family ,   5/28/2020   
  

There   are   endless   ideas   of   places   you   can   visit   around   the   world   or   even   in   space!   Here   are   
some   other   ways   you   can   virtually   escape   while   social   distancing   at   home.   
  

● Northern   lights   views    -   Have   you   always   wanted   to   see   the   gorgeous   lights?   Every   
evening,    Polar   Bears   International    and    Explore.org    stream   the   night   sky   so   you   can   view   
it   at   home.   It's   kind   of   a   nice   way   to   end   a   day,   don't   you   think?   

  

  

The   best   things   to   do   at   home   this   weekend   (May   28-31)   
Time   Out ,   5/28/2020   
  

You   can   do   almost   anything   virtually   these   days,   including   travel.   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   
International   are   live-streaming   the   Northern   Lights,   so   you   can   watch   the   aurora   borealis   in   its   
full   glory   right   from   your   couch.   The   live   cam   is   planted   directly   underneath   the   aurora   oval   in   
Churchill,   Manitoba,   which   is   one   of   the   best   places   on   earth   to   witness   the   Lights.  
  

https://www.phuketnews.easybranches.com/lifestyle/6165559
https://www.phuketnews.easybranches.com/lifestyle/6165559
https://www.azfamily.com/shows/good_morning_arizona/field_trip_friday/field-trip-friday-virtually-travel-abroad/article_a7bcf706-9dd2-11ea-8daf-9f85e033f3a3.html
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/live-stream-northern-lights-aurora-borealis-live-cam
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CwriDd8STdIboth
https://www.timeout.com/singapore/things-to-do/things-to-do-in-singapore-this-weekend


  

What   it’s   like   to   spend   your   9–5   with   polar   bears   
Medium ,   5/21/2020   
  

What   advice   would   you   give   to   the   public   regarding   how   to   help   endangered   wildlife   species?   
  

Get   involved   and   get   educated.   Volunteer   with   local   projects   like   I   mentioned.   If   you   can   donate   
that’s   wonderful   but   do   a   little   research   before   donating.   For   example,   Polar   Bears   International   
is   an   amazing   not   for   profit   helping   polar   bears   that   we   partner   with   in   Churchill.   And   they   do   a   
lot   of   free   public   education   initiatives   with   many   ways   to   get   involved.   Helping   to   educate   and   
get   our   next   generation   involved   will   be   a   huge   help   to   conserving   wildlife   in   the   futu   
  
  

  

Virtual   Travel   Experiences   That   Let   You   Explore   the   World   
From   Your   Living   Room   
Thrillist ,   5/13/2020   
  

Get   a   glimpse   of   the   northern   lights   
The   upper   reaches   of   Manitoba   are   a   place   where   social   isolation   is   kind   of   just   the   norm,   but   
there's   a   big   tradeoff:   It's   a   prime   viewing   spot   for   the   Northern   Lights.   And   thanks   to   the   folks   at   
Polar   Bears   International   and   Explore.org,   you   can    stream   the   spectacular   natural   fireworks   
show    without   trudging   through   the   snow.   In   addition   to   blissing   out   to   the   ions   dancing   around   
your   screen,   you   can   finally   learn   exactly   how   they   work,   too.   
  

    
  
  

https://medium.com/@nikki_478/what-its-like-to-spend-your-9-5-with-polar-bears-d68caff44aa
https://www.thrillist.com/travel/nation/virtual-trips-travel-tours
https://www.thrillist.com/travel/nation/virtual-trips-travel-tours
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/live-stream-northern-lights-aurora-borealis-live-cam
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/live-stream-northern-lights-aurora-borealis-live-cam


  

Canada   Goose   just   became   a   whole   lot   more   sustainable   
GQ.UK ,   5/7/2020   
  

Luxury   outerwear   brand   Canada   Goose   has   revealed   its   first   ever    Sustainable    Impact   Strategy   
and   it   is   aiming   to   be   one   of   the   most   environmentally   aware   brands   on   the   planet.   The   label   
has   held   sustainability   at   the   forefront   of   its   production   strategy   since   its   inception,   through   a   
conscious   use   of   high-quality   materials   and   a   consistent   support   for   the   environment   through   its   
Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   collection,   the   Canada   Goose   Resource   Centres   Program   and   
Project   Atigi.     
  

  
  

https://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/fashion/article/canada-goose-sustainability
https://www.gq-magazine.co.uk/gallery/sustainable-homeware-uk


  

Capturing   the   New   Big   Five   —   your   chance   to   vote   for   a   
new   wildlife   project   
iNews ,   5/8/2020   
  

The   project’s   received   support   from   more   than   100   photographers,   conservationists   and   wildlife   
lovers,   including   Dr   Jane   Goodall,   Ami   Vitale,   Moby,   Joanna   Lumley,   Steve   McCurry,   Ben   Fogle,   
Levison   Wood   and   Chris   Packham,   as   well   as   international   wildlife   charities,   including   Save   The   
Elephants,   Dian   Fossey   Gorilla   Fund,   Polar   Bears   International   and   WWF.   
  

  

What   exactly   is   the   ‘big   five’?   And   why   you   might   want   to   
help   change   it   
The   New   Daily ,   5/1/2020   
  

The    New   Big   5    project   is   supported   by   more   than   100   of   the   world’s   top   photographers,   
conservationists   and   wildlife   lovers,   from   Dr   Jane   Goodall   and   photographer   Ami   Vitale   to   
musician   Moby   and   actors   Joanna   Lumley   and   Djimon   Hounsou,   along   with   wildlife   
conservation   groups   including   WWF,   Greenpeace,   Polar   Bears   International   and   the   Dian   
Fossey   Gorilla   Fund,   a   charity   named   after   the   American   naturalist   murdered   by   poachers   in   
Rwanda.   
  

  

These   10   wild   animal   cams   will   take   you   on   safari   
USA   Today   10   Best,    4/30/2020   

  
Speaking   of   bears,   Wapusk   National   Park   in   Canada   protects   one   of   the   world's   largest   
concentrations   of   polar   bear   maternity   dens.   October   and   November   are   the   best   months   to   
tune   in   to   this   live   cam   for   the   chance   of   spotting   these   nomads   of   the   north,   but   the   sheer   
vastness   of   the   landscape   (and   the   occasional   northern   lights   display)   is   always   impressive.   

https://inews.co.uk/inews-lifestyle/new-big-five-wildlife-photography-project-vote-2847599
https://inews.co.uk/inews-lifestyle/new-big-five-wildlife-photography-project-vote-2847599
https://thenewdaily.com.au/life/travel/2020/05/01/big-five-project-animals/
https://thenewdaily.com.au/life/travel/2020/05/01/big-five-project-animals/
https://www.newbig5.com/
https://www.10best.com/interests/explore/10-wild-animal-cams-take-you-on-safari/


  

The   Kaimin   does   International   Wildlife   Film   Festival   
Montana   Kaimin ,   4/26/2020   
  

The   film   follows   Polar   Bears   International,   a   polar   bear   conservationist   organization,   as   they   
race   to   save   the   creatures   from   an   icy   world   that’s   literally   crumbling   under   their   feet.   The   
culprit?   Global   warming.   
And   what   an   effect   it’s   had.   I   was   not   emotionally   ready   to   witness   the   death   of   not   one,   but   two   
cubs.   
  

  

Here’s   Where   You   Can   Livestream   the   Northern   Lights   
Every   Night   
Urban   Matter ,   4/26/2020   
  

Every   evening,   you   can   check   out    Polar   Bear   International   and   Explore’s   livestream .   The   live   
camera   was   established   back   in   February   2012   and   has   been   delivering   scenes   from   the   
Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Churchill,   Manitoba,   ever   since.   If   you   catch   the   feed   on   a   
clear   night,   you   might   be   lucky   enough   to   view   the   different   colors   of   the   aurora   borealis.   Look   
for   greenish-yellow,   red,   blue,   purple,   pink,   or   white   colors   on   the   video.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

http://www.montanakaimin.com/arts_and_culture/the-kaimin-does-international-wildlife-film-festival/article_eb40a224-8672-11ea-966a-977f0c434877.html
https://urbanmatter.com/heres-where-you-can-livestream-the-northern-lights-every-night/
https://urbanmatter.com/heres-where-you-can-livestream-the-northern-lights-every-night/
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam


  

This   Week   on   Explore   –   April   24,   2020  
Wustoo,    4/24/2020   
  

This   week   we   had   a   delightful   surprise   in   the   arctic!   An   arctic   fox   cozied   its   way   through   the   vast   
icy   landscape   just   in   time   for   a   quick   hello   to   our    Polar   Bears   International   livecams .   
  

  

Celebrate   Earth   Day   From   Home   With   These   Virtual   
Events   
People   Viral   Online ,   4/26/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International   
Polar   Bears   International   has   a   collection   of   digital   occasions   lined   up   for   at   present.   The   
conservation   group,   which   just   lately   teamed   up   with   Canada   Goose   spokesperson   Kate   Upton,   
is   kicking   off   the   morning   with   “Live   Cam:   Breakfast   with   Polar   Bears,”   a   reside   feed   of   lovely   
cubs   at   Ouwehand   Park   in   Rhenen,   Netherlands,   with   their   employees   scientist,   Dr.   Thea   
Bechshoft,   available   to   reply   any   questions   within   the   accompanying   chat   window.   PBI   is   
following   that   up   with   two   on-line   panels   with   polar   bear   consultants   and   scientists.   Find   the   
small   print    right   here .   
  

  

Arctic   Summers   Will   Be   Ice-Free   by   2050,   New   Study   
Predicts   
Green   Matters ,   4/23/2020   
  

Polar   bears   need   sea   ice   for   their   survival   —   as    Reader’s   Digest    put   it,   “A   polar   bear's   entire   
existence   revolves   around   sea   ice.”   Thea   Bechshoft,   a   staff   scientist   at   Polar   Bears   
International,   explained   to   the   news   outlet   that   swimming   requires   five   times   as   much   energy   as   
walking   for   polar   pears;   additionally,   bears   in   poor   health   and   young   cubs,   who   do   not   have   
enough   fat   insulating   their   bodies,   can   get   hypothermia   from   swimming   in   the   icy   waters,   and   
they   cannot   survive   without   sea   ice.     
  

https://wustoo.com/2020/04/24/this-week-on-explore-april-24-2020/
http://explore.org/polarbears
https://www.peopleviral.online/celebrate-earth-day-from-home-with-these-virtual-events/
https://www.peopleviral.online/celebrate-earth-day-from-home-with-these-virtual-events/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/earth-day-with-polar-bears/
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/arctic-ice-free-summers
https://www.greenmatters.com/p/arctic-ice-free-summers
https://www.rd.com/culture/why-do-polar-bears-need-ice-to-survive/


  

Celebrate   Earth   Day   From   Home   With   These   Virtual   
Events   
Fashion   Magazine ,   4/22/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International   
Polar   Bears   International   has   a   series   of   virtual   events   lined   up   for   today.   The   conservation   
organization,   which   recently    teamed   up    with   Canada   Goose   spokesperson   Kate   Upton,   is   
kicking   off   the   morning   with   “Live   Cam:   Breakfast   with   Polar   Bears,”   a   live   feed   of   adorable   cubs   
at   Ouwehand   Park   in   Rhenen,   Netherlands,   with   their   staff   scientist,   Dr.   Thea   Bechshoft,   on   
hand   to   answer   any   questions   in   the   accompanying   chat   window.   PBI   is   following   that   up   with   
two   online   panels   with   polar   bear   experts   and   scientists.   Find   the   details    here .   
  

  

Incredible   Facts   About   Polar   Bears,   And   How   To   Help   
Them   
APlus ,   4/21/2020   
  

This   Earth   Day,   the   Polar   Bears   International   team   is   sharing   fun   facts   about   polar   bears   and   
helping   inform   people   about   how   to   protect   them.   
  
  
  

https://fashionmagazine.com/culture/earth-day-2020-virtual-events/
https://fashionmagazine.com/culture/earth-day-2020-virtual-events/
https://fashionmagazine.com/style/kate-upton-canada-goose-polar-bears/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/earth-day-with-polar-bears/
https://aplus.com/v/96952/incredible-facts-about-polar-bears-and-how-to-help-them/
https://aplus.com/v/96952/incredible-facts-about-polar-bears-and-how-to-help-them/


  

CORONAVIRUS   LOCKDOWN:   COULD   THIS   BE   THE   
MOMENT   FOR   VIRTUAL   REALITY   TRAVEL?   
Euronews ,   4/22/2020   
  

A   wide   variety   of   zoos   have   also   been   sharing    live   camera   footage    for   you   to   watch   endangered   
species   at   parks   across   the   world.   These   cubs   came   live   from   the   Netherlands,   at   Ouwehand   
Zoo   where   the   Polar   Bears   International   Arctic   Ambassador   Centre   plays   an   important   role   in   
efforts    to   sustain   a   future   for   wild   polar   bears .   
  

  

Canada   Goose   Promises   To   Move   Towards   Recycled   Fur   
To   Be   More   Sustainable   By   2022   
Narcity ,   4/22/2020   
  

Kate   Upton   was   criticized   back   in   2019   for    partnering   with   the   brand    and   Polar   Bears   
International,   an   organization   that   works   to   ensure   the   future   of   the   animals   in   the   arctic.   
  

  

New   Big   5:   wildlife   initiative   asks   us   to   shoot   images,   not   
guns   
Australian   Photography ,   4/22/2020   
  

There   are   also   a   number   of   wildlife   organisations   in   support   of   the   project,   including   Save   The   
Elephants,   WWF,   Dian   Fossey   Gorilla   Fund,   IFAW,   WildAid,   African   Wildlife   Foundation,   Wildlife   
SOS,   Orangutan   Foundation,   IUCN,   Conservation   International,   Polar   Bears   International,   
HAkA,   Defenders   Of   Wildlife   and   Greenpeace.   
  

https://www.euronews.com/living/2020/04/22/coronavirus-lockdown-could-this-be-the-moment-for-virtual-reality-travel
https://www.euronews.com/living/2020/04/22/coronavirus-lockdown-could-this-be-the-moment-for-virtual-reality-travel
https://www.euronews.com/living/2020/04/01/zoo-livestreams-endangered-red-pandas-having-breakfast-to-cheer-you-up
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears/polar-bear-ouwehand-zoo-cam
https://www.narcity.com/news/ca/canada-goose-fur-to-be-reclaimed-and-not-newly-bought-by-2022
https://www.narcity.com/news/ca/canada-goose-fur-to-be-reclaimed-and-not-newly-bought-by-2022
https://www.narcity.com/gossip/ca/kate-uptons-canada-goose-partnership-is-causing-a-lot-of-backlash
https://www.australianphotography.com/news/new-big-5-wildlife-initiative-asks-us-to-shoot-images-not-guns
https://www.australianphotography.com/news/new-big-5-wildlife-initiative-asks-us-to-shoot-images-not-guns


  

Polar   Bears   International   Live   Chat:   WHat   do   Polar   Bears   
Smell   Like?...   and   More   Fun   Facts!   
LA   Parent ,   4/22/2020   
  

What   does   a   polar   bear   smell   like?   How   far   away   can   a   polar   bear   smell   a   seal?   Who   has   better   
hearing:   a   polar   bear   or   your   family   dog?   Can   a   polar   bear   see   the   Northern   Lights?   Learn   
about   how   a   polar   bear’s   amazing   senses   help   them   find   food   and   survive   the   Arctic   winters!   
  

  

Incredible   Facts   About   Polar   Bears,   And   How   To   Help   
Them   
A   Plus ,   4/22/20   [VIDEO]   
  

  
  

https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-live-chat-what-do-polar-bears-smell-like-and-more-fun-facts/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-live-chat-what-do-polar-bears-smell-like-and-more-fun-facts/
https://aplus.com/v/96882/incredible-facts-about-polar-bears-and-how-to-help-them/
https://aplus.com/v/96882/incredible-facts-about-polar-bears-and-how-to-help-them/


  

The   New   Big   5   Project   
Adventure   Travel   News ,   4/20/2020   
  

The   initiative   is   supported   by   more   than   100   of   the   world’s   leading   photographers,   
conservationists   and   wildlife   lovers,   including   Dr.   Jane   Goodall,   Ami   Vitale,   Moby,   Steve   
McCurry,   Steve   Winter,   Tim   Laman,   Art   Wolfe,   Brent   Stirton,   Djimon   Hounsou,   Marsel   van   
Oosten,   Bertie   Gregory,   Dr.   Paula   Kahumbu,   Joanna   Lumley,   Joel   Sartore,   Sandesh   Kadur,   
Greg   du   Toit,   Daisy   Gilardini,   Thomas   D   Mangelsen,   Jonathan   and   Angela   Scott,   Shaaz   Jung,   
Pavan   Sukhdev,   Virginia   McKenna,   Nick   Brandt,   Ben   Fogle,   Iain   Douglas-Hamilton,   Jen   Guyton,   
Clement   Wild,   Will   Burrard-Lucas,   Eugenio   Derbez,   Levison   Wood,   and   organisations,   including   
Save   The   Elephants,   WWF,   Dian   Fossey   Gorilla   Fund,   International   Fund   for   Animal   Welfare,   
WildAid,   African   Wildlife   Foundation,   Wildlife   SOS,   Humane   Society   International,   Orangutan   
Foundation,   IUCN,   Conservation   International,   Polar   Bears   International,   HAkA,   Wildlife   Direct,   
Defenders   Of   Wildlife,   Greenpeace,   and   more.   
  
  

  

Canada   Goose   Commits   To   Carbon   Neutrality   By   2025   
SGB   Online ,   4/22/2020   
  

The   inaugural   report   also   highlights   the   company’s   long-standing   global   citizenship   initiatives   
including   its   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   collection,   the   Canada   Goose   Resource   Centres   
Program   and   Project   Atigi,   all   aimed   at   supporting   Canada’s   Northern   communities.   As   well,   the   
report   details   employee-driven   sustainability   initiatives,   giving   programs   and   commitments   to   
reduce   its   environmental   footprint   and   transform   operations.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.adventuretravelnews.com/the-new-big-5-project
https://sgbonline.com/canada-goose-commits-to-carbon-neutrality-by-2025/


  

52   Places,   Virtually   
The   New   York   Times ,   4/19/2020   
  

Wildlife   enthusiasts   head   to   Churchill,   Manitoba,   the   Polar   Bear   capital   of   the   world,   for   a   
glimpse   of   these   incredible   white   mammals.   Get   to   know   some   special   sea   bears,   then   climb   
into   a   Tundra   Buggy,   an   all-terrain   vehicle   that   can   handle   snow   drifts,    via   an   on-dash   webcam ,   
whose   stunning   footage   can   be   viewed   from   home.   
  

  

#STREAM   THIS:   Animals   doing   what   animals   do   will   bring   
you   peace   and   joy!   
Majic   95.9 ,   4/14/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International   Cape   West   Cam –Check   out   the   biggest   concentrations   of   polar   bear   
maternity   dens   on   earth   with   the   Cape   Churchill   Cam   in   Canada’s   Wapusk   National   Park.   
  

  

7   good   news   stories   from   around   the   world   to   brighten   
your   day   
Daily   Hive ,   4/13/2020   
  

Get   ready   to   aww   like   you’ve   never   aww’d   before   because   you   can   now   watch   the   adorable   
antics   of   two   twin   polar   bear   cubs   from   this    live   cam    courtesy   of    Polar   Bears   International    and   
explore.org .   The   footage   comes   from   the   Ouwehand   Zoo   in   Rehen,   Netherlands,   and   features   
the   twins   and   their   mother,   whom   they   still   remain   very   close   to.   The   gender   of   each   cub   
remains   unknown   for   now,   but   the   zoo   hopes   to   find   out   soon   so   they   can   give   them   official   
names.   One   thing   is   for   certain,   this   footage   is   truly   is   the   dosage   of   cute   that   we   all   could   use   
right   about   now.   
  

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/14/travel/52-places-to-go-virtual-travel.html
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears/polar-bear-cam
https://majic959.iheart.com/featured/toby-knapp/content/2020-04-14-stream-this-animals-doing-what-animals-do-will-bring-you-peace-and-joy/
https://majic959.iheart.com/featured/toby-knapp/content/2020-04-14-stream-this-animals-doing-what-animals-do-will-bring-you-peace-and-joy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tC-J27EF800&feature=emb_logo
https://dailyhive.com/mapped/good-news-stories-batman-scotland
https://dailyhive.com/mapped/good-news-stories-batman-scotland
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears/polar-bear-ouwehand-twin-cubs-cam-2
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://explore.org/livecams
https://explore.org/livecams


  

14   Wildlife   Cameras   of   Animals   That   Have   No   Idea   the   
World   Is   in   Crisis   Right   Now   
Self,    4/8/2020   
  

4)   Polar   Bears   International   Cape   West   Cam   
The   Cape   Churchill   Cam   in   Canada’s   Wapusk   National   Park   lets   you   observe   one   of   the   biggest   
concentrations   of   polar   bear   maternity   dens   on   earth.   And   when   the   polar   bears   are   off-camera,   
contemplating   the   vast   emptiness   of   the   white   tundra   itself   is   oddly   meditative.   

  

The   best   things   to   do   at   home   this   weekend   (April   9-12)   
Time   Out ,   4/9/2020   
  

You   can   do   almost   anything   virtually   these   days,   including   travel.   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   
International   are   live-streaming   the   Northern   Lights,   so   you   can   watch   the   aurora   borealis   in   its   
full   glory   right   from   your   couch.   The   live   cam   is   planted   directly   underneath   the   aurora   oval   in   
Churchill,   Manitoba,   which   is   one   of   the   best   places   on   earth   to   witness   the   Lights.  

  

Your   5-minute   guide   to   the   best   things   to   do   in   Charlotte   |   
April   10-16   
Charlotte   Observer ,   4/8/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International   will   take   you   on   a    virtual   field   trip    to   Churchill,   the   Polar   Bear   capital   of   
the   world.   Programming   is   appropriate   for   a   younger   audience   but   will   delight   animal   lovers   of   
all   ages.   1   p.m.   
  
  
  

https://www.self.com/story/wildlife-animal-livestreams
https://www.self.com/story/wildlife-animal-livestreams
https://www.timeout.com/singapore/things-to-do/things-to-do-in-singapore-this-weekend
https://www.charlotteobserver.com/charlottefive/c5-things-to-do/article241828856.html
https://www.charlotteobserver.com/charlottefive/c5-things-to-do/article241828856.html
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/spring-tundra-connections/


  

10   Ways   to   Travel   the   World   Without   Leaving   Home   
Prestige ,   4/8/2020   
  

You   can   witness   nature’s   most   beautiful   light   show   from   your   screen,   thanks   to   a   livestream   
from   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Churchill,   Manitoba.   The   camera   is   perched   just   
below   the   aurora   oval,   giving   viewers   incredible   front   row   seats   to   the   Aurora   Borealis.   The   live   
viewings   go   on   all   night   and   are   organised   by   Polar   Bears   International,   a   group   of   
conservationists,   scientists,   and   volunteers   working   to   aid   polar   bear   survival   in   the   arctic.   
Watch   the   Northern   Lights   at    www.explore.org   
  
    

  

How   to   take   a   virtual   trip   around   the   world   
LeicesterLive ,   4/8/2020   
  

See   the   Northern   Lights   
Every   night,   Polar   Bears   International   and   Explore.org   are     streaming   the   night   sky .   
Broadcasting   the   celestial   light   show   across   the   globe,   visitors   to   the   website   can   catch   a   
glimpse   of   the   natural   phenomenon   without   travelling   out   of   the   country.   
This   live   cam   is   located   directly   underneath   the   aurora   oval   -   one   of   the   best   places   on   earth   to   
watch   the   aurora   borealis,   and   Spring   is   one   of   the   best   times   to   catch   it   too.   
  

  
Chill   Out   With   Polar   Bears   webcast,   live   chats,   and   more!   
Columbus   on   the   Cheap,    4/6/20   
  

Polar   Bears   International   is   bringing   the   polar   bears   and   the   Arctic   to   you   with   special   spring   
Tundra   Connections®   webcast   series,   “Chill   out   with   Polar   Bears,”.   This   will   unique   learning   
opportunity   will   give   students   and   adults   the   chance   to   broaden   their   horizons   to   the   Arctic   from   
their   own   homes.   
  

https://www.prestigeonline.com/hk/travel/10-ways-to-travel-the-world-without-leaving-home/
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/whats-on/whats-on-news/how-take-virtual-trip-around-4021179
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.columbusonthecheap.com/chill-out-with-polar-bears-webcast-live-chats-and-more/


  

Chill   out   with   Polar   Bears   International   and   more!   
Las   Vegas   on   the   Cheap,    4/6/20   
  

While   PBI’s   focus   is   on   polar   bears,   they   also   work   to   inspire   people   to   fall   in   love   with   the   
Arctic–and   their    Northern   Lights   Cam    is   part   of   that   outreach.    Anyone   wishing   to   see   the   
Northern   Lights   can   check   in   daily   and   watch   this   beautiful   phenomenon   live!   
Looking   for   other   ways   to   learn   virtually   beyond   the   classroom   and   beyond   polar   bears?   Check   
out   these   amazing   resources   from     Discovery   Education    and    Connected   North    and   don’t   forget   
to   chill   out   in   nature   with   the    Explore.org   cams .   
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

  

40   VIRTUAL   FIELD   TRIPS   TO   TAKE   WHILE   YOU'RE   
STUCK   INSIDE   
Reviewed ,   4/6/2020   
  

7.   Tundra   Connection   
This   is   a   stunning   foray   into   the   eco-systems   of   the   Arctic   tundra   and   habits   of   the   polar   bears   
that   live   there.   For   the   past   decade,    Discovery   Education    has   teamed   up   with    Polar   Bears   
International    to   host   a   series   of   shared   learning   experiences   to   engage   students   and   inspire   
their   interest   in   polar   bears   and   their   Arctic   habitat,   so   there   are   plenty   of   resources   to   look   
through   and   enjoy.   
  

https://vegaslivingonthecheap.com/chill-out-with-polar-bears-international-and-more/
https://youtu.be/CwriDd8STdI
https://den.discoveryeducation.com/participate/dailyde
https://connectednorth.org/athome/
http://explore.org/
https://www.reviewed.com/parenting/features/virtual-field-trips-to-take-to-museums-landmarks-and-more
https://www.reviewed.com/parenting/features/virtual-field-trips-to-take-to-museums-landmarks-and-more
https://www.discoveryeducation.com/learn/tundra-connections/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/


  

How   to   take   a   virtual   trip   around   the   world   
My   London ,   4/5/2020   
  

Every   night,   Polar   Bears   International   and   Explore.org   are    streaming   the   night   sky .   
Broadcasting   the   celestial   light   show   across   the   globe,   visitors   to   the   website   can   catch   a   
glimpse   of   the   natural   phenomenon   without   travelling   out   of   the   country.   
This   live   cam   is   located   directly   underneath   the   aurora   oval   -   one   of   the   best   places   on   earth   to   
watch   the   aurora   borealis,   and   Spring   is   one   of   the   best   times   to   catch   it   too.   
  

  

Polar   Bears   International   Launches   Free   Online   
Programming   For   Elementary   and   Secondary   Students   -   
Available   to   People   of   All   Ages   
FunkyFrugalMommy,    4/4/20   
  

Additionally,   people   can   participate   in   the   ongoing    Beluga   Bits   Citizen   Science   Project ,   
classifying   screenshots   from   the    Beluga   Whale   Live   Cam ,   which   broadcasts   the   Hudson   Bay’s   
beluga   whales   live   every   summer   via   a   partnership   between   PBI   and    explore.org .   And   every   
night,   PBI   invites   people   to   watch   the    Northern   Lights   Live   Cam ,   presented   by   PBI,    explore.org ,   
and   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Centre   --   while   best   Aurora   Borealis   viewing   hours   run   
through   March,   viewers   can   still   catch   glimpses   of   the   dancing   lights   and   increasingly   may   see   
beautiful   sunsets   and   migratory   birds   such   as   the    Gyrfalcon   paying   a   visit    to   the   camera.     
  

  

New   Student   Resources   to   Support   Virtual   Learning   
Discovery   Education ,   4/3/2020   

  
Tundra   Connections:   Experience   Polar   Bears   
Explore   the   tundra   and   polar   bears   with   Polar   Bears   International!   Learn   about   the   Arctic   
ecosystem,   polar   bear   adaptations,   sea   ice   habitat,   climate   change,   and   more.   

https://www.mylondon.news/whats-on/whats-on-news/how-take-virtual-trip-around-18030393
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.funkyfrugalmommy.com/2020/04/polar-bears-international-launches-free.html
https://www.funkyfrugalmommy.com/2020/04/polar-bears-international-launches-free.html
https://www.funkyfrugalmommy.com/2020/04/polar-bears-international-launches-free.html
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/stephenresearch/beluga-bits
https://explore.org/livecams/beluga-whales/beluga-boat-cam-underwater
http://explore.org/
https://explore.org/livecams/zen-den/northern-lights-cam
http://explore.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohJ0hTDLiAg
https://www.discoveryeducation.com/details/new-student-resources-to-support-virtual-learning/


  

Lockdown   activities   for   your   kids   (and   some   to   awaken   
your   inner   child)   
Capetown   Magazine ,   4/3/2020   
  

VISIT   THE   POLAR   BEARS   IN   THE   TUNDRA   
Discovery   Education   and   Polar   Bears   International   have   teamed   up   to   create   a   series   of   learning   
experiences   to   engage   and   inspire   children   of   all   ages.   Watch   a   30-minute   Polar   Bear   discovery   
broadcast   or   have   all   your   polar   bear   questions   answered   with   Polar   Bear   Chat   at    Discovery   
Education .   
  

  

Polar   Bears   International   Launches   Free   Online   
Programming   For   Elementary   And   Secondary   Students   –   
Available   To   People   Of   All   Ages   
EPR   Education   News,    4/2/2020   
  

“We   want   to   thank   everyone   for   practicing   social   distancing   and   staying   home   right   now,”   says   
Krista   Wright ,   executive   director   at   Polar   Bears   International,   “We   believe   it’s   important   to   unite   
from   afar,   and   we   want   to   do   what   we   can   to   support   our   community   during   this   time.   We’re   
excited   to   debut   resources   that   are   educational   and   engaging   and   to   continue   building   a   
community   invested   in   polar   bears   and   the   Arctic.”   

The   curriculum   for   April   outlines   enrichment   and   educational   activities,   including   special   events   
that   will   be   announced   for   Earth   Day.   The   schedule   is   below   and   will   continue   to   be   updated   
here:   

https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/spring-tundra-connectio 
ns/   

https://www.capetownmagazine.com/kids-at-home
https://www.capetownmagazine.com/kids-at-home
https://www.discoveryeducation.com/learn/tundra-connections/
https://www.discoveryeducation.com/learn/tundra-connections/
https://www.epreducationnews.com/2020/04/02/polar-bears-international-launches-free-online-programming-for-elementary-and-secondary-students-available-to-people-of-all-ages/
https://www.epreducationnews.com/2020/04/02/polar-bears-international-launches-free-online-programming-for-elementary-and-secondary-students-available-to-people-of-all-ages/
https://www.epreducationnews.com/2020/04/02/polar-bears-international-launches-free-online-programming-for-elementary-and-secondary-students-available-to-people-of-all-ages/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/spring-tundra-connections/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/spring-tundra-connections/


  

LA   Parent:   Virtual   Events   
LA   Parent,    4/2/2020   
Including:   

● Polar   Bears   International   Webcast:   Arctic   Food   Web   Top   to   Bottom   
● Polar   Bears   International   Live   Chat:   Why   Sea   Ice   is   "Cool"   
● Polar   Bears   International   Webcast:   Virtual   Field   Trip   to   Churchill!   The   Polar   Bear   

Capital   of   the   World   
● Polar   Bears   International   Live   Chat:   Our   Favorite   Nature   Moments   on   the   Subarctic   

Tundra   
● Polar   Bears   International   Webcast:   All   About   Polar   Bears   
● Polar   Bears   International   Live   Chat:   What   Do   Polar   Bears   Smell   Like?   …   and   More   

Fun   Facts!   

  
  

  

Polar   bears   are   doing   homeschooling   for   kids   
KidInfo,    4/3/2020   
  

“We   want   to   thank   everyone   for   practicing   social   distancing   and   staying   home   right   now,”   says   
Krista   Wright,   executive   director   at   Polar   Bears   International,   “We   believe   it’s   important   to   unite   
from   afar,   and   we   want   to   do   what   we   can   to   support   our   community   during   this   time.   We’re   
excited   to   debut   resources   that   are   educational   and   engaging   and   to   continue   building   a   
community   invested   in   polar   bears   and   the   Arctic.”   
The   curriculum   for   April   outlines   enrichment   and   educational   activities,   including   special   events   
that   will   be   announced   for   Earth   Day.   The   schedule   is   below   and   will   continue   to   be   updated   
here .   

http://www.laparent.com/events/categories/virtual-events/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-webcast-arctic-food-web-top-to-bottom/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-live-chat-why-sea-ice-is-cool/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-webcast-virtual-field-trip-to-churchill-the-polar-bear-capital-of-the-world/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-webcast-virtual-field-trip-to-churchill-the-polar-bear-capital-of-the-world/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-live-chat-our-favorite-nature-moments-on-the-subarctic-tundra/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-live-chat-our-favorite-nature-moments-on-the-subarctic-tundra/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-webcast-all-about-polar-bears/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-live-chat-what-do-polar-bears-smell-like-and-more-fun-facts/
https://www.laparent.com/events/polar-bears-international-live-chat-what-do-polar-bears-smell-like-and-more-fun-facts/
https://kidoinfo.com/polar-bears-are-doing-homeschooling-for-kids/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/spring-tundra-connections/


  

Polar   Bears   International   -   Live   Q&A   
My   House   Rocks   UK,    4/2/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International   is   offering   a   spring   outreach   schedule   dedicated   to   help   provide   online   
education   every   Tuesday   and   Thursday.   Check   out   their   schedule   below   and   tune   into   the   
Tundra   Connections   cam    to   watch   
  

  

Awesome   Virtual   Resources   for   Learning   Science   at   
Home   
Red   Tricycle ,   4/2/2020   
  

Starting   Thur.,   Apr.   2   at   2   p.m.   EST,    Polar   Bears   International    is   debuting   a   curriculum   that   
includes    live   chats   with   scientists ,   webcasts,   research   involvement   opportunities   and   more!   First   
up   is   a   chat   about    Polar   Bears   Under   the   Northern   Lights !   Kids   can   learn   with   Tundra   
Connections   websites   and   curriculums,   follow   the    polar   bear   tracker    and   watch   the    Northern   
Lights   Live   Cam    every   night.   You   can   check   out   the    the   full   schedule    here.   
  

  

Chill   Out   With   Polar   Bears   —   Live   Chat   with   Scientist   
Charlotte   on   the   Cheap,    4/2/2020   
--syndicated   to    Triangle   on   the   Cheap   
  

Polar   Bears   International   is   offering   a   special   Tundra   Connection   series,    Chill   Out   with   Polar   
Bears ,   for   students,   life-long   learners,   and   all   those   interested   in   polar   bears   and   the   Arctic.   
During   the   live   programming   you’ll   hear   from   polar   bear   storytellers   and   experts,   and   even   
get   a   chance   to   ask   them   questions.    Follow   their   schedule   here.    You’ll   also   find   
recommended   curriculum   for   each   session   here.   
On   the   dates   and   times   of   the   programming,    watch   here.   

https://www.myhouserocks.co.uk/listings/polar-bears-international-live-q-a/
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears/my-planet-my-part
https://redtri.com/science-virtual-resources-education-offers-kids/slide/1
https://redtri.com/science-virtual-resources-education-offers-kids/slide/1
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/education-center/tundra-connections-webcasts/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/tundra-connections/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears/tracking/
https://explore.org/livecams/zen-den/northern-lights-cam
https://explore.org/livecams/zen-den/northern-lights-cam
https://polarbearsinternational.org/education-center/tundra-connections-webcasts/
https://www.charlotteonthecheap.com/event/chill-out-with-polar-bears/
https://triangleonthecheap.com/chill-out-with-polar-bears/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/education-center/tundra-connections-webcasts/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/education-center/tundra-connections-webcasts/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/news/article-polar-bears-international/spring-tundra-connections/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/tundra-connections


  

THE   10   BEST   LIVE-STREAMING   EXPERIENCES   TO   
HELP   MAKE-BELIEVE   YOU’RE   ON   HOLIDAY   
The   Independent ,   4/2/2020   
  

Gasp   at   the   northern   lights   
Why   not   tick   off   a   bucket-list   activity   while   under   lockdown?   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   
International   are   live-streaming   footage   from   Churchill,   Manitoba,   in   Canada   for   those   keen   to   
catch   a   glimpse   of   the   northern   lights.   The   camera   is   set   up   under   the   aurora   oval,   considered   
one   of   the   best   places   to   spot   the   aurora   borealis.   The   feed   is   streaming   24   hours   a   day   at   
explore.org .   
  

  

Learn   About   Polar   Bears,   the   Arctic   and   Northern   Lights   
Via   Live   Webcasts   
Mile   High   on   the   Cheap,    4/2/2020   
  

Brrrr…   it’s   cold   up   there,   but   fascinating   and   dare-we-say,   educational.    Polar   Bears   International   
(PBI),   a   nonprofit   dedicated   solely   to   wild   polar   bears   and   their   sea   ice   home,   is   offering   free   
teaching   and   learning   materials,   live   chats   with   scientists,   webcasts   showcasing   the   Arctic,   and   
other   resources   for   people   to   learn   from   home   during   the   month   of   April   and   beyond.   
  
  

  

10   virtual   travel   tours   to   take   if   you   can’t   wait   to   get   outside   
again   
Prestige   Online ,   4/2/2020   
  

See   the   Northern   Lights   in   Canada   
Witness   nature’s   most   beautiful   light   show   from   your   screen,   thanks   to   a   livestream   from   
Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Churchill,   Manitoba.   The   camera   is   perched   just   below   the   
aurora   oval,   giving   viewers   incredible   front   row   seats   to   the   Aurora   Borealis.   The   live   viewing   
hours   are   all   night   and   is   organised   by   Polar   Bears   International,   a   group   of   conservationists,   
scientists,   and   volunteers   working   to   aid   polar   bears’   survival   in   the   arctic.   

https://www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/live-stream-travel-video-tour-watch-holiday-coronavirus-quarantine-national-park-a9438416.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/travel/news-and-advice/live-stream-travel-video-tour-watch-holiday-coronavirus-quarantine-national-park-a9438416.html
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.milehighonthecheap.com/learn-about-polar-bears-the-arctic-and-northern-lights-via-live-webcasts/
https://www.milehighonthecheap.com/learn-about-polar-bears-the-arctic-and-northern-lights-via-live-webcasts/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/
https://www.prestigeonline.com/my/travel/destinations/virtual-travel-tours/
https://www.prestigeonline.com/my/travel/destinations/virtual-travel-tours/


  

Inly   students   saving   the   Arctic   one   bulb   and   bear   at   a   time   
Wicked   Local-Hanover ,   4/3/2020   
  

That   same   day   the   girls   solicited   group   members   and   scheduled   a   meeting   with   Inly   Head   of   
School   Donna   Mililani-Luther   to   present   their   initial   idea   of   raising   money   in   order   to   adopt   twin   
polar   bears   from   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   ( www.polarbearsinternational.org ).   
  

  
  
  
  

  

35+   Free   Online   Resources   for   Parents   Homeschooling   
Their   Kids   
Washington   Family,    4/1/20   
  

Polar   Bears   International    is   debuting   a   curriculum   for   April,   “Chill   Out   With   Polar   Bears,”   that   
includes   live   chats   with   scientists,   webcasts,   research   involvement   opportunities   and   more   for   
elementary   and   secondary   students.   

https://hanover.wickedlocal.com/news/20200403/inly-students-saving-arctic-one-bulb-and-bear-at-time
http://www.polarbearsinternational.org/
http://www.polarbearsinternational.org/
https://washingtonfamily.com/2020/03/18/free-online-resources-for-parents-homeschooling-their-kids/
https://washingtonfamily.com/2020/03/18/free-online-resources-for-parents-homeschooling-their-kids/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/education-center/tundra-connections-webcasts/


  

Canada   Goose's   Spring   Collection   Supports   Polar   Bear   
Conservation   
Elle   Magazine ,   3/31/2020   
  

Most   people   use   Google   Maps   to   find   their   way   to   a   new   restaurant   or   their   next   meeting.   Not   
the   researchers   at   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI),   a   non-profit   organization   in   Winnipeg   that’s   
dedicated   to   the   conservation   of   the   species.   They   use   online   maps   to   follow   the   paths   of   11   
polar   bears   that   have   been   outfitted   with   satellite   collars   as   they   travel   thousands   of   kilometres   
each   year   in   search   of   food   and   mates.   
  
  
  

  

You   can   now   livestream   the   Northern   Lights   from   your   
living   room   
Harper's   Bazaar ,   3/28/2020   
  

Aurora   borealis   (or   Northern   Lights)   is   one   of   nature’s   most   incredible   phenomenons   –   and   now   
you   can     livestream   it    directly   into   your   living   room.   
  

Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   International   use   footage   from   a   camera   located   in   Churchill,   
Manitoba,   Canada,   which   is   situated   underneath   the   aurora   oval   –   thought   to   be   one   of   the   best   
places   on   earth   to   view   the   aurora   borealis.   
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.ellecanada.com/fashion/shopping/canada-gooses-spring-collection-supports-polar-bear-conservation
https://www.ellecanada.com/fashion/shopping/canada-gooses-spring-collection-supports-polar-bear-conservation
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/uk/guide/a31964068/you-can-now-livestream-the-northern-lights-from-your-living-room/
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/uk/guide/a31964068/you-can-now-livestream-the-northern-lights-from-your-living-room/
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam


  

Need   More   Space   At   Home?   Try   These   Astronomy   
Livestreams   
Forbes ,   3/27/2020   

  
Polar   Bears   International   Northern   Lights   Livestream   

  
Is   seeing   the   aurora   on   your   bucket   list?   You’re   not   alone!   That’s   probably   why   the   Northern   
Lights   livestream   has   been   drawing   viewers   from   around   the   world   over   the   past   week.   Oh,   and   
we’re   currently   in   the   days   that   typically   surround   the   peak   of   aurora   activity   each   year!   
  

The   Northern   Lights   Live   Cam   is   set   up   at   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Centre   in   Manitoba,   
and   is   powered   by   Polar   Bears   International.   It   runs   24/7   –   which   means   half   the   day   it   shows   
the   daytime   view   from   the   center,   including   a   chance   to   spot   polar   bears   and   other   wildlife.   Once   
the   sun   sets   and   the   sky   is   clear,   you   can   try   to   spot   the   aurora   dancing   in   the   sky   above   
Canada.   It’s   not   quite   like   seeing   them   in   person,   but   for   this   year,   it’s   the   best   alternative.   
  

  
A   superb   display   of   aurora   borealis   from   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center,   Churchill,   Manitoba.   UNIVERSAL   IMAGES   GROUP   
VIA   GETTY   IMAGES   

https://www.forbes.com/sites/valeriestimac/2020/03/27/need-more-space-at-home-try-these-astronomy-livestreams/#6a9ad1bc4848
https://www.forbes.com/sites/valeriestimac/2020/03/27/need-more-space-at-home-try-these-astronomy-livestreams/#6a9ad1bc4848


  

The   Earth   Rangers   Podcast   Episode   1:   Polar   Bear   Fur,   
and   Birds   with   Flippers   
Earth   Rangers ,   3/27/2020   
  

Animal   Investigation   Squad   
This   week,   Ranger   Lauren   asked   Emma   to   investigate   why   polar   bears   have   white   fur   and   
Emma   chatted   with   Alysa   McCall   from   Polar   Bears   International   to   find   out   the   answer.   
  
  
  
  

  

Stream   the   Northern   Lights   From   Your   Home   Tonight   (and   
Every   Night)   
Thrillist ,   3/26/2020   
  

In   the   absence   of     an   Arctic   adventure ,   you   can   take   a   mini   trip   right   from   your   home.   Every   
evening,   Polar   Bears   International   and   Explore.org   are     streaming   the   night   sky .   (The   stream   is   
visible   in   the   video   player   below.)   So,   you   can   camp   out   at   home   and   wait   for   the   sky   to   light   up   
just   like   you   might   see   in     Sweden ,     Iceland ,   or,   possibly,   the   northern   edge   of   Manitoba   on   the   
Hudson   Bay   where   the   camera   is   situated   at   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Centre.   
  
  

https://www.earthrangers.com/podcast/episode-1/
https://www.earthrangers.com/podcast/episode-1/
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/live-stream-northern-lights-aurora-borealis-live-cam
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/live-stream-northern-lights-aurora-borealis-live-cam
https://www.thrillist.com/travel/nation/northern-lights-sweden-how-to-see
https://www.thrillist.com/travel/nation/northern-lights-sweden-how-to-see
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/swedens-floating-arctic-bath-hotel-showcases-northern-lights
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/swedens-floating-arctic-bath-hotel-showcases-northern-lights
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/dragon-aurora-iceland-northern-lights
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/dragon-aurora-iceland-northern-lights


  

Virtual   Travel   Experiences   That   Let   You   Explore   the   World   
From   Your   Living   Room   
Thrillist,    3/27/2020   
  

Get   a   glimpse   of   the   northern   lights   
The   upper   reaches   of   Manitoba   are   a   place   where   social   isolation   is   kind   of   just   the   norm,   but   
there's   a   big   tradeoff:   It's   a   prime   viewing   spot   for   the   Northern   Lights.   And   thanks   to   the   folks   at   
Polar   Bears   International   and   Explore.org,   you   can    stream   the   spectacular   natural   fireworks   
show    without   trudging   through   the   snow.   In   addition   to   blissing   out   to   the   ions   dancing   around   
your   screen,   you   can   finally   learn   exactly   how   they   work,   too.   
  

  

Can't   travel?   Stream   the   Northern   Lights   live   from   your   
home   
TimeOut   (rebranded   to   Time”IN”   during   COVID),    3/28/20   
You   can   do   almost   anything   virtually   these   days,   including   travel.   Here's   a   PSA   that    Explore.org   
and   Polar   Bears   International   are   live-streaming   the   Northern   Lights   right   from   your   couch.   Hey,   
at   least   you   can   take   a   break   from   binge-watching   Tiger   King   or   Crash   Landing   on   You.   
The   live   cam   is   planted   directly   underneath   the   aurora   oval   in   Churchill,   Manitoba,   one   of   the   
best   places   on   earth   to   watch   the   aurora   borealis   in   its   full   glory .     

https://www.thrillist.com/travel/nation/virtual-trips-travel-tours
https://www.thrillist.com/travel/nation/virtual-trips-travel-tours
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/live-stream-northern-lights-aurora-borealis-live-cam
https://www.thrillist.com/news/nation/live-stream-northern-lights-aurora-borealis-live-cam
https://www.timeout.com/singapore/news/cant-travel-stream-the-northern-lights-live-from-your-home-032820
https://www.timeout.com/singapore/news/cant-travel-stream-the-northern-lights-live-from-your-home-032820
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam/


  

The   best   free   relaxing   online   streams   and   virtual   tours   you   
need   to   watch   now   
TimeOut,    3/25/2020   
  

Explore.com    and   Polar   Bears   International   also   offer   a   continued   live   stream   of   the   aurora   
borealis   through    cameras    located   at   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Manitoba,   
Canada.   Eastern   Daylight   Time   is   12   hours   behind   Hong   Kong   Time,   so   you   will   be   able   to   
catch   it   in   the   morning   if   you're   in   our   city.   March   midwinter   is   the   best   time   to   view,   so   hopefully,   
the   skies   will   show   this   magical   phenomenon.   If   you   miss   it,   you   can   always   check   out   this   
preview   from   their    Instagram   page    last   February.   
  
  
  

  

You   Can   Livestream   the   Northern   Lights   From   Home   
Cosmopolitan,    3/27/20   
→   Syndicated   to    Yahoo!   News   
  

Just   because   you’re   stuck   at   home   doesn’t   mean   you   can’t   see   some   of   the   world’s   greatest   
wonders!!   Yep,   you   can   still   see   one   of   nature’s   most   stunning   atmospheric   phenomena   literally   
from   your   bed   if   you   want   to   because   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   International   are   
livestreaming    the   northern   lights.   
The   live   cam   is   located   at   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Manitoba,   Canada.   Since   the   
cam   is   situated   directly   under   the   aurora   oval,   you’ll   see   amazing   views   of   emerald-green   
curtains   of   lights   dancing   in   the   arctic   sky.   
  

https://www.timeout.com/hong-kong/things-to-do/the-best-free-relaxing-online-streams-and-virtual-tours-you-need-to-watch-now
https://www.timeout.com/hong-kong/things-to-do/the-best-free-relaxing-online-streams-and-virtual-tours-you-need-to-watch-now
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.instagram.com/p/B9IbAkol027/
https://www.cosmopolitan.com/lifestyle/a31900622/live-stream-northern-lights-from-home/
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/yes-actually-live-stream-northern-163800803.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAACXtzBI7lvCwVtdBIMiwJd6TYQoHuxkvYNg37RENJ6KnLCKOAeFvnxwhTM0xP3zeIMbD9ViL95y-xszZdt7yq-xBzobVKKTtdSWC7nP4sKe0oNMEIviR8aX2UxHZB5oLDeMP2QprEzwQvS-8zLJoFe_WJgA7pRUubGQhV-bumugq
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam


  

Did   you   know   that   you   can   live-stream   the   Northern   Lights   
from   home?   
Hello!   Magazine,    3/27/2020   
  

Let’s   face   it,   half   our    Instagram    followers   seem   to   have   seen   the    Northern   Lights ,   so   if   you   
haven’t,   we   can   guarantee   it’s   on   your   travel   bucket   list.   But,   here’s   the   good   news   guys:   now   
you   can   tick   it   off   from   the   comfort   of   your   living   room!   (Or   bedroom,   or   kitchen,   or…   wherever,   
you   get   the   picture).    Explore.org    and   Polar   Bears   International   are   live-streaming   nature’s   'most   
amazing   light   show',   so   you   can   now   spend   your   evenings   indulging   in   a   little   wanderlust   
instead   of   re-watching   Love   Is   Blind.   
  
  
  

  

You   Can   Watch   A   Livestream   Of   The   Northern   Lights   
Tonight   
Moms.com,    3/25/2020   
  

Social   distancing   self-isolation   can   be   a   bit    stressful   and   lonely    so    Explore.org    and   Polar   Bears   
International   are   doing   what   they   can   to    help   people   experience   a   bit   of   the   great   outdoors    from   
the    comfort   of   their   own   homes .   If   you've   always   wanted   to   see   the   Aurora   Borealis,   also   known   
as   the   Northern   Lights,   now's   your   chance   thanks   to   an   incredible   live   stream.  
  
  
  
  

https://www.hellomagazine.com/travel/2020032486829/how-to-live-stream-northern-lights/
https://www.hellomagazine.com/travel/2020032486829/how-to-live-stream-northern-lights/
https://www.hellomagazine.com/tags/instagram/
https://www.hellomagazine.com/tags/northern-lights/
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam/
https://www.moms.com/you-can-watch-a-livestream-of-the-northern-lights-tonight/
https://www.moms.com/you-can-watch-a-livestream-of-the-northern-lights-tonight/
https://www.moms.com/quarantine-kid/
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.moms.com/what-does-shelter-in-place-mean/
https://www.moms.com/important-to-connect-through-technology/


  

Alert:   You   Can   Livestream   the   Northern   Lights   
Southern   Living,    3/27/2020   
→   Syndicated   to    Yahoo!   News   
  

Our   new   favorite   digital   experience   comes   courtesy   of   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   
International,   who   have   teamed   up   to    livestream   the   nature’s   most   spectacular   light   show:   the   
aurora   borealis .   
Also   known   as   the   northern   lights,   this   atmospheric   phenomenon   dances   across   the   arctic   skies   
year-round,   though   it   is   most   dazzling   in   the   late   winter   and   early   spring.   This   live   cam   is   located   
directly   underneath   the   aurora   oval   at   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Manitoba,   
Canada,   one   of   the   best   spots   on   the   planet   to   watch   the   aurora   borealis.   
  
  
  

  

You   can   live   stream   the   Northern   Lights   from   home   tonight   
CountryLiving,    3/23/2020   
→   Syndicated   to    Yahoo!   News   
  

But   while   you’re   self-isolating   at   home,   you   can   still   see   one   of   nature’s   most   stunning   
atmospheric   phenomena:   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   International   are    live   streaming    the   
northern   lights.   
The   live   cam   is   located   at   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Manitoba,   Canada.     
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.southernliving.com/news/stream-northern-lights
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/alert-livestream-northern-lights-162711221.html
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.countryliving.com/uk/wildlife/a31899379/live-stream-northern-lights-from-home/
https://uk.style.yahoo.com/live-stream-northern-lights-home-151900470.html
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam


  

You   Can   Livestream   The   Northern   Lights   Tonight   
SimpleMost,    3/27/2020   
  

Explore.com    and   Polar   Bears   International   are   offering   a   free   livestream   of   the   Northern   Lights   
from   their   camera   located   at   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Manitoba,   Canada.     
  

  

 You   Can   Watch   The   Northern   Lights   Online   Via   Live   
Stream   
LADBible,    3/27/20   
  

A   trip   to   see   the   Northern   Lights   is   off   the   cards   right   now,   but   thanks   to   a   live   stream   being   fed   
from   the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Centre   in   Manitoba,    Canada ,   we   can   still   check   out   the   
incredible   light   show   from   the   comfort   of   our   own   homes.   
The   feed   is   available   to   watch    here    via   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   International,   and,   even   
from   afar,   it's   pretty   damn   impressive.  
  
  

  

Travel   the   world   from   your   couch   with   these   10   virtual  
tours   
Prestige   Magazine,    3/27/2020   
  

Witness   nature’s   most   beautiful   light   show   from   your   screen,   thanks   to   a   livestream   from   
Churchill   Northern   Studies   Center   in   Churchill,   Manitoba.   The   camera   is   perched   just   below   the   
aurora   oval,   giving   viewers   incredible   front   row   seats   to   the   Aurora   Borealis.   The   live   viewing   
hours   are   all   night   and   is   organised   by   Polar   Bears   International,   a   group   of   conservationists,   
scientists,   and   volunteers   working   to   aid   polar   bears’   survival   in   the   arctic.   
See   the   light   show    here   

https://www.simplemost.com/you-can-livestream-the-northern-lights-tonight/
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.ladbible.com/news/news-you-can-watch-the-northern-lights-online-via-live-stream-20200322
https://www.ladbible.com/news/news-you-can-watch-the-northern-lights-online-via-live-stream-20200322
https://www.ladbible.com/world-news
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam
https://www.prestigeonline.com/sg/travel/destinations/virtual-tours-worlds-best-sights/
https://www.prestigeonline.com/sg/travel/destinations/virtual-tours-worlds-best-sights/
https://explore.org/livecams/aurora-borealis-northern-lights/northern-lights-cam


  

Venice,   Dolphins,   and   Northern   Lights:   Live   Webcams   for   
Virtual   Travel   
AFAR   Magazine,    3/27/20   
  

Fans   of   the   aurora   borealis   will   want   to   take   advantage   of   the    Northern   Lights   cam    from   Polar   
Bears   International   in   Churchill,   Manitoba.   Thanks   to   its   positioning   beneath   the   auroral   oval   in   
the   Northern   Hemisphere,   Churchill   has   approximately   300   nights   of   auroras   each   year,   making   
it   one   of   the   preeminent   viewing   areas   for   the   natural   light   displays.   
  
  

  

This   Live   Cam   Will   Bring   The   Northern   Lights'   
Mesmerizing   Magic   To   You   
Narcity ,   3/26/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International   and   Explore.org   have   teamed   up   to   bring   this   amazing   sight   to   
Canadians.   
Broadcasted   from   Churchill,   Manitoba,   this   live   cam   lets   you   watch   the   brilliant   streaks   as   they   
dance   across   the   night   sky.   
On   the   Polar   Bears   International    site ,   scroll   down   to   the   live   cam   section   and   press   play   on   the   
video   to   see   the   lights   in   all   their   glory.   
The   best   viewing   hours   are   generally   between   10:00   p.m.   and   4:00   a.m.   ET,   the   darkest   part   of   
the   evening.   
That's   7:00   p.m.   to   1:00   a.m.   PT,   8:00   p.m.   to   2:00   a.m.   MT   and   CST,   9:00   p.m.   to   3:00   a.m.   
CDT,   11:00   p.m.   to   5:00   a.m.   AT   and   11:30   p.m.   to   5:30   a.m.   NT.   
  

https://www.afar.com/magazine/live-streams-of-cities-beaches-and-wildlife-for-virtual-travel
https://www.afar.com/magazine/live-streams-of-cities-beaches-and-wildlife-for-virtual-travel
https://explore.org/livecams/polar-bears-international/northern-lights-cam
https://www.narcity.com/things-to-do/ca/northern-lights-live-cam-lets-you-watch-them-over-canada-from-the-comfort-of-your-home
https://www.narcity.com/things-to-do/ca/northern-lights-live-cam-lets-you-watch-them-over-canada-from-the-comfort-of-your-home
https://polarbearsinternational.org/


  

Northern   Lights   Can   Been   Viewed   Online   Via   Live   Stream   
Amid   COVID-19   Pandemic   
Republic   World,    3/23/20   
  

The   Northern   lights   can   be   seen   through   a   feed   via   Explore.org   and   Polar   Bears   International.   
According   to   the   Explore.org    website,   the   camera   being   used   for   the   live   stream   is   located   at   
the   Churchill   Northern   Studies   Centre   in   Churchill,   Manitoba,   directly   underneath   the   aurora   oval   
which   is   according   to   the   website   one   of   the   best   places   to   watch   the   aurora   borealis,   the   
spectacular   atmospheric   phenomenon   better   known   as   the   Northern   Lights.   
  
  
  
  

  

Globetrotting,   with   a   mouse   in   hand:   how   virtual   tours   are   
bringing   the   world   to   your   doorstep   
The   Hindu,    4/1/2020   
  

Meet   polar   bear   cubs   Akiak   and   Sura   on   explore.org.   These   twins   can   keep   you   entertained   
non-stop   as   they   laze,   roll,   and   go   about   their   day   along   with   their   mother   Freedom   and   
grandmother   Huggies   at   Ouwehands   Zoo   in   Rhenen,   The   Netherlands.   You   can   also   see   polar   
bears   from   Canada   and   Denmark.   “Polar   Bears   International   was   one   of   the   first   cameras   we   
installed   and   live-streamed   from   Churchill,   Canada,”   says   Emily   Berlin   of   Explore.     
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/northern-lights-can-now-be-seen-through-a-live-feed.html
https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/northern-lights-can-now-be-seen-through-a-live-feed.html
https://www.thehindu.com/life-and-style/travel/globetrotting-with-a-mouse-in-hand-how-virtual-tours-are-bringing-the-world-to-your-doorstep/article31233353.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/life-and-style/travel/globetrotting-with-a-mouse-in-hand-how-virtual-tours-are-bringing-the-world-to-your-doorstep/article31233353.ece


  

Watch   Wild   And   Rescued   Animals   Live   Via   Webcam   While   
Social   Distancing   
Forbes,    3/27/20   
  

In   Manitoba’s   Wapusk   National   Park   you   can   watch   polar   bears   playing   in   the   snow.   Due   to   
climate   change   they   have   less   than   ideal   ice   platforms   but   this   Canadian   park   protects   the   
world’s   largest   concentration   of   polar   bear   maternity   dens.   Wapusk   is   home   to   approximately   
1000   bears   and    Polar   Bears   International    works   to   protect   them   in   these   challenging   times.   
While   viewing   the   webcam,   have   your   kids   be   on   the   lookout   for   arctic   foxes,   arctic   hares,   
wolves,   caribou   and   wolverine   in   addition   to   over   200   bird   species   that   call   Wapusk   home.   
  

  
  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/miriamporter/2020/03/20/watch-wild-and-rescued-animals-live-via-webcam-while-social-distancing/#1170207a39d8
https://www.forbes.com/sites/miriamporter/2020/03/20/watch-wild-and-rescued-animals-live-via-webcam-while-social-distancing/#1170207a39d8
https://polarbearsinternational.org/


  

Polar   bear   den   detection   methods   work   less   than   half   the   
time,   finds   bear   expert   
Phys.org ,   3/13/2020   
  

For   their   study,   Smith   and   coauthors   from   Polar   Bears   International   traveled   to   northern   Alaska   
to   monitor   the   bear   dens   in   person,   comparing   the   data   from   FLIR   surveys   with   on-the-ground   
observation.   Over   the   course   of   several   weeks   (in   brutally   cold   conditions,   no   less),   they   learned   
only   15   of   the   33   dens   in   the   area   had   been   properly   identified.   
  

They   also   learned   19   locations   identified   as   dens   by   aerial   FLIR   survey   were   false   positives.   
According   to   their   on-site   review,   a   number   of   heat   signatures   recorded   by   FLIR   and   assumed   
as   dens   were   actually   other   things:   cracks   in   the   sea   ice,   exposed   soil,   large   rocks,   and   even   
manmade   objects   like   an   abandoned   55-gallon   steel   drum.   
  
  
  

  

Virtual   field   trips   you   can   take   from   home   
Today ,   3/16/2020   
  

2.    Explore   the   Arctic   
Stream   this   video,   featuring   top   scientists   from   Discovery   Education   and   Polar   Bears   
International,   to   get   some   of   your   biggest   questions   about   the   Arctic   answered   while   polar   bears   
roam   in   the   background.   The   site   also   has   educational   information   and   lesson   resources   for   
those   who   want   to   learn   more.   
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How   many   polar   bears   are   there?   
MotherNatureNetwork ,   3/11/2020   
  

The   effects   of   climate   change   vary   by   location,   and   sea-ice   decline   seems   to   be   affecting   some   
bears   more   than   others   so   far.   Western   Hudson   Bay   had   roughly   1,200   polar   bears   in   the   
1990s,   for   example,   but   that   has   since   fallen   to   about   800,   and     as   Polar   Bears   International   
(PBI)   note s,   trends   in   their   body   condition,   survival   and   abundance   have   been   linked   to   sea-ice   
conditions.   Bears   in   Southern   Hudson   Bay   have   also   suffered   a   17%   decline   since   2011-2012,   
according   to   PBI,   and   their   body   conditions   have   similarly   been   linked   to   a   longer   ice-free   
period.   
  

  
Why   Help   One   Animal   Only   To   Kill   Another?   
Wisconsin   Gazette ,   3/10/2020   
  

Polar   Bears   International   claims   to   want   to   protect   animals,   but   takes   money   from   a   company   
that   profits   off   the   violent   deaths   of   coyotes   and   geese.   
  

The   partnership   that   exists   between   Canada   Goose   and   Polar   Bears   International   is   hypocritical   
and   makes   NO   sense.   
  

  

Polar   Bears   at   Risk   From   Toxic   Chemical   Exposure   
Now. ,   3/4/2020   
  

Even   without   the   revelations   about   toxic   chemicals,   scientists   have   predicted   that   we   could   lose   
wild   polar   bears   by   2100   due   to   climate   change,   according   to   Polar   Bears   International.   After   
several   decades   of   research,   scientists   are   still   learning   more   about   how   animals   are   affected   
by   pollution.   

https://www.mnn.com/earth-matters/animals/stories/polar-bear-population
https://polarbearsinternational.org/resources/Population-Status-Reports-2019.pdf
https://polarbearsinternational.org/resources/Population-Status-Reports-2019.pdf
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https://now.northropgrumman.com/polar-bears-at-risk-from-toxic-chemical-exposure


  

Oil   Industry   Tool   to   Spare   Polar   Bears   Is   More   Miss   Than   
Hit   
The   New   York   Times ,   2/27/2020   
  

A   new   study   casts   doubt   on   the   effectiveness   of   what   is   considered   a   state-of-the-art   tool   to   help   
industry   avoid   injuring   or   disturbing   polar   bears   by   detecting   their   dens   in   the   snow.   Over   more   
than   a   decade   on   the   North   Slope   of   Alaska,   the   study   found,   oil   companies   located   fewer   than   
half   of   the   known   dens   of   maternal   bears   and   their   infant   cubs   using   airborne   instruments   called   
forward-looking   infrared,   or   FLIR,   cameras.   
“We   wanted   to   make   sure   that   we   throw   up   a   cautionary   flag,”   said   Tom   Smith,   a   wildlife   
ecologist   at   Brigham   Young   University   and   the   lead   author   of   the   study,   which   was     published   
Thursday   in   the   journal   PLOS   ONE .   The   oil   industry   “needs   to   acknowledge   that   even   with   the   
best   conditions,   you’re   going   to   miss   bears,”   added   Dr.   Smith,   who   is   also   a   scientific   adviser   to   
Polar   Bears   International,   a   conservation   group   that   provided   some   of   the   funding   for   the   study.   
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Arctic   drilling   operators   can’t   accurately   pinpoint   polar   bear   
dens   —   which   means   they   can’t   avoid   destroying   them   
Washington   Post ,   2/27/2020   
  

Failing   to   correctly   identify   dens   could   have   serious   consequences.   Polar   bear   mothers   could   be   
chased   from   dens   by   development   activity   such   as   seismic   testing   and   road   building   before   
cubs   are   strong   enough   to   survive   the   rigors   of   life   on   Arctic   terrain.   The   animals   could   also   be   
crushed   or   buried   alive.   
Smith   and   researchers   at   Polar   Bears   International,   a   nonprofit   conservation   group,   embarked   
on   their   study   of   aerial   surveys   using   FLIR.   They   determined   the   radar   can   easily   be   disrupted   if   
surveys   are   conducted   in   windy   conditions   or   bad   winter   weather   on   the   tundra.   
According   to   the   study,   co-authored   by   Steven   Amstrup   and   Geoffrey   York   of   Polar   Bears   
International,   FLIR   has   flaws   that   the   Arctic’s   harsh   conditions   expose   nearly   every   time   it   is   
used.   Howling   wind   throws   it   off.   It   cannot   detect   heat   signatures   under   a   meter   of   ice.   
  

● Syndication:    Seattle   Times ,    Anchorage   Daily   News …   
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Oil   Industry   Technology   Raises   Fears   About   Crushed   
Polar   Bear   Cubs   
Bloomberg,    2/27/2020   (Behind   paywall,   Read     here )   
  

Bears   in   undetected   dens   are   vulnerable   to   noise   and   other   disturbances   from   above   --   
including   from   heavy   trucks   used   in   seismic   oil-seeking   surveys   that   could   roll   over   the   snowy   
shelters,   said   Geoffrey   York,   one   of   the   study   authors   and   senior   director   of   conservation   for   
Polar   Bears   International.   
“With   large,   heavy   equipment   running   around,”   York   said,   there   is   “a   risk   of   causing   a   female   to   
prematurely   leave   her   den   or   actually   crushing   her   in   her   den   --   running   over   the   top   of   it.”   
  

Syndication:    Independent   UK …     
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Oil   industry's   polar-bear   detection   methods   fails   often:   
study   
Reuters ,   2/27/2020   
  

The   industry’s   use   of   forward-looking   infrared   imagery   (FLIR)   located   only   45%   of   the   33   polar   
bear   dens   in   the   study   area,   a   224-km   (139   mi)   stretch   of   Beaufort   Sea   coastline   extending   east   
and   west   of   Prudhoe   Bay,   the   research   found.   
  

FLIR   studies   are   conducted   by   aircraft   and   are   useful   for   finding   the   body   heat   produced   by   
burrowing   polar   bears,   but   they   have   limitations,   said   Tom   Smith,   a   professor   at   Brigham   Young   
University   and   the   lead   author   of   the   study,   depending   on   high   winds   and   how   deep   bears   dig   
their   dens   into   snowdrifts.   
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Alaska’s   polar   bears   put   at   risk   by   faulty   tech   used   by   Big   
Oil   
Mic ,   2/27/2020   
  

“Given   current   limitations,   FLIR   is   unlikely   to   assure   that   all   maternal   dens   can   be   located   and   
hence   protected.   Protecting   denning   bears   is   a   critical   management   need,   and   is   an   
increasingly   important   matter,"   Dr.   Steven   Amstrup,   chief   scientist   at   Polar   Bears   International,   
tells   Mic.   "Whereas   following   strict   protocols   known   to   maximize   FLIR   detection   might   increase   
success   rates,   testing   of   alternate   methods   to   detect   occupied   dens   is   essential   to   protecting   
reproduction   in   this   threatened   population.”   
One   of   the   biggest   problems   with   opening   ANWR   up   to   oil   extraction   is   that   process   and   the   
livelihood   of   polar   bears   will   always   be   at   odds.   The   process   of   exploring   the   land   for   oil   and   gas   
drilling   is   a   particularly   disruptive   process   that   requires   large   crews   of   workers   to   drive   
90,000-pound   trucks   across   the   frozen   tundra   of   the   area,   send   high-pressure   vibrations   
hundreds   of   feet   into   the   ground   to   identify   potential   oil   reserves,   and   eventually   start   drilling   
deep   into   the   earth.   Much   of   this   has   to   take   place   during   the   winter   months   when   the   ground   is   
hard   and   frozen   —   the   only   time   that   it   is   fully   capable   of   supporting   the   weight   and   burden   of   
the   heavy   oil   machinery.   The   problem   is,   according   to   Polar   Bears   International,   that   is   the   same   
period   of   time   during   which   polar   bears   are    retreating   to   their   dens   to   give   birth   to   cubs .   Those   
dens   serve   as   the   young   bears'   homes   for   the   first   three   months   of   their   lives,   requiring   safety   
and   protection   from   outside   threats.   The   oil   extraction   process   deeply   disrupts   this   —   especially   
when   companies   fail   to   accurately   identify   denning   locations.   
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Researchers:   Tool   used   to   detect   polar   bear   dens   
ineffective   
Associated   Press,    3/2/2020   
  

A   study   by   polar   bear   researchers   in   Alaska   concludes   that   thermal   imaging   used   by   oil   
exploration   companies   to   detect   polar   bears   in   dens   works   less   than   half   the   time.   
The   urgency   to   keep   polar   bears   safe   stems   from   declining   numbers   of   bears   and   the   expansion   
of   drilling   activity.   The   number   of   southern   Beaufort   Sea   polar   bears,   one   of   two   populations   in   
Alaska,   fell   by   about   40%   from   2000   to   2010,   according   to   the   authors.   
“Maximizing   cub   survival   potential   is   essential   for   polar   bears   in   this   region   to   persist,”   the   
authors   said.   
  

  
  

  

  

Industry   surveys   miss   polar   bear   dens   —   study   
EE   News   /   Greenwire,    2/27/20   
  

Oil   companies'   survey   tools   misidentified   more   than   half   of   polar   bear   dens   in   the   Arctic,   according   to   
a   new   study.   
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Study:   Polar   Bears   At   Risk   From   Current   Den-Detection   
Methods   Used   By   Oil   And   Gas   Companies   
The   Rising ,   2/27/2020   (Contributed   by   Dr.   Steven   Amstrup)   
  

After   years   of   studying   the   denning   behaviors   of   polar   bears   and   testing   the   ability   to   find   dens   
hidden   under   snow,   two   things   are   clear:   
  

1. A   stable   and   uninterrupted   denning   process   is   essential   to   the   survival   of   polar   bear   
cubs.   Cub   loss   was   a   leading   factor   contributing   to   the     40   percent   decline    of   the   
Southern   Beaufort   Sea   polar   bear   population   between   2000   and   2010.   

2. Oil   and   gas   companies   are   conducting   aerial   FLIR   (forward-looking   infrared)   surveys   
to   locate   and   hence   protect   maternal   dens   from   disturbance.   Those   surveys   miss     over   
half   of   the   polar   bear   dens    within   the   surveyed   areas.   

  
Meet   the   Scientists   
These   findings   appear   in   a    new   research   paper    published   today   in   the   journal   PLOS   ONE.   Led   
by   Dr.   Tom   Smith   of   Brigham   Young   University,   the   study   was   a   collaboration   with   three   
scientists   from   Polar   Bears   International:   BJ   Kirschhoffer,   Geoff   York,   and   myself.   
The   four   of   us   have   decades   of   experience   in   polar   bear   research,   including   my   more   than   30   
years   as   Polar   Bear   Project   Leader   in   Alaska   for   the   U.S.   Geological   Survey,   where   my   work   
included   studies   of   the   Southern   Beaufort   Sea   polar   bear   population.   
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Polar   bear   dens   aren’t   being   accurately   tracked,   new   
study   says   
The   Weather   Network,    2/27/19   
  

Oil   and   gas   exploration   in   the   Arctic   has   been   shown   to   have   detrimental   effects   on   polar   bears   
in   these   regions,   some   of   which   were   previously   undisturbed   and   had   nearly   zero   human   
interference.   In   addition   to   the   stressors   that   polar   bears   are   already   facing,   a   new    study    finds   
that   the   technology   used   to   detect   polar   bear   dens   misses   more   than   half   of   the   dens   that   are   
known   to   be   within   the   surveyed   areas.   
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Industry   is   bad   at   spotting   polar   bears   
Front   Page   Live,    2/28/20   
  

A    study    published   Thursday   in   the   journal   PLOS   One   examines   the   use   of   infrared   cameras   
mounted   to   airplanes   used   by   oil   and   gas   companies   to   survey   land   for   drilling.   
Over   the   course   of   a   decade,   the   study   found,   the   cameras   missed   55   percent   of   bear   dens   
mapped   by   researchers,   which   could   expose   dens   with   pregnant   mother   bears   and   cubs   to   
being   destroyed   during   development.   
  

  

6   Simple   Ways   to   Protect   Polar   Bears   from   Climate   
Change   on   Polar   Bear   Day   and   All   Year   Round   
People ,   2/27/2020   
  

February   27   is   International   Polar   Bear   Day.   
The   special   occasion,   hosted   by   conservation   organization    Polar   Bear   International   (PBI) ,   was   
created   in   part   to   raise   awareness   about   the   “sea   ice   loss   from   human-caused   climate   
warming,”   and   how,   according   to   PBI,   this   loss   is   the   “single   biggest   threat   to   polar   bears.”   
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Thursday   is   National   Polar   Bear   Day   
CNN ,   2/26/2020   
  

(CNN)   —   The   number   of   polar   bears   is   declining   and   that’s   why   conservationists   want   them   to   
be   the   focus   of   your   Thursday.   
  

It’s   National   Polar   Bear   Day!   Each   year   on   February   27th   the   massive   animals   are   celebrated.   
  

They   can   weigh   1,400   pounds,   which   also   helps   them   stay   warm   in   cold   climates.   Of   course,   
their   thick,   white   coats   help   with   that   too!   
  

Did   you   know   polar   bears   have   webbed   front   paws   to   help   them   swim?   
  

Environmentalists   are   concerned   their   habitats   could   disappear   due   to   warmer   temperatures   
across   the   globe,   threatening   their   numbers   even   more.   
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Polar   bear   photos:   Stunning   shots   capture   Earth's   icons   of   
climate   change     
LiveScience,    2/26/2020   
  

It's   International   Polar   Bear   Day!   To   celebrate   the   wonders   of   the   largest   of   the   bear   species,   
one   that   has   become   an   icon   of   global   warming   and   polar   ice   melt,   here   are   some   stunning   
photos   that   reveal   just   how   magnificent   these   creatures   are.   
Between   April   and   late   June,   male   polar   bears   find   mates   by   following   scent   trails   left   on   the   sea   
ice   by   females'   foot   pads.   Even   though   the   actual   mating   happens   at   this   time,   the   eggs   don't   
implant   until   the   following   fall,   according   to   Polar   Bears   International.   Polar   bear   cubs   tend   to   be   
born   in   December,   when   the   mama   bear   gives   birth   to   one,   two   or   three   cubs,   though   twins   are   
the   most   common.     
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The   Vogue   Edit:   What   We’re   Loving   This   Week   
Vogue ,   2/28/2020   
  

By   now,   I’d   hoped   that   spring   would   have   made   an   appearance   in   London,   allowing   me   to   ditch   
the   layers   in   favour   of   pieces   from   the   spring/summer   2020   collections.   Alas,   with   snow   on   the   
forecast,   I’m   not   only   piling   on   warm   clothes   in   the   aftermath   of   Storm   Dennis,   but   I’m   actually   in   
the   market   for   another   winter   coat.   My   commute   may   not   be   as   arduous   as   an   Arctic   expedition,   
but     this   Canada   Goose   jacket     feels   like   a   more   than   worthwhile   investment.   The   cobalt   blue   
shade   is   a   reference   to   the   partnership   the   Canadian   outfitters   have   held   with   the   conservation   
efforts   of    Polar   Bears   International    for   more   than   a   decade,   with   a   percentage   of   their   sales   
going   to   support   the   organisation.   It’ll   prove   to   be   a   lively   addition   to   my   usual   colour   palette   of   
black   and,   um,   more   black   while   protecting   me   from   the   frigid   temperatures.   
  

  
  

  

The   Plight   of   the   Polar   Bear   
DW ,   2/26/2020   
  

Polar   bears   are   one   of   the   most   well-known   icons   of   the   environmental   movement.   On   
International   Polar   Bear   Day,   DW   takes   a   look   at   how   the   world's   largest   land   carnivore   is   
holding   up   in   the   warming   north.   

https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/article/the-vogue-edit-28-february-2020
https://www.canadagoose.com/ca/en/pbi-abbott-hoody-2220LPB.html?cgid=shop-pbi-collection-unisex#start=1&cgid=shop-pbi-collection-unisex
https://www.canadagoose.com/ca/en/pbi-abbott-hoody-2220LPB.html?cgid=shop-pbi-collection-unisex#start=1&cgid=shop-pbi-collection-unisex
https://www.dw.com/en/the-plight-of-the-polar-bear/g-52466775


    

Polar   bears   feel   the   effects   of   warming   Arctic   
Iowa   State   Daily ,   2/26/2020   
  

Andrew   Derocher,   professor   of   biology   at   the   University   of   Alberta,   is   a   longtime   scientific   
adviser   for   Polar   Bears   International.   He   has   been   studying   polar   bears   for   about   36   years,   
mainly   in   the   Canadian   Arctic,   but   he   also   worked   in   the   Norwegian   Arctic   for   seven   years.   
  

“The   simplest   way   to   look   at   the   ecology   of   polar   bears   is   it’s   what   we   call   a   sea   ice   obligate   
species,   so   they’re   only   found   where   sea   ice   persists   for   most   of   the   year,”   Derocher   said.   
“They’re   highly   adapted   to   be   a   predator   from   the   surface   of   the   sea   ice.   So   sea   ice   is   their   
preferred   habitat.   It’s   where   they   travel,   it’s   where   they   hunt,   it’s   where   they   mate   and   even   
some   parts   of   their   distribution,   such   as   often   the   north   coast   of   Alaska,   pregnant   females   will   
actually   den   out   on   the   sea   ice   and   give   birth   to   their   cubs   there.”   
  
  

  

A   very   special   day   for   Polar   Bears   International   
Oceanwide,   2/27/2020   
  

This   non-profit   conservation   group   is   the   only   organization   in   the   world   singularly   devoted   to   the   
study   and   survival   of   wild   polar   bears.   Composed   of   a   small   group   of   scientists   and   volunteers,   
Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   seeks   to   protect   these   majestic   but   vulnerable   animals   as   well   as   
the   pack   ice   that   forms   so   vital   a   part   of   their   Arctic   habitat.   
  

And   on   no   day   is   this   mission   more   relevant   than   February   27,   International   Polar   Bear   Day.   
  
  
  

https://www.iowastatedaily.com/news/iowa-state-university-ames-polar-bears-coca-cola-zoos-international-polar-bear-day-starvation-sea-ice-pack-ice-arctic-seals-food-source-climate-change-vulnerable-endangered-species-international-union-for-conservation-of-nature-andrew-derocher-biology-ecology-predator-hunting-threatened-stephen-dinsmore-entomology-natural-resource-fossil-guels-greenhouse-gases-biologist-ecologist-food-supply-mainland-nutrition-phenological-mismatch-study-studies-research-information-emissions-carbon-dioxide-james-colbert-organism-human-impact-population-populations-ecosystems-environment-time-effort-money-future-generations-niche-michael-rentz-reproducing-reproduction-survival-cubs-young-mothers-milk-nurse-nursing-hunting-chemicals-fish-plankton-education-awareness-activist-routine-attention-united-states-canada-norway-denmark-facebook-live-chats-canada-goose-bare-existence-documentary-film/article_c3a2ab8c-58d1-11ea-8fbb-8bd9b5d2c46d.html
https://oceanwide-expeditions.com/blog/international-polar-bear-day


  

San   Diego   Zoo   Study   Indicates   Shrinking   Sea   Ice   Is   
Creating   Ecological   Trap   For   Polar   Bears   
The   Patch ,   2/25/2020   
  

"We   found   that   bears   who   moved   to   land   expended   more   energy   on   average   during   the   summer   
than   bears   that   remained   on   the   receding   sea   ice,"   said   Anthony   Pagano,   Ph.D.,   a   postdoctoral   
research   fellow   co-mentored   between   San   Diego   Zoo   Global,   the   U.S.   Geological   Survey   and   
Polar   Bears   International.   "And   in   the   late   summer,   as   the   ice   became   even   more   restricted,   a   
greater   percentage   of   energy   was   expended   by   bears   swimming   to   land.   This   means   the   
immediate   cost   of   moving   to   land   exceeded   the   cost   of   remaining   on   the   receding   summer   pack   
ice—even   though   bears   are   having   to   move   greater   distances   to   follow   the   retreating   sea   ice   
than   they   would   have   historically."   
  
  

  

Canada   Goose   Teams   With   Polar   Bears   International   on   
Arctic-Themed   BE@RBRICK   
HypeBeast ,   2/27/2020   
  

After   teaming   up   with     Y/Project     on   an   avant-garde   outerwear     collaboration   for   Fall/Winter   2020,   
Canada   Goose    has   now   linked   up   with     MEDICOM   TOY’s   BE@RBRICK    and   Polar   Bears   
International   (PBI)   on   an   arctic-themed   figurine   to   help   support   the   environment.   Offered   in   two   
options   —   a   1000%   size   and   a   set   with   both   400%   and   100%   specs   —   the   limited-edition   toy   
will   benefit   PBI’s   mission   to   conserve   polar   bears   by   raising   awareness   about   the   pressing   issue   
and   providing   a   portion   of   proceeds   from   its   sales   to   the   nonprofit   organization.   
  

● Steller   feature   
● Oceanwide:    A   very   special   day   for   Polar   Bears   International   
● ITV    Rasputin   takes   a   dip   to   celebrate   International   Polar   Bear   Day   

  
● GlobalNews   CA:    Polar   bears   have   become   the   face   of   climate   change   —   here’s   the   

current   state   of   the   species   
● NatureCanada:    International   Polar   Bear   Day:   A   Time   to   Celebrate   and   Save   this   Iconic   

Species   

https://patch.com/california/san-diego/energetics-study-indicates-shrinking-sea-ice-creating-ecological-trap-polar
https://patch.com/california/san-diego/energetics-study-indicates-shrinking-sea-ice-creating-ecological-trap-polar
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https://naturecanada.ca/news/blog/international-polar-bear-day-a-time-to-celebrate-and-save-this-iconic-species/
https://naturecanada.ca/news/blog/international-polar-bear-day-a-time-to-celebrate-and-save-this-iconic-species/


  

Henry   Vilas   Zoo   shows   support   for   international   polar   bear   
day   
NBC15 ,   2/24/2020   
  

The   Henry   Vilas   Zoo   partners   with   Polar   Bears   International   and   is   an   Arctic   Ambassador   site   
that   helps   research   the   best   way   to   protect   polar   bears   in   the   wild.   
  

  

10   Amazing   Facts   About   Polar   Bears   
Popular   Mechanics ,   2/22/2020   
  

With   World   Polar   Bear   Day   right   around   the   corner   (February   27)   we're   sharing   10   facts   about   
the   magnificent   creature   that   has   become   a    pop   culture   icon    but   also   faces   a   grim   future   in   the   
face   of   global   warming.   They're   currently   listed   as   a   vulnerable   species   and   can   be   difficult   to   
track   making   new   discoveries   regarding   polar   bears   that   much   more   exciting.   If   you   want   to  
donate   to   conservation   efforts,   you   can    adopt    a   bear   through   the   World   Wildlife   Fund   (WWF).   
  

  

https://www.nbc15.com/content/news/Henry-Vilas-Zoo-shows-support-for-international-polar-bear-day-568165651.html
https://www.nbc15.com/content/news/Henry-Vilas-Zoo-shows-support-for-international-polar-bear-day-568165651.html
https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/animals/g31004185/polar-bear-facts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8-Mr1Vf2iw
https://gifts.worldwildlife.org/gift-center/gifts/Species-Adoptions/Polar-Bear.aspx


  

Polar   Bears   May   Weigh   Up   to   1,200   lbs.   But   They   Can   
Still   Run   Faster   Than   You   
MSN ,   2/22/2020   
  

Polar   bears   are   fascinating   creatures   that   are   facing   some   troubling   times.   Currently   vulnerable   
for   extinction,   according   to    World   Wildlife   Fund ,   polar   bears   need   attention   now   more   than   ever.   
That's   why,   in   honor   of   International   Polar   Bear   Day   on   February   27,   we've   rounded   up   beautiful   
photos   and   facts   about   these   larger   than   life   animals.   

  

Kate   Upton   stars   in   the   Neiman   Marcus   Spring   2020   
campaign   
Yahoo! ,   2/19/2020   
  

This   year   is   turning   into   a   busy   one   for   Upton   --   earlier   this   month,   she   was   also   snapped   up   by   
Canada   Goose   to   act   as   the   face   of   its   spring   2020   collection   for   the   ready-to-wear   line   Polar   
Bears   International   (PBI).   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestyle-buzz/polar-bears-may-weigh-up-to-1200-lbs-but-they-can-still-run-faster-than-you/ss-BB10frUg
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15   Amazing   Facts   About   Polar   Bears   
Best   Life ,   2/18/2020   
  

If   you   wanted   some   of   your   friend's   food,   you   would   probably   just   ask   them   if   they   wouldn't   mind   
sharing.   Polar   bears,   on   the   other   hand,   ask   for   a   bite   to   eat   with   their   noses.   According   to    Polar   
Bears   International ,   a   "guest   bear   will   approach   slowly,   circle   around   a   carcass,   then   meekly   
touch   the   feeding   bear's   nose"   to   ask   if   they   can   have   some   of   the   food.   
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

https://bestlifeonline.com/facts-about-polar-bears/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears/behavior/
https://polarbearsinternational.org/polar-bears/behavior/


  

Interview   with   Dr.   Steven   Amstrup,   Chief   Scientist   for   
Polar   Bears   International   
Scott   Amyx ,   2/17/2020   
  

Today   I   am   joined   by   Dr.   Steven   Amstrup,   Chief   Scientist   for   Polar   Bears   International.   He   also   
is   an   adjunct   professor   at   the   University   of   Wyoming   in   Laramie.   Before   joining   PBI,   Amstrup   
was   a   research   wildlife   biologist   with   the   United   States   Geological   Survey   at   the   Alaska   Science   
Center,   Anchorage   AK.,   where   he   led   polar   bear   research   in   Alaska   for   30   years.   He   earned   a   
B.S.   in   Forestry   from   the   University   of   Washington,   an   M.S.   in   Wildlife   Management   from   the   
University   of   Idaho,   and   a   Ph.D.   in   Wildlife   Management   from   the   University   of   Alaska   
Fairbanks.   
  

Syndication:    Amazon   
  

  
  

https://scottamyx.com/2020/02/17/interview-with-dr-steven-amstrup-chief-scientist-for-polar-bears-international/
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https://www.amazon.com/Scott-Amyx-Climate-Change-Briefing/dp/B07MK73VHR/


  

  

Using   social   media   for   climate   change   awareness   
Winnipeg   Free   Press,   2 /14/2020   
  

Four   students   from   the   high   
school   took   part   in   a   program   
arranged   by   the   Assiniboine   
Park   Conservancy   (APC)   in   
partnership   with   Polar   Bears   
International   and   the   
Churchill   Northern   Studies   
Centre   to   learn   about   how   to   
use   social   media   to   talk   
about   climate   change.   The   
program   included   a   full-day   
workshop   at   the   Zoo,   
followed   by   a   three-day   trip   to   
Churchill.     
  
  
  
  
  

  

Kate   Upton   Flashes   Killer   Body   To   Save   The   Polar   Bears   
The   Blast ,   2/14/2020   
  

Kate   Upton    is   melting   ice   with   her   hot   post-baby   body   while   making   sure   that   the   polar   bears   
actually   have   some   ice   to   live   on.   The   "Sports   Illustrated"   model   and   actress   is   the   new   face   of   
outerwear   brand   Canada   Goose,   also   having   partnered   up   with   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   
to   raise   awareness   on   climate   change   and   endangered   species.   

https://www.winnipegfreepress.com/our-communities/souwester/Using-social-media-for-climate-change-awareness--567885361.html
https://theblast.com/112599/kate-upton-flashes-killer-body-to-save-the-polar-bears
https://theblast.com/tag/kate-upton


  

Kate   Upton   Says   'My   Biggest   Mom   Shamer   Is   Myself':   
'You   Always   Feel   Like   You're   Falling   Short'     
People ,   2/13/2020   
  

Kate   Upton    is   leading   with   her   baby   girl   in   mind.   
The   supermodel   and    Polar   Bears   International    ambassador,   27,   
spoke   to   PEOPLE   in   Los   Angeles   on   Wednesday   during   an   event   
for    Canada   Goose    about   how   much   her   partnership   with   the   latter   
means   to   her   as   a   mom   to   15-month-old   daughter    Genevieve .   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Kate   Upton   Is   Raising   Awareness   About   
Climate   Change   &   Its   Effects   On   Polar   Bears!   
JustJared ,   2/13/2020   
  

Kate   Upton   is   celebrating   being   Canada   Goose’s   newest   ambassador   by   speaking   up   for   what  
she   believes   in!   
  

In   addition   to   being   the   face   in   the   outerwear   brand’s   newest   campaign,   the   27-year-old   actress   
and   model   has   partnered   with   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   to   raise   awareness   around   climate   
change   and   the   endangerment   of   the   species.   
  
  
  

https://people.com/parents/kate-upton-daughter-genevieve-biggest-mom-shamer-herself/
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Live   camera   gives   real-time   peek   at   Northern   Lights   over   
Manitoba   
KOMONews ,   2/13/2020   
  

For   the   8th   year,    Polar   Bears   
International    will   have   its    Northern   Lights   
Live   Camera    up   and   running   through   
March,   allowing   a   real-time   glimpse   at   
the   aurora.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Polar   Bears   International,   Explore.org,   And   The   Churchill   
Northern   Studies   Centre   Launch   Northern   Lights   Live   Cam   
The   Rising,    2/13/2020   
  

This   marks   the   first   season   in   which   the    Polar   Bears   International   (PBI)   House    will   be   open   
during   the   Northern   Lights   tourism   season   in   Churchill,   Manitoba,   Canada.   Centrally   located   on   
Main   Street,   the   center   is   open   to   the   public   from   1:00pm   –   5:00pm   CT   Monday   –   Saturday   or   
by   appointment.   Educational   tours   are   available   for   groups   and   will   focus   on   what   polar   bears   
are   doing   this   time   of   year   and   the   importance   of   denning   during   the   winter   months   for   polar   
bear   mothers   and   cubs.   The   PBI   House   opened   in   November   2019   and   has   already   hosted   over   
2,000   visitors.   You   can   read   more    here    about   what   it’s   like   to   be   in   Churchill   and   experience   the   
phenomenon   at   this   time   of   year!     
  
  

https://komonews.com/weather/scotts-weather-blog/live-camera-gives-real-time-peek-at-northern-lights-over-manitoba
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Watch   Churchill's   Northern   Lights,   live,   from   anywhere   in   
the   world   
The   Weather   Network ,   2/14/20   
  

Aurora   season   has   begun   and   thanks   to   Polar   Bears   International,   this   is   our   chance   to   watch   
the   Northern   Lights,   each   night,   from   anywhere   in   the   world!   
For   the   eighth   year   in   a   row,   Polar   Bears   International   has   turned   on   their   Aurora   Borealis   
camera   in   Churchill,   Manitoba.   
  

Syndication:   Yahoo!   and    KEPR   TV    and   shared   on    KEPR   TV's   Facebook   page   
  
  

  

How   to   watch   the   northern   lights   from   the   comfort   of   home   
Mother   Nature   Network,    2/17/20   
  

"Polar   Bears   International   works   to   preserve   polar   bears   and   their   unique   Arctic   habitat,   which   is   
also   home   to   the   aurora   borealis,"   said   Krista   Wright,   executive   director   of   PBI.   "We’re   
connecting   dots   between   people   and   polar   bears,   a   species   on   the   frontlines   of   climate   change.   
What   happens   in   the   Arctic   doesn't   stay   in   the   Arctic,   so   we're   excited   to   share   the   northern   
lights   to   inspire   viewers   around   the   globe   to   care   about   this   remarkable   ecosystem."   
For   those   able   to   make   the   journey   to   Canada,   the   PBI   House   will   be   open   for   visitors   and   tours   
during   the   week   to   educate   travelers   about   the   local   environment,   the   wildlife   there   and,   of   
course,   the   northern   lights.   
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Watch   Churchill's   Northern   Lights,   live,   from   anywhere   in   
the   world   
Yahoo!   Canada,   2/14/2020   
  

"For   a   moment   of   zen,   watch   the   northern   
lights   here,"   PBI   said   in   a   press   release   this   
week,   referring   to   their    Northern   Lights   cam   
website .   "And   stay   tuned   for   a   few   live   chats   
about   the   northern   lights   streaming   LIVE   from   
Churchill,   Manitoba   throughout   the   season."   
  
  
  

  

Bask   in   nature's   majesty   without   getting   your   tootsies   cold   
with   this   Northern   Lights   livestream   
The   AV   Club,    2/14/20   
  

The   Northern   Lights   are   currently   at   peak   visibility   and   Explore.org,   the   same   website   that   
provides   us   with   the   annual    Fat   Bear   Week ,   has    set   up   a   livestream    that   allows   the   entire   world   
a   chance   to   watch.   Created   with   assistance   from    Polar   Bears   International    and   the    Churchill   
Northern   Studies   Centre ,   the   broadcast   captures   real-time   footage   of   the   skies   above   Churchill,   
Manitoba.   
At   the   time   of   writing,   there’s   only   an   expanse   of   grey   sky   and   a   snowy   field   to   look   at,   but   it’s   a   
lot   more   exciting   overnight.   Mashable’s   Mark   Kaufman    spoke   to    Polar   Bears   International’s   
executive   director,   Krista   Wright,   who   explains   that   the   best   time   to   watch   the   Lights   is   from   
10:00   PM   to   4:00   AM   (EST)   during   February   and   March   since   “there   tends   to   be   clear,   cloudless   
nights   over   Churchill   this   time   of   year.”   
  
  
  
  

https://ca.news.yahoo.com/watch-churchills-northern-lights-live-213000832.html
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The   northern   lights   cam   just   turned   on   and   it's   the   perfect   
season   for   ghostly   skies   
Mashable ,   2/13/2020   
  

The   feed   can   be    streamed   on   explore.org ,   
and   the   opportunity   to   witness   the   lights   
(from   thousands   of   miles   away)   has   been   
helped   along   by   the   research   
organizations    Polar   Bears   International   
and   the    Churchill   Northern   Studies   
Center .     
"There   are   over   300   nights   of   lights   a   year   
in   Churchill,"   said   Krista   Wright,   the   
executive   director   of   Polar   Bears   
International.     
"It's   definitely   really   cool,"   she   said.   "You   can   get   lights   that   are   dancing   and   moving."   
But   the   best   time   to    watch    is   now,   Wright   emphasized,   specifically   during   February   and   March.   
There   tends   to   be   clear,   cloudless   nights   over   Churchill   this   time   of   year.   
  

  

Climate   Change   Will   Make   Polar   Bear   Tourism   More   
Unpredictable   
Daily   Beast,    1/9/20   
  

Canada   has   one   of   the   planet’s   largest   populations   of   polar   bears,   making   the   region   a   focus   of   
scientists,   like   those   at   Polar   Bears   International   (PBI),   based   in   Churchill.   Polar   Bears   are   less   
adaptable   than   grizzlies,   Geoff   York,   senior   director   of   conservation   for   Polar   Bears   International   
tells   me.   “They   need   not   just   meat,”   he   adds,   they   also   must   have   “marine   mammal   fat   [seals]   to   
live   in   this   environment   successfully;   they’re   pretty   limited   on   any   other   calories   of   that   type.”   
There   are   also   not   as   many   bears   as   in   previous   decades.   “Despite   the   current   best   
management   practices,”   York   tells   me,   they   have   “seen   a   30   percent   decline   in   almost   30   years.   
The   adjacent,   southern   Hudson   Bay   population   is   down   17-18   percent.”   Bear   density   is   also   
lower,   he   adds,   pointing   to   some   studies.   He   insists,   however,   that   with   800   bears   in   the   
immediate   area,   the   chances   of   seeing   them   is   still   “excellent.”   
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CHURCHILL,   MANITOBA   --   The   Polar   Bear   Capital   of   the   
World,   again   accessible   by   train,   confronts   climate   change   
The   New   York   Times,    1/9/20   
  

The   conservation   group    Polar   Bears   International ,   which   recently   opened   a   new   interpretive   
center   in   town,   says   that   since   the   1980s,   the   polar   bear   population   of   western   Hudson   Bay,   
where   Churchill   is,   has   shrunk   by   30   percent,   a   result   of   global   warming   and   the   decline   of   sea   
ice   that   the   bears   depend   on   to   access   the   seals   they   prey   upon.   
  

As   Churchill   manages   both   the   threat   and   the   opportunity   of   climate   change,   it   is   carefully   
straddling   industrial   development   —   it   has   the   only   deepwater   port   in   the   Canadian   Arctic   —   
and   scientific   research;   the Churchill   Marine   Observatory ,   devoted   to   studying   the   effects   of   oil   
spills   on   sea   ice,   is   set   to   open   in   fall   2020.   
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